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The FOCUS SCORING SYSTEM consists of a number of electronic components interfaced together
through a network.
SERVER(MAIN DESK): “The heart” of the system, a Computer in which all the scoring related
programs and databases are installed.
WORKSTATIONS [BACK OFFICE, P.O.S, Etc]: other computers (workstations) where the Focus
program running. The workstation could be used as Back-office, P.O.S station, bowling Front Desk,
etc.
LANE COMPUTER [V.L.C]: Electronic units designated for the automation score of the scoring
system. One VLC = one pair of lanes.
NETWORK SWITCH: The communication between the Server, Lane Computers and workstations is
made through a device called a “Network switch”, a standard computer networking device that
connects network segments.
OVERHEAD LANE MONITOR‟S: Screens where players watch the Score. One monitor= one lane.
A.P.I (Advanced Pinsetter Interface): Device for pinsetter interfacing. One A.P.I= one pair of
lanes. If the pinsetter do not provide the pins detection information‟s, it‟s necessary install the
Sciba, a CCD linear camera used to recognize the standing pins.
BOWLER‟S CONSOLE: table where the players can interact with the Score (vary model available:
single & double qwerty, joystick or touch screen).
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Index to terms used in this manual
Main Desk / Server: Central computer where the Focus program and databases are installed.
Front Desk- Workstation –P.O.S.: Extra Workstation where it‟s possible to access the Focus
program. If the bowling center is equipped with one computer only, the Front Desk and the Main
Desk is the same computer.
Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS): Electric back up power unit used to protect the computer
from power failure & surges and to allow you to save information in case of power failure.
Front Desk Touch Screen: Monitor with touch screen installed, used by touching the screen with a
finger instead of using the mouse.
Mouse: standard computer accessory associated with the windows arrow pointer on the screen.
Click: press and release the left mouse button to activate functions. If the monitor has a touch
screen simply press the icon with a finger on the screen itself.
Double click: 2 fast clicks of the left mouse button are used to activate a program by clicking on
the required icon.
Drag and drop: place the mouse arrow on an icon and, while keeping the left button pressed, move
the icon to the desired position, release the left mouse button to confirm your choice.
Icon: graphic symbol, which represents a program or button.
Checkbox: small box usually accompanied by a short description of what it is used for. When you
click on a checkbox a small black checkmark or tick appears in its center, meaning the function is
active.
Start Menu: Main index activated by clicking on the „Start‟ icon on the bottom left hand corner of
the screen which opens upward, showing the main list of available functions.
Single click pointer: this is a selectable setting which allows the mouse arrow to change
automatically into a hand symbol when you pass over the top of an icon or folder which can be
opened with just one click of the left mouse button instead of a double click.
Desktop: This is the main screen of the Windows computer program showing icons and programs.
Lane Server Service: Special program that allows the communication between the Database and
the Focus software front desk system.
Focus (Front Desk Icon): Steltronic Program for bowling center management.
Plug-In: A series of programs built into the Focus software. Each plug-in manages a particular
section of the program.
Database: Collection of data and records from the Focus software program.
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Printers could be shared with the other Workstation Computers
The dimensions of the devices depend by model and could vary by the devices availability.
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Before switching the system ON
Your system network wires (called
Cat5e-Cat6 cables) runs through
one or more Network Switch(s) in
your center.
The Network Switch(s) are usually
installed near the lane computers.
A dedicated electrical circuit powers
the network switch; the users of
the scoring system need to be able
to recognize where the circuit
breaker is located for this device.

Example of Network connection
WARNING
The Network switch MUST be turned on BEFORE the Main Desk computer starts to loads the
operating system
If the Network switch is powered off, broken or damaged, the Focus software will load the software
but the lane icon will remain grey (not connected), the others workstation will not load Focus (the
software) because the Main Desk is inaccessible.
When the Main Desk is inaccessible during the computer booting, the Lane computers can‟t complete
the login operations: on the left lane screen it‟s flashing the message “Waiting for initial status
from Lane Server”.
To verify the Network switch status is
active, check the power led on the front
panel of the network switch.

Example of 16 port Network Switch

There are also some other LED lights, one
for each port, that are blinking when the
connection with the device is active.

Net Icon

From the Main Desk, it‟s possible to verify the network status
checking the Network Icon:
If the NET ICON (down on the Windows Taskbar, near the clock) is shown with a RED „X‟, it means
the network cable is disconnected or the Network switch is not available.
To solve the problem, restart the Lane Server Service (see the following chapter) after the Network
switch is turned on and connected.
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Restart the Lane Server Service
This operation could be performed ONLY from Main Desk (Server) ONLY
Lane Server Icon

Double click on LANE SERVER ICON (down on the Windows Taskbar,
near the clock).
If the icon is not visible: click on start  All Programs  Steltronic Focus  Service Manager

From the Service Manager window, click on the START button to
resume the Lane Server Service.
After a while the Lane computer will complete the login automatically.
Close the Service Manager window. (Note: you are not actually closing this
program, you are simply minimizing it)

SUGGESTION
Instead of double clicking on the Lane server icon, one click with the RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON on the
Lane server icon. A small menu pops up: choose START LANE SERVER SERVICE using the left mouse
button.
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Switching the system ON*
* Lane computer installed behind the monitors

Example of electric diagram with Lane computer installed behind-close to the monitor
[1] Power on the Network Switch [A]. WARNING: If there is more than one Network switch
connected inside the Bowling network, power on all of them.
[2] Power On the Main Desk [B] (power On the UPS, then the computer by this switch)
[3] Power on the Lane Computers [C]
[4] When the Main Desk completes the loading of Windows and the Focus software is accessible, it
will be possible to power on the other workstations [D] and the Photostrike [E]
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Switching the system ON**
**lane computer installed in the pinsetter area

Example of electric diagram with Lane computer installed in the pinsetter area
[1] Power on the Network Switch [A]. WARNING: if there is more than one Network switch
connected into the Bowling network, power on all of them.
[2] Power On the Main Desk [B] (power On the UPS, than the computer by his switch)
[3] Power on the Monitors [C]
[4] Power on the Lanes Computer [D]
[4] When Main Desk completes the Windows software loading and the Focus is accessible, it will be
possible to “power on” the other workstations [E] and the Photostrike [F]
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Switching ON/OFF Printers – Cash display
RECEIPT PRINTER AND CASH DISPLAY
There is no real sequence in which the cash display and receipt printers are turned on or off,
however the preferred scenario is to have them on prior to turning on the PC.
VGA TOUCH SCREEN MONITOR
They can be connected to the main desk or secondary workstations, the electrical power should be
connected to the same bank of power outlets on the UPS power supply that is delivering power to
the main desk. Therefore it is NOT necessary to turn the monitor off using the button on the front
panel of the monitor itself. In any case, the stand by function of most monitors turns the monitor off
when the signal is missing from the computer (because it has been turned off).
If the touch screen monitor is off while the system is loading Windows, the Touch screen drivers will
not be loaded and the touch screen will not function, in this case re-start the computer with the
touch screen powered on FIRST.

SUGGESTION
Connect the Front Desk monitor and computer base under the UPS.
Connect the UPS and the other devices such Score printer, Ticket printer, Cash display with a
multiple plug surge protected power strip. All devices will be on when the plug strip is switched on.
After the computer shutdown, power off the UPS, than power off the Multiple plugs block from the
switch.
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FOCUS Hasp Key (HARDWARE key)
The Focus program and Lane Server will run only if a specific
hardware key is installed on the Main Desk.
Also, each Focus Workstation needs a specific hardware key;
otherwise the Focus program will not run on that particular
workstation.
Each Hardware Key (Hasp USB Key) is specific for each bowling
center, and for the specific location, i.e. Desk, Snack Bar, and Back
Office.

Aladdin USB Hasp key

The installation staff performs the Hardware key installation and
activation.

WARNING
DO NOT REMOVE THE HARDWARE KEY FROM THE FOCUS COMPUTERS.
WITHOUT THE HARDWARE KEY OR IN CASE OF FAILURE OF THE HASP DRIVERS,
THE FOCUS PROGRAM STOPS WORKING.
IF THE HASP KEY IS NOT ACCESSIBLE ON THE MAIN DESK, THE LANE SERVER PROGRAM
STOPS WORKING, CAUSING IMPOSSIBLE COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE LANE
COMPUTERS.

If the hardware key is not available when Focus starts, the program
will not start up and an error message pops up.
If the FOCUS program is open and somebody removes the Hardware
key by mistake, the Lane server will stop and the focus program will
not show the contents of the plug-in.
To solve this problem proceed in this way:
1) Close Focus program
2) Plug the Hardware key in to a USB port and wait one minute while Windows detects the Hardware
key.
3) Restart the Lane Server:
Click with RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON on the LANE SERVER ICON (down
on the Windows Taskbar, near the clock).

LANE SERVER ICON

A small menu pops up: choose RESTART LANE SERVER SERVICE using the left mouse button
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Start-up the Focus program
From the Desktop Area, click (or double click) on FRONT DESK icon; wait a moment for
the software to start and load the Focus Main menu.

User Identification
There are 3 ways to login into the
system:

When start, the Focus program is
currently locked and the current user
is shown as ANONYMOUS.
A user must identify himself in the
system before working on the Focus.



Manual identification



Swiping magnetic card



Placing the finger on the
Fingerprint reader

USERS MANUALLY IDENTIFICATION







Click on Keys icon on the top of the top bar



Choose a user, clicking on an icon or typing in the User
Name.



Type the password (if necessary)



Confirm the identification, clicking on LOGIN button.

USER IDENTIFICATION WITH PERSONAL CARD
In any windows of Focus, just swipe the user card in the card reader to login in the system
USER IDENTIFICATION WITH FINGERPRINT
In any windows of Focus, just place for a moment the finger onto the fingerprint reader to
login in to the system*.
When a user is logged in the system, his/her name is visible on the top bar, near
the key icon.

*only the finger used to authorize the identification in the User manager can be used for login in the
system.
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Shutdown the System (recommended every
night)
C
A

B

(1) Lane Shutdown (command available from any Workstation by Lane manager)
Open the Lanes Manager Plug-in and click on MULTIPLE SELECTION icon [A]
Click on key SELECT ALL for select all the Lanes.
Choose any lane, click on CTRL button [B].
Click on SHUTDOWN button and confirm.
WAIT UNTIL ALL THE LANE COMPUTERS COMPLETELY SHUTDOWN!
When finished, the Lane computers will power themselves off.
(2) Workstations (and Server) Shutdown
Exit from Focus program using
(in the upper right hand corner) and then proceed to shutdown
Windows. If the Focus program is in full screen mode (the X on the top right corner is not visible),
proceed as follows:
Click on HOME Key [C]

Click on EXIT button to ESC from Focus
program, then shutdown windows.

Shutdown the computer (windows shutdown), the computer will turn itself off, and then switch off
the UPS, then the rest of the peripherals.
REMARKS
It‟s recommended to power OFF the Lane computer when the bowling is not in business in order to
preserve the lane computer lifetime.
Remember to switch in the OFF position all the Lane computers‟ circuit breakers
(Not until the lane shutdown is completed); lane computers will not restart until the circuit breakers
will be turned in the OFF position first.
ALWAYS wait 30 seconds to 1 minute after power OFF before turning on the lane computers
Steltronic Focus 10 scoring System –User Manual
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PLUG-IN TASK BAR [1]: list of available programs for use and configuration. To move from each
PLUG-IN, use the PLUG-IN TASK BAR [1] by the left side or the COMMAND BAR on top [1A]. The
task bar could be hidden using the task bar toggle button [2].
TASK BAR Toggle Button [2]: To hide the list of plug-ins on the left side of the Focus program.
Hiding the plug-in task bar will make the main window of Focus program enlarged to optimize the
available space. To move between the plug-ins, even if the task bar is disabled, scroll through the
list on the top command bar [1A].
FULL SCREEN toggle button [3]: Set-Unset the full screen mode Window; enabling FULL
SCREEN MODE the entire screen area is used to display the FOCUS program and the windows
taskbar will disappear. To recall the windows task bar, exit from the program or click on the
WINDOWS START button on the keyboard.
TOP TOOL BAR [4]: The top toolbar is always available in each Focus menu, where you can find
most of the common commands.
PENDING OPERATIONS WINDOW [5]: This part of the screen will show you all of the visible
pending operations. NOTE: a pending operation is an action not completed. The pending operation
window is not visible when task bar is hidden.
MAIN WINDOW [6]: This part of the screen is where the available lane icons and/or the settings
pages are visible.
EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN [7]: when pressed, this action will immediately shut down ALL the
pinsetters.
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FOCUS PLUG-IN LIST
The FOCUS program is an assembly of various programs called PLUG-IN‟S. Each plug-in controls a
section of the program; for example the Lanes Manager plug-in controls the lanes, the Time Games
plug-in controls the billiards, pool tables, golf simulators, meeting rooms, and any other timed
games setup by management, etc. Each Focus workstation can be personalized with the necessary
plug-in.
WARNING: The availability of the plug-in depends on the license(s) purchased and by the
workstation configuration (see the PLUG-IN SETUP for details).

Lane manager and pinsetter controls

Booking list for advanced reservations

Manager of Timed Games (Pool Tables, Dart
Boards, etc.)

Point Of Sale: Sales of items from the
Pro-shop, Bar, and Restaurant

Tournament and League manager

Report and sales statistics

Bowling and Timed games rate and P.O.S.
items SETUP

Pending cash operations not yet collected
or cash control items

Focus configuration Setup

Pins detection calibration

Bowling membership management

Time Clock manager

QuickBooks Exporter code

Daily Waiting list

Lockers
TOP TOOL BAR
The button/icon present in the Tool bar depends on the plug-ins in use; most of the button
commands are the same in all plug-ins:

Example of Tool Bar (Lanes Manager)
HOME: go to Security Manager
and EXIT from Focus Program
BACK: quit and go back to Main
plug-in page

KEYS: Change User
SLEEP: opens the PENDING OPERATION

CLOSE: close the current active window
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PENDING OPERATION WARNING PREVIEW
In the PENDING OPERATION WARNING it will display the operations that
need to be finished: with Focus it‟s possible to make different operations
at the same time (Referred to as multitasking), simply “parking” the
pending action.
For example, it‟s possible to suspend a lane closure and keep the
payment window “pending” and open a Timed game or checking a
camera.
To access the pending operations, scroll the icon in the top left corner
window or clicking on the Top Bar dedicated icon
Main Window

Lanes Manager

Booking window
The elements of the Main Window
depend on the current „plug-in‟ in use.
For example, in the Lanes manager
plug-in, the elements are the lanes
icon, in the booking the screen it is the
reservation sheet, in the time games
plug-in the elements are the Time
games icon, in the P.O.S., the sales
items icons appear.

Time Games window

When the items icon in one plug-in is more than the current available space, the
program splits the icons into more pages.
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FOCUS SETUP
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Enable or Disable Touch Express
The TOUCH EXPRESS is the virtual keyboard that pops up on
the Front Desk screen when it‟s necessary to input letters or
numbers.
The touch express “transforms” a monitor into a keyboard, and
is suggested to enable this feature only on terminals equipped
with a touch screen monitor.
There




are 3 kind of touch express:
Touch express keyboard
Touch express numeric pad
Touch express date-time pad

To enable the touch express, click on TOOLS, and then check
(enable) the TOUCH EXPRESS on the command bar, the
‟Checkmark‟ means, “touch express is active”.
„TOUCH EXPRESS KEYBOARD‟ COMMANDS
C

A
B

E
D

Touch Express keyboard
[A] CONFIRM (Enter)
[B] TAB KEYS used to move from the next/previous field (example: from bowler‟s first name to the
last name field)
[C] ERASE all letters/numbers of the selected field
[D] CAPS (temporary UPPER case letters)
[E] CAPS LOCK (permanent UPPER case letters)

Enable\Disable Auto Full screen -task bar mode

(1)
Access the Security Manager
window clicking on
the Home icon
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(2)
Enable or disable the Task bar
and Full Screen options.
The selection is permanent until
next change or manual
deselection from
Tool bar buttons
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Focus Users, Groups, Roles and Authorizations
To access the Security Manager window:

2

1



Click on the (1) Home icon



Click on the (2) Users Accounts button

The window has 3 Tabs and one button:
Users: where users can be created or deleted,
or modify rights for the people allowed to
interact with Focus program.
Roles: where you can create/delete/modify a
group of users where the members have the
same authorizations.
Authorizations: where you can allow/deny
rights for users and/or groups.
The button User‟s Hierarchy serves to setup the Users level.
The usage of roles helps to quickly define the user authorizations: instead of specifying the rights for
each single user, it‟s more advantageous to apply a role to a user because users added to a role
inherit those “role” authorizations.
WARNING: Always use SAVE AND CLOSE key before exiting and confirming changes.
FOCUS USERS
Each user could be personalized with a name, password, login time, card/finger print, photo, etc. In
the user tab, there are 3 default users that cannot be removed:




Cashier
Owner
Service

- part of the User group – as default has limited rights
- part of the Administrator group – as default has FULL rights
- access restricted to Steltronic Technical Service

Click on New to create a
new focus user

Click on delete to remove
the selected focus user

Click on properties to
modify the selected focus
user

WARNING
It‟s strongly recommend to insert a password for Owner to deny improper access to the
Administrator functions
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ADD – MODIFY A USER


To ADD a new user, click on the NEW key. To edit a
user, select the name and click on the properties
button.



Type the username into the Name field and the first
password into the password field*.



By connecting a WEB CAM to the Front Desk, it is
possible to capture a user‟s photo: click on the
PHOTO frame and use the GRAB key to save the
picture; to remove an undesired photo, click on the
Delete photo button.



Specify in the TIMEOUT field, a time limit for the
inactivity of the computer‟s use: the timeout
countdown starts after the last user‟s action; when the
timeout expires, the user is logged out automatically
and the Focus program will be locked (ANONYMOUS).



You can also check the box for “log off” after each
transaction, and by enabling this feature, you are
forcing the user to be signed off automatically after
each financial transaction is finished.

By default, the timeout is set with 300 minutes,
and by clicking the No Timeout checkbox, the user will
never be signed off the session, once they log in.
*Note: The first password is not mandatory; users can change or enter their password themselves
from the login menu. To remove a password from an existing user, select the user, click on
properties, and then click on the Clear button that will be available under the login name.
USER CARD/FINGERPRINT
If the system is equipped with a magnetic card/fingerprint reader; the user can use the magnetic
card/fingerprint reader to login into the system instead of typing a password manually.
REMARKS
Steltronic supplies the magnetic cards, which are described above. They are coded in order to recognize
each type of card: owner, employees and bowlers. If you require cards please ask your distributor or
contact service@steltronic.com
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Click on the Card/Finger tab



Slide the card or place one finger on
the fingerprint reader until the
message changes to
“Card/fingerprint acquired” on the
display (Make sure you place the
finger multiple times until you have
a dark green status bar)



Choose the emission (valid from)
and expiration (Until) dates



Mandatory: select the Card
Enabled checkbox



Click on OK to confirm
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To disable a Card or Fingerprint, remove the checkbox “card or fingerprint enabled”; the card or
the acquired fingerprint will be refused by the next Focus login.
To remove a card permanently, click on the Reset Card button; to remove an acquired
fingerprint click on the clear fingerprint button.

The fingerprint will recognize the Focus user only if they are placing the same finger acquired in
the card validation menu.
CREATING – DELETING ROLES
As mentioned before, the usage of roles help to quickly define the user authorizations: instead of
specifying the rights for each single user, it‟s more advantageous to apply a role to a group of users
because users added to a role inherit those “role” authorizations.
Users can be assigned to multiple roles; the level of the authorizations will be the highest level that
the individual is authorized for.

Click on the ROLES tab
to enter the ROLES page

Click on Delete to remove
the selected role

Selected
Role

Click on New to create
a NEW Role

Click on Properties to
modify the user list
of the selected role
a NEW Role

A default Administrator and User roles are already defined:


ADMINISTRATOR role allows users unlimited access to the Focus program



USER role allows a series of default-limited authorizations for cashier and employees (Rate
and Focus setups are forbidden to a „user‟ role).
ROLE PROPERTIES

After the creation of the role, it is possible to allow a user into a
role; simply click on the checkbox to the left side of the user name.
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Confirm with the OK button
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AUTHORIZATIONS
Click on the
Authorizations
tab
to enter
that page

Use  keys
or Scroll bar
to move
Selected
user

Selected
authorization

Authorized
Users List

Selected
role

Authorized
Role List

Open the tab AUTHORIZATIONS to enter in the authorizations rights list.

ENABLE ONE AUTHORIZATION TO A ROLE


Highlight the Authorization Description



Click on Allow to role button to browse the list



Highlight the role name



Choose the OK button to confirm

ENABLE ONE AUTHORIZATION TO A USER


Highlight the Authorization Description



Click on Allow to user button to browse the list



Highlight the role name



Choose the OK button to confirm

REMOVE THE AUTHORIZATION FROM A USER OR ROLE


Highlight the Authorization Description



Highlight the User/Role enabled from the list that appears



Click on the Deny to User or Deny to Role button
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Add/Change a password of an existing Focus user
At first the user must login
to Focus:
a) Swipe the user
card/place the finger
on the reader
OR
b) Click on the keys icon
to bring up the logon
screen, type the
name and password
and click on the login
button.

Click on the
“KEYS” icon to bring
up the LOGON screen

When the Focus user is
logged in, once again click
on the keys icon to bring up
the logon screen.

Click on the
Change Password
button



Type the OLD PASSWORD*



Type the NEW PASSWORD



Confirm the NEW PASSWORD



Click on OK button to save the operation

*This operation is the same for adding or changing the password; if the user has no pre-assigned
password; leave the “Old Password” field blank.
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Setup Configuration Manager
The Configuration Manager is a Focus plug-in for accessing and managing the following settings
and/or operations:


Taxes calculation mode



Ticket Printers Header lines



List of available Plug-In for each workstation



Database Management (settings for the Focus database backup and Archiving data)



Opening Time, Closing days and Holidays Definition



Workstations Devices setup (Ticket printer/Cash Drawers/Card-Fingerprint reader, Cash Display)



Cash Register settings (Coupons, ticket printer setting & footer message, etc.)



Point Of Sale (POS) Workstations layout configuration



Automatic Time Games Power Control setup (optional device to control Time games power)



Time Games Setup



Booking fields due/optional settings



Lanes Manager due/optional settings



A.P.I. Pinsetters parameters [RESERVED TO INSTALLERS/SERVICE ONLY]



Advertising Manager



Lockers setup



League Auto close options
WARNING

The usage of the Configuration Manager is reserved to the Owner or Administrator level users.
Pinsetter parameters can be edited ONLY with the help of the Steltronic service technicians. An
improper setting could compromise the pin score reading and the pinsetter performance.

Click on the
Configuration Manager
To load the Configuration
manager window

After any modification of the configuration manager, click on the SAVE button to confirm.
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Taxes Calculations Mode


Click on the Configuration Manager button



Choose the Center tab

Tax Included checkbox
 TAX INCLUDED (checkbox selected) the value specified in the Rate setup is the “GROSS PRICE”
and it includes the tax in the sale.
 TAX INCLUDED (checkbox unselected) the value specified in the Rate setup is the “NET PRICE”,
and the tax percentage (if tax was included as part of the rate) tax will be added to the sale.
TAX CALCULATION
There are 2 choices for deciding how the program will manage tax calculations when varying the
rate using the same tax:
[SINGLE ITEM TAX] for each sale of every item, the program deducts the tax for the single net
price. The tax total is the sum of the tax of each item.
[GROUPED BY TAX] program collects the net total summing all of the items with the same tax,
and then calculates the tax total in the percentage of the net total.
EXAMPLE OF SINGLE ITEM TAX

EXAMPLE OF GROUPED BY TAX

Burger - net price= $2.50
Food & Drink Tax = 10%

Burger - net price= $2.50
Food & Drink Tax = 10%

Soft Drinks - net price= $0.75
Food & Drink Tax =10%

Soft Drinks - net price= $0.75
Food & Drink Tax =10%

-----------------TRANSACTION------------------

-----------------TRANSACTION------------------

1 burger $2.50
+ $0.25 (Tax10%)
+
1 soft drinks $0.75
+
$0.08 (Tax10%)

1 burger $2.50
+ 1 soft drink $0.75
______________________________
10% tax
=

Net Tot= $3.25
Tax Tot= $0.33
Grand TOT= $3.58

Net Tot= $3.25
Tax Tot= $0.32
Grand TOT= $3.57

TAX COLLECTION
FOR BOWLING MEMBERSHIP PAYMENTS ONLY: there are 2 possible choices for deciding how the
program will collect the tax amount when the “Taxes are not included” + “group by Tax” and a
member pays with their card:
[USE CASH] the Tax will be collected by cash and not be charged on the membership card.
[USE MEMBERS AMOUNT] the tax will be charged to the credit of the membership card.
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Modify the Receipt Printers Header lines


Click on Configuration Manager button



Choose the Center tab



Edit as needed the field Address1- Address2- Address3. Each field will be used as a
header line for the ticket printer, which is displayed under the Name on the receipt.

Note: the Name field cannot be manually edited. If there is any modification needed to the Name
field, please contact the Steltronic Service Department. The name field is also used as the score
printout header.

Setup the Workstations Plug-In list


Click on the Configuration Manager button



Choose the Center tab
Selected
workstation
Editable
plug-in names

Plug-in list for the
selected workstation

Workstations
list

WORKSTATION: list of all available workstations. By default, the only workstation visible in the list
is the Main Desk, the other workstations need to be added manually (normally provided by the
installation‟s staff).
ONLY the Main Desk (Server) will load by defaults all of the licensed plug-ins; when you first start
the Focus program. On the other workstations, they will load only the Lanes Manager plug-in, the
other plug-ins need to be added manually to each workstation.
On the Plug-in Configuration list, there is displayed the plug-in available for the selected
workstation and the order list in the Pos (position) column.
Plug-in list, plug-in Name and the order position could be modified or edited for each workstation
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ADDING A NEW FOCUS WORKSTATION
Click on the Discover Workstation button to begin the automatic browsing of the computers
connected in the network.



Wait until the green progress bar stops.
At the end of the network browsing, click on the
button to add
a new line in the Workstation field, and then position the cursor on
to the new field.
Choose the workstation to add from the available selections.
To add another workstation, click on the
as before.

button and proceed

REMOVING A WORKSTATION FROM THE LIST


Highlight the computer name and click on the

button (confirmation is required).



Adding a Plug-in to a workstation
Highlight the Workstation name to begin the changes.



Use the

button to ADD a new plug-in

It is possible to add the same plug-in multiple times and renaming it as needed:
EXAMPLE: The bowling center has 4 Snooker tables, 6 Pool tables, 10 Internet Points and 20 Minigolf. All of these items are Rental Time games.
The workstation A can control the Snooker, Pool Table and P.O.S., the Workstation B Bowling lanes
and Internet Points, workstation C only Mini-golf.
To manage this scenario, create 2 new Time Games plug-in and rename them as Mini-golf and
Internet. Add the Plug-in Mini-golf to Workstation C.
Add the Plug-in Internet and Lanes Manager to Workstation B.
Add the Plug-in Time Games and P.O.S. to Workstation A.
NOTE: The “Plug-ins” for Reports, Products and Rates, and Configuration Manager are usually
reserved to the back office workstation or Main Desk controlled by the owner or manager. Access to
the “strategic” plug-in is allowed only to the Focus Administrator users.



REMOVING PLUG-IN TO A WORKSTATION
Highlight the Workstation name to begin the changes



Highlight the Plug-in name that needs to be removed



Use the



CHANGE THE PLUG-IN ORDER TO A WORKSTATION
Highlight the Workstation name to begin the changes



Click on the number below Pos near the selected plug-in



Choose a different number for the position:

button to REMOVE the selected plug-in

Note: the plug-in with a position #1 will be shown on the top of the list.
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SETUP ALERTS
The Alert “NOTIFIES” the operator when an event occurs.
If you have an alert set for “Lanes Stopped”, the alarm will not
be shown if you are currently on the “Lanes” plug-in.
If you happened to be on the booking plug-in, and a lane has
finished bowling, the alarm icon will be flashing on the Lanes
plug-in.

Each plug-in has an ALERT available for 3 kinds of events:
-

Lane Stopped (end of the game)
Booking ready to play
Time Game (end of the time)



SETUP ONE-MORE ALERTS
Highlight the Workstation name to begin the changes



Click on the Alerts section on the plug-in line where an alert needs to be set



Select the Alert event clicking on the checkbox in the Selected column
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Database Management

In the DATABASE MANAGEMENT section, it‟s possible to setup the parameter for automatic
backups and the deletion of HISTORICAL DATA.
The BACKUP creates a copy of the SQL Database files used by Focus. The backup files could be used
for restoring the database records or table in case of a database corruption or, in the case of a Main
Desk failure; the backup files could be mounted on a new Focus PC to obtain a new Main Desk.
ARCHIVE the historical data is an operation that will DELETE the records from the database older
than the number of days selected. This archiving is necessary to maintain the database
performance.
The Historical data are 3 types:
Commercial data
- cash transaction and reports (Recommended 1 year of data collection)
Game data
- frames bowled and information of played games (Recommended 15 days)
Other data
- records of times games, bookings, etc.(Recommended 30 days)

WARNINGS
The Backup could be automatically performed ONLY if the Main Desk (Server) computer is switched
ON; automatic backup will be skipped if the computer if switched OFF when the backup time is
supposed to start.
The HDA will not remove the records of Not-collected payments; the HDA will start only if all of the
Cash register Batches are closed and the ZZ reports performed by a user.
The Free SQL Server version installed as Standard on Focus Main Server manages MAX 4 GB of
IBCMS Database; anyhow the database must not exceed to 2 GB to allow future Focus updates.
2 GB of IBCMS Database is considered enough to collect the records of one year of bowling
business. Customers are recommend to check frequently the dimensions of the IBCMS Backup file
(the backup reflect approximately the dimension of the IBCMS Database); in case of need or if is
necessary keep on line more records please advise the Steltronic Service for purchasing a Standard
Edition of SQL Server
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BACKUP MANAGEMENT SETUP
Click on the Configuration Manager button



Click on the Database Management tab

1

WARNING
It is mandatory to set the location of WHERE to save the backup files. Type the path name in the
field, or click on the [1] button to browse the computer/network resources.
Remember to periodically check the available disk space and remove the unnecessary files
from the folder files in order to prevent full disk problems
Suggestion: save the backup files onto removable media or in a network path to prevent the loss of
the data in the case of a Front Desk hard disk failure.
Anytime a backup is made, the program names the backup file adding the current date and time.
The NUMBER OF THE BACKUPS decides how many times the same backup files could be saved in
the same folder. After the selected numbers of backups have been obtained, the old files will be
deleted.
To make a manual backup immediately, click the green MANUAL BACKUP button; to activate the
Automatic backup proceed as follows:


Enable the checkbox Backup Activated



Choose the number of backups



Choose the Backup Frequency for the available choice



Click on SAVE button to confirm



AVAILABLE CHOICES FOR THE AUTOMATIC BACKUP FREQUENCY
ONCE A DAY
 select the backup time



ONCE A WEEK

 select the day of the week and backup time



ONCE A MONTH

 select the day of the month (from 1 to 28) and the backup time



ONCE A YEAR

 select the day of the year and the backup time
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HISTORICAL DATA ARCHIVE MANAGEMENT (HDA) SETUP
Click on the Configuration Manager button



Click on the Database Management tab

To make a manual HDA immediately, click the green Archive Now button; to activate the
Automatic HDA proceed as follows:


Enable the checkbox Historic Data archive Activated



Choose one of the Data type for HDA (commercial, game, other)



Choose the Time when to perform the HDA



Choose the Frequency for the HDA and the old Data definition



Click on the SAVE button to confirm



Repeat the steps for another kind of HDA type and click on Save to confirm each time

HDA DATA TYPES
Data Types: There are 3 different types of files available for archiving and each of these needs to be
set and saved individually:
a) COMMERCIAL DATA: lane payments, taxes and reports
b) GAME DATA: lanes session, tournament session
c) OTHER DATA: membership payments details






ONCE
ONCE
ONCE
ONCE

A
A
A
A

AVAILABLE CHOICES FOR THE AUTOMATIC HDA FREQUENCY
DAY
 select the Archive time
WEEK
 select the day of the week and the Archive time
MONTH
 select the day of the month (from 1 to 28) and the Archive time
YEAR
 select the day of the year and the Archive time

OLD DATA DEFINITION
Choose the parameter to define the “life time” of the file to be archived.
The records that will match with the time selection will be removed from the database. Note:
minimum selection = 1 Day
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Opening Time/Closing days Holidays Definition
Opening time
section

WARNING
It is mandatory to set the “opening time” of each day of the week needs to be setup for the system
working properly
Opening Time Setting


Click on the
to add a Start Day or
End day time slot line



The start day selection is the current date,
click on the day name to change it if
necessary, a selection list appears.



Type the start Day time



Change the Stop Day and the stop time if
necessary



To remove a time slot, click on the
checkbox for that item, then on the

Example
the bowling center is open: Mon-9AM to 2AM Tue-11AM to 03AM
=
- Start Day Monday 09:00AM
- Stop Day Tuesday 02:00AM
- Start Day Tuesday 11:00AM
- Stop Day Wednesday 03:00AM


To Set more start or end days, click on the
week)
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If the next day has the same setting, click on the
to copy the last slot to the next day
HOLIDAY- CLOSED DAY DEFINITION
Most of the bowling centers apply a special rate for holidays. The Focus program could be set for
restricting the use of a “holiday rate” during the holiday period: only the rate assigned as “holiday”
can be used during a day or period assigned as “holiday” (see the rate setup for further details). In
the same way, it is also possible to set a certain day as a “day off” (the bowling center is closed).

Holiday
assigned
(Green)

(optional)
Type here a holiday
description

Selected date
(Yellow)



HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT
Click on the date on the calendar (the date will be highlighted in yellow)



Tag the HOLIDAY checkbox to mark the day as holiday, then type a holiday description if
necessary.



If the holiday recurs every year, such as Christmas, Halloween, etc. tag the checkbox
“recurrent every year”.
Click on SAVE or move to another day to continue; the holiday date will be highlighted in
Green.



If the workstation is connected to the Internet, click on Get holiday from Internet button to load
most of the common holidays (service depends by country).



REMOVE HOLIDAYS
Select the day clicking on the calendar



Un-tag the holiday checkbox

To remove all holidays, click on the Remove all Holidays button.



DAY OFF ASSIGNMENT
Click the date on the calendar (the date will be highlighted in yellow)



Tag the Closed checkbox to mark the day as “Closed”.

To remove a day, select a date and uncheck the Closed checkbox.
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Workstations Devices Setup
Each Focus Workstation could be equipped with the following “devices”:


One Receipt (Ticket) Printer



One Kitchen printer to printout the POS order



One Cash Display



One or more (physical) Cash Drawers + a number of Virtual Cash drawers



One Magnetic Card Reader



One Fingerprint Reader
REMARKS

All devices must be compatible and set as ESC/POS compatible.
Receipt printers must be installed with the software drivers (from the printer manufacturer) before
modification in the Devices configuration can take place; the “port” in which the printer will use
must be configured with Windows and/or the software that comes with the printer.
Each workstation could be setup independently, to setup the receipt printer; the devices
configuration manager must be performed locally from the workstation.
Modifying the Devices Configuration Manager could affect the Workstation performance and the
Focus functionality; it is strongly recommend contacting Steltronic Service Technicians before
making any modifications.

Select the
Device to Set

Select the workstation to
begin



To begin the Devices configuration, highlight the Devices line under the Workstation name



Use the ADD button to enable a device and using the REMOVE button will remove it



When finished with your modifications, click the SAVE button



The Focus program must be restarted for your modifications to take effect
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PRINTERS (RECEIPT PRINTER – KITCHEN PRINTER)

The list of available printers comes from the Windows printer folder, so the receipt printer must be
installed with the Windows driver before beginning the cash configuration. After the device is
chosen, specify the editable parameters:


Eject lines: number of lines fed after the print ends. - Line Width: paper size



Graphical mode: use the graphic printer driver supplied from the printer software driver



Graphical mode: prints in TEXT mode. The text columns, Print Mode and Codepage must be
specified manually; consult your printer manual for these settings.

Note: Bixilon Samsung printer and Neos-no cut graphical will load the default settings when chosen.
CASH DISPLAY



Select the DEVICE and specify the COM port where the cash display is physically connected



Modify the currency symbol, number of columns and number of rows needed to match the
Cash display hardware specifications



Type the Welcome message that will be shown when the Cash display is in stand-by mode
waiting for the next transaction.
CARD READER (MEMBERSHIPS)



Assign the correct COM port where the card Reader is physically connected (Device Type and
parameters are setup by Default).

NOTE: Inside of the Windows port settings, these parameters must be setup the same as above.
USER READER (FOR FOCUS OWNER & EMPLOYEES)
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POURING SYSTEM
The Focus POS workstations could be connected with BERG pouring System. The pouring system
controls Drinks spillage and portion sizes with a device connected via COM line with a POS station;
anytime a drink is spilled from the pouring system, the related product is added automatically into
the focus POS vending list.
TM

After the Workstation selection, set the Pouring stem parameters:
Type: None (not installed, default) - Berg Generic - Berg Basic
Device: choose a COM port of the selected workstation where the Pouring System is connected
Baud: select the Baud Rate speed for the selected COM port
Acknowledge: choose when the FOCUS POS is enabled to receive the pouring data:
 Only when POS is active = connection is active only when the POS plug-in is in use on the
Focus workstation connected via COM with pouring system
 Only when Logged In = connection is active only if a Focus user is login on Focus program
running on the workstation connected via COM with pouring system
 Always = connection is active if a Focus is running (even with anonymous user) on the Focus
workstation connected via COM with pouring system
CASH DRAWERS
For each Focus workstation, it is possible to have several physical Cash Drawers. However the
cashier can only work on one drawer at a time.
The Focus program allows also the possibility to install more “Virtual Cash Drawer” in the
workstations. As usual the “Virtual cash drawers” are used as a Remote Cash drawer control” and
are installed only on the Main Front Desk or in the Back office: a “Virtual cash drawer” refers to a
physical Cash Drawer of a certain Workstation; in this way the Manager could make the Z Report of
each cash drawer directly from the Back office or Main Front Desk computers.
The Focus program supports the following kinds of cash drawers:
 Cash drawer connected through the receipt printer
 Cash drawer connected to the workstation through a Windows COM port through a cash
drawer interface box supplied by Steltronic.
NOTE: each drawer that is controlled through a Windows COM port requires a dedicated COM port,
com ports cannot be shared.
CASH DRAWER CREATION

Click on Manage button to
create the drawers
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Use the ADD button to add a line and type the drawer name



Click on OK to confirm



Repeat the operation and create all cash drawers that will be
used

By default, all users are allowed to use a new drawer; for personalizing
the Drawer user level, click again on the MANAGE button to reload the
manage menu:

+ button



For each drawer, click on



Enable or Disable the User Checkbox from the Focus user list of
people to Allow or Deny the use a specific cash drawer



At the end, click on OK to con

ASSIGN DRAWERS TO A WORKSTATION
(2)
Click on ADD button

(4)
Assign a Working Drawer
(1)
Select the workstations

(3)
Choose a Type



Use the ADD button and choose the drawer that needs to be added to the workstation



Select the Type of the Drawer:

None –choose for the Virtual drawer or for no drawer.
Esc/Pos serial – for drawers connected to the workstation‟s COM port (Steltronic Drawer
Interface).
Esc/Pos printer driven – for drawers connected through the ticket (receipt) printer
APG Serial Pro II – for drawers connected to the workstation‟s COM port (generic for U.S.A.)
For Esc/Pos serial and APG Serial Pro II: in the DEVICE section, it‟s mandatory to choose the
workstation COM port where the Cash drawer is physically connected.
The Pulse Time indicates the length of the pulse signal for the drawer solenoid. The default value is
1000 (=1 Second); change this value only if necessary.
WORKING DRAWERS
A working drawer is the physical drawer installed and connected to a workstation. ONLY one working
drawer could be assigned to a cashier, the other drawer will be considered as a “virtual drawer”. In
the working Drawer list, it is possible to specify which user can access the physical working drawer
of the selected workstation:


Click Working Drawer button



Enable the User Checkbox from the Focus user list of
people that are allowed to use the specific drawer



At the end, click on OK to continue

Click on SAVE before exiting to apply the changes, Restart the Focus program on the workstation to
refresh the settings.
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Cash Register options

(1)
Select the
workstation

SKIP COLLECT
Payment
rates
(Always
available)

When skip collect
is enabled in the
configuration
manager, this
screen never
appears

When the skip collect checkbox is enabled in the configuration manager, the Focus program shows
only the payment screen, clicking on OK, will skip the next screen that appears “transaction
collection procedures”. This feature is helpful for a center that uses an external Cash program or
Cash device to collect incomes.
RECEIPT PRINTER FOOTER – PRINT OPTIONS
This is for printing a text message that will be printed at the end (bottom) of the receipt ticket.
Print Receipt: options for default receipt printout method: Always, None, Ask every time.
Print Cashier ticket (per magnetic Card or Accounts..): when enabled, the printer make a
short ticket for cashiers as a remind; cashier can place in the drawer for his calculation as he does
for credit card tickets.
CASH DRAWERS
Insert Opening Amount when the batch is open: Focus operators can declare the amount of
the “cash” that was given to them as a “starting bank” before starting their shift. This amount is
named OPENING AMOUNT and will be deducted when the reports make the balance.
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Enabling the checkbox “Insert Opening Amount when the batch is open” forces the Cashier to
declare the opening amount before making their FIRST transaction; if this box is disabled, the
cashier is free to declare the opening amount when he wants, anytime before they run the Z report.
Check opening amount – check closing amount: Small bowling centers that are not interested
in controlling the staff‟s shift (Z reports) could disable the checkbox of “opening” and “closing”
amount; the owner can simply obtain a ZZ Report that collects all daily transactions without running
in the Z reports first.
$ COUPONS
Coupons are a way to manage a different type of “CREDIT” for all kinds of transactions such as
bowling, POS, and Time Games. You must setup in advance all of the coupons that a cashier would
accept during his shift.


use ADD button to create a coupon and type the PRICE for each coupon item



Use REMOVE button to delete the selected coupon



To EDIT a coupon, highlight the line of the coupon that needs to be modified and modify it

NOTE: A coupon with a value of $5.00 could be used for a $2.00 sale, and the remaining $3.00 is no
longer available.
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Point Of Sale Workstations layout configuration
The P.O.S. module is a Focus plug-in for the sales of Pro Shop and Restaurant items. The Pro Shop
group usually contains products such as sales, Shoes, T-Shirts, bowling balls, gadgets and any
other income that needs to be controlled and reported using the Focus program; such as Video
Game coins, Soft drink vending machines, etc. Snacks, Fast food, Spirits, Food & Drinks are
generally managed under the Restaurant group.
Each workstation P.O.S. layout could be configured individually; to organize the use of P.O.S. it will
be necessary to proceed step by step:


Create the items for Pro Shop and Restaurant (from the Product & Rates Plug-In)



To configure the POS Plug-in, “Drag and drop” your items onto a POS grid (using the
P.O.S. configuration Manager)



Set the pricing rates, validity etc. for each product (from the Product & Rates Plug-In)

Note: all of the items of the Pro Shop and Restaurant group could be assigned to a POS layout; the
usage of the POS plug-in depends on the enabled item settings from the Product and Rates plug-in.
CREATE THE ITEMS FOR THE PRO SHOP AND RESTAURANT
Please consult the chapter Create/..Pos Products on page 57
CONFIGURE THE P.O.S. PLUG-IN WORKSTATIONS LAYOUT


Open the CONFIGURATION MANAGER P.O.S. plug-in
To view the list of products click on the
button on the left side of PRO SHOP and/or
RESTAURANT tab.

Choose one workstation

CONFIRM CLOSING CHECKBOX
When the “Confirm closing checkbox” is tagged, Focus will ask for a confirmation before starting the
PAYMENT transaction procedure.
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CREATE A P.O.S. GRID
The POS grid layout allows you to place a MAXIMUM of 64 product icons for each page. Adding more
pages to the P.O.S. screens help to manage many products and/or group the products under a
specific group name. The grid‟s layout of each page could be setup independently by the others
Click on ADD for
more pages

Personalize
the Tab
names

Choose your custom
grid

Pre-selected grid

ADDING PRODUCTS TO THE POS GRIDS
There are varying ways to add products in the P.O.S. grids:
ADD THE SELECTED ITEM(S) TO THE GRID:
 Select the product by clicking directly on the name and for multiple selections, keep the CTRL
key on the keyboard pressed and click on each product‟s name.


Click on the ADD TO GRID button to move the selected product from the list to the grid;
drag and move the product‟s icon on the grid if it is necessary to change the icons‟ order and
layout.

ADD ALL ITEMS:
 Click on the ADD ALL button, to add all of the available products to the grid. Pages will be
created automatically if the number of icons exceeds the grid layout.
COPY FROM:
 Copy the P.O.S. layout and icons from another workstation.
DRAG AND DROP:
 Select the product, drag in the designated area and drop it: To drag a product, click on the
product‟s name, keep the left mouse button pressed (or keep finger on the touch screen),
move the pointer in the designated area and release the mouse button to drop the icon onto
the grid.
CREATE A SUB-PRODUCTS GROUP

When a product is dragged on top of another icon, it will be inserted
into a sub-group: The first icon on the page, like a “china box” it
contains other products that pop up clicking on the first icon.
It‟s possible to personalize
background color.

the

sub-group

with

a

name

and

REMOVING A PRODUCT FROM THE GRID


Drag the product icon out of the grid and “release” it. The item is now “returned” to the list of
available products.

At the end of editing, click on the SAVE to confirm. Before using the P.O.S., you must “refresh” the
POS screens by clicking on the “refresh” button.
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ATGPC Setup
The ATGPC board is an OPTIONAL hardware device for controlling the ON/OFF power of external
devices, like pool table lights, internet stations, etc. Each Device could control 8-16 Time games
(depends by the I/O module); and additional devices could be installed in the center as needed.
The ATGPC device is controlled by Focus via TCP/IP; each device has a unique IP address and is
connected on the same local area network as the Focus workstation. To setup the ATGPC device,
proceed as follows:
1. Add the ATGPC-NET devices in the [configuration Manager] ATGPC configuration Tab
2. Create the Time Games group and Setup the Advanced Times games properties to
assign the ATGPC-NET ports to each game (see the next chapter Time games Setup)
[1] ADD THE ATGPC DEVICES

Open Focus program
and identify as Owner
or user with
Administrator rights



Open the CONFIGURATION MANAGER ATGPC Plug-in



Click on the Add device button to create a device Id line



Type a Device Name on the field or leave the default



Choose the Device Type (mandatory - Ether I/O 24)



Choose the number of the controlled Output for each device (max 16 for each devices)



As a default, the program assigns an IP Address; the address must be modified with the
physical Device IP, check the ATGPC-NET IP label on the box.



Click on Save to apply the selection
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Time Games Setup
Time Games are the entertainment “no-bowling games” like Pool, Snooker, Ping Pong, etc. that are
usually rented by time.
As usual the Time Games are divided by groups: each game of the group is represented by an icon.
Clicking on the time games icon will start/stop the time game count.
To manage the Times Games with Focus:
 create the time Games group
 Determine how many games are available in each group.
 Select for each workstation, which Time Games will be available for each, Time Games plug
in.
REMARKS
The number of visible Time Games Icons for each page is dependant by the screen resolution and
Focus Task bar set: a maximum of 10 icons per page with a screen resolution of 1024x768 (with the
task bar off), a maximum of 18 icons per page with a screen resolution of 1280x1024 (with the task
bar off).
The times games will be listed sequentially and split into more pages if one page is not enough to
contain all of the icons.
In this way it is possible that the Time Games Icons of different groups will be displayed on the
same page. If necessary, divide the Time Games by groups, create more Time Games plug-ins and
use it as a container for different Time Games group.



CREATE A TIME GAME GROUP
On the Configuration Manager click on the Time Games tab.



Click on the ADD button to create a new line for adding a new time game group



Type the Group name in the Type box and a description of the time game in the
Description box, if necessary.



On the Time Game Number box, set the number of the time games contained in the group



Use the ADD button and repeat the steps for adding more time games groups



EDIT/REMOVE A TIME GAME GROUP
For editing a time game, click directly on to the field that needs to be edited. (i.e. Type
name, number, etc.)



For deleting a time games group, select it by clicking on the selected checkbox then click on
the REMOVE button; confirmation is required

NOTE: Click on SAVE button to confirm the time Games creation.
The unsaved games will not be available in the Advanced configuration or in the plug-in settings.
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TIME GAMES ADVANCED CONFIGURATION
A

B



Click on the [A] Advanced checkbox to load the time Games Advanced Configuration.



Use the [B]

buttons for expanding or collapsing the “tree list”.

AVAILABLE ADVANCED EDITABLE FIELD OPTIONS FOR EACH GAME OF EACH GROUP


Time Game name - Time Game Description



PREPAID (as default, with the checkbox untagged the default opening is post-paid)



Position of the game icon in the Time Game Plug in window



Default Game Over (in minutes)



Payment Mode: Actual time (current time when the Time game payment transaction began)
or the requested time (time when the game was originally closed)



Block Prepaid selection: with the checkbox enabled, the time game can be sold only in the
pre-payment mode.
ATGPC TIME GAME ASSIGNMENTS

Choose the
ATGPC device
name

Choose the ATGPC
OUTPUT number
assigned to the
time game

Refer to ATGPC installation manual for further details
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SETUP THE TIME GAMES GROUP IN THE PLUG-IN LIST

Click here to always apply the start
time rates for the time games
payments

(1)
Choose one workstation



To enable a time games group, highlight the Workstation name



Click on the SELECTED checkbox near the Time Game group to enable the Time Game
group.
SETUP THE ADVANCED TIME GAMES GROUP IN THE PLUG-IN

Enabling the ADVANCED Time Games plug-in configuration it is possible to:


Copy the same plug-in configuration to another workstation



Split the game of the same group in to different plug-ins.



Change the Time Games position

At the end of editing click on the SAVE button to confirm,
then click on the REFRESH button or restart the Focus program to load the new items in the Time
Games plug-in. It is recommended to create the rates of the Time Games before beginning rental.
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Booking Fields and Optional Settings

Choose one workstation
to begin

Each Focus workstation could be configured to force some required fields and settings that will be
required before the user is able to save the booking (reservation).
DUE FIELDS (WHEN CHECKBOX IS ENABLED, FIELDS ARE MANDATORY)
Title:
Shoes –Socks:
Memo 1 - Memo 2:
Team name:
Player First name - Last name:
Credit card:
Min # of lanes:

Reservation name
Requires Shoes/Socks to be chosen
Text fields for booking memo ( deposit, booking type etc)
Field for team name
Field for players name –surname (last name) details
Field for a credit card number
Specifies the minimum NUMBER of lanes required for a
reservation (min: 1)

Min # of players:

Specifies the minimum NUMBER of the players necessary for
one reservation; when ZERO, no quantity of players is required

Total # of players players per lanes:

Total # of players: the minimum # of players is calculated on
ALL of the lanes reserved
Players per lanes: the minimum # of player is required on each
lane reserved
DEFAULT VALUES

Min booking duration:
Default booking duration:
Day shift:

Minimum time required for a new reservation.
Default time applied for any new reservation.
Indicates the bowling Opening Time.

Default shoes selection:

Add shoes automatically to each player.

Default socks selection:

Add socks automatically to each player.

Automatic Add socks + shoes:
Minute per frame:

When enabled the socks are added automatically with shoes
For reservation by games: indicate how many minutes are
necessary for each frame. The booking will calculate the
expected time when the game(s) will end.

At the end of editing, click on the SAVE button to confirm and restart Focus from each workstation
to apply the new settings.
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Lanes Manager due/optional settings

1) Choose one
workstation
to begin

COMMON SETTINGS (MANDATORY SETTINGS FOR ALL FOCUS WORKSTATIONS)
Use START TIME or Use CLOSING TIME for bowling rates: one of these options defines the
parameter that Focus must apply to find the price rates between time slots.
Choosing the Start time the price calculated for the rental will be one of the prices that was
available when the lane was opened; choosing the Closing time the price calculated for the rental
will be one of the available prices when the lane is closed.
Example:
Adult rate from 9 AM to 10 AM= $2 x game, from 10 AM to 2 PM= $3 x game.
2 players start at 09:45 and finish at 10:15
Choosing the Start time for the price and each game will be $2
Choosing the Closing time for the price and each game will be $3
Split payment across multiple time zones: by enabling this checkbox, the program calculates
the payment amount in proportion of each crossed time zone (if the price varies between time
zones).
If the split payment is not enabled, the program applies the amount of Start or Closing time as
chosen before.
Note: the split payment across multiple time zone feature applies only to a lane rented BY TIME; for
the right calculation, it is mandatory to enable the Start time for bowling rate selections.
Example:
Adult rate from 9 AM to 10 AM= $12 per hour - from 10 AM to 2 PM= $18 per hour.
Players start at 09:30 and finish at 10:30
Rental price: 30 minutes @ $12/h= $6 + 30 minutes @$18/h= $9 Grand Total= $15
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PLUG IN SETTINGS:
Each FOCUS workstation could be configured to define the default setting that will be
applied any time for LANES RENTAL.
ALLOW MEMBER TO PLAY WITHOUT BOWLING CARD
This selection enable/disable the membership search option and the intellisense auto fill name, the
member must present a magnetic card or use their fingerprint to be entered onto the lanes.
USE LARGE IMAGES FOR LANE CONTROL
This selection will increase the size of the lane icons. This is useful for a bowling center with small
touch screen monitors or centers with only a few lanes.
PRINT WAITING LIST RECEIPT
When selected, a receipt printout will be printed out any time a new daily reservation (Waiting List
Plug-in) is made from a Focus Workstation.
DELAY BETWEEN MULTIPLE COMMANDS
This parameter allows a chosen time delay between the multiple commands. For example; when
many lanes are switched on simultaneously; with this delay enabled, the lanes will be switched on
automatically, one pair at a time in the interval specified, in order to avoid an electrical peak.
Setting this number to 125MS will inform the actions to be taken in a stepladder effect, in ¼ of a
second between each pair of lanes.
DEFAULT SETTINGS
NOTE: the checkbox, NO CHANGES does not allow any modification of the default when the Front
Desk operator opens the lane.
Prepaid:

Set all the lanes in pre-paid rental mode

Shoes:

Add shoes automatically for each player

Socks:

Add socks automatically for each player

TYPE: Frame/Time:
Added player statusActive\Deferred\Skipped:

Sets the lanes sales mode by Frame (game) or Time (minutes)
Sets the status for a new player added to a lane in use:
Active= new players added to a lane already in progress will bowl
immediately. Other players will have to wait until the new player
arrives at the same point of the game, before they are allowed to
continue.
Deferred= new player starts when the next new game begins.
Skipped= new player is ”skipped” until the desk operator or player
from the bowler‟s console un-skips them, removing the SKIP tag.

Hours before – Hours after:

BOOKING SEARCH SETTINGS
These fields define the parameter for the booking filter searching:
the number of hours before and number hours after the current
time.

LANE PAIR THAT WILL BE MANAGED
These fields define which and how many lanes will be controlled (visible) by each workstation
First lane to manage:

Indicates the first lane controlled by the selected workstation (the
parameter must always be an odd number)

No. of lane pairs to…:

Indicates how many LANE PAIRS will be controlled by the selected
workstation

Manage all lane pairs:

No limit: the selected workstation could control all lanes.
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There




T&L (TOURNAMENT & LEAGUES) - BOWLER‟S NAME CHANGE POLICY
are 3 possible choices for the Tournament & League and Membership name changing policy:
Allow
Block
Ask

For the Leagues played using the CDE import feature, it will be suggested to set the policy to BLOCK
or ASK, the edited names will not be reflected in CDE when importing the score file.
Tournaments and/or leagues created and managed with the Focus Tournament plug-in could be set
to ALLOW, the Database applies the changes directly.

There




MEMBERSHIP - BOWLER‟S NAME CHANGE POLICY
are 3 possible choices for the Tournament & League and Membership name changing policy:
Allow
Block
Ask

When the Selection is ALLOW, the membership name could be changed directly from the Lanes
Manager plug-in and the modification will be applied permanently to the database, even in the
Membership list.

League\Tournament automation settings
Open the Tournaments Tab

Open the
Configuration
Manager

Set Automation for CDE League: when enabled, the lanes will be closed automatically* after the
time indicated in the Automation unit.
Delay in ms Indicates the time (in milliseconds) between consecutive multiple lane commands (as
example, start bowling when all pinsetters will be switched on). This is necessary to prevent a
massive surge of electricity by turning all pinsetters on at the same time. (125ms = ¼ second)
*Leagues with Multiple series: the lanes will be closed and re-open after the time indicated in the
unit.
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Advertising Management
The Advertising Management utility allows the user to install their own images or movies into the
Scoring system; pictures or movies will be displayed on the overhead monitors when the lanes are
not in use.
The sequence of pictures and/or movies that will be displayed on the lane monitors depend on the
playlist. With the Advertising Management utility it is possible to create a playlist and choose one of
these as the default playlist.
After the default playlist changes, it is necessary to perform the SYNC file operation to load the
modification on each Lane Computer (VLC).
The picture and movies need to be created with the following parameters:
Images
Size: 1024X576 pixel
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
File Format: jpg; bmp

Movies
Encode: MPEG1
Max Size: 768x432
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
MAX Bit Rate: 99532 kbps
Frame rate: 25
File format: mpg

COPY THE JPG/BMP/MPG FILES INTO A DIRECTORY
REMARKS
The following operations need to be performed only by individuals with knowledge about the system.
An improper file deletion or changing of the files contained in the folder Vision could affect the lane
computer (VLC) functionality.
The main folder where the lane computer (VLC) will load movies or images are on the Focus Main
Desk (server) only and are located in the: c:\Program Files\Steltronic\Vision\Media\Bkg
It is strongly recommended to create a sub-folder where you can copy your own files (for example,
create a folder Custom, the path to copy the file will
be located in the
c:\Program Files\Steltronic\Vision\Media\Bkg\Custom directory)
OPEN THE ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT MODULE


Open the CONFIGURATION MANAGER plug-in, browse the tab with < > and click on the
Advertising Management tab
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CREATE A PERSONAL PLAYLIST

Click here to
load or modify
an existing
playlist
(1)
Click on the Add items
Button



(2)
Browse the folder and find
your own picture or movie
file

For changing more files, repeat the operations 1) and 2) or use a multi-selection of files

Picture – movie
preview

Selected file
Files list:
The picture or movie file will be
displayed in the order of the list of
files



To change the view order select a file and use Move Up Selected Item or Move down
Selected Item buttons



To remove a file from the list, select the file name and click on the Delete Selected Item
button



To remove ALL files from the list click on Clear All Items
Choose a Time for
the slide movement
when the picture
begins
Choose a Time for
the slide movement
when the picture
ends
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for the beginning or
closing of each picture or
movie

Choose a time for
the picture to be
displayed before the
next picture begins
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SAVE THE PLAYLIST

At the END of
Editing, save the
playlist

SET A DEFAULT PLAYLIST
(1)
Click here to load an
existing playlist

(3)
Click here to set the list
as default

(2)
Browse the folder and find
your own playlist

OK! Close the Advertising
Management and go back to
the Lanes Manager plug-in
to perform the file sync
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LANES MANAGER - FILE SYNC
The File Sync is an operation that must be performed to copy the new pictures and/or movies plus
the default playlist to each VLC (lane computer).
WARNING
In order to avoid possible errors, it is strongly suggested to start the file sync on one lane computer
for testing the results, after checking that everything is working properly, you may proceed with
syncing the rest of the VLCs (lane computers).
During the File sync procedure, the VLC (lane computers) will reboot by themselves. DO NOT turn
off the Lane computer; let it complete the file sync operation. At the end of file sync VLC reboot and
then the lanes will become available as usual.

(2)
Choose a lane
for testing and
click on the
Control button
(1)
Open the LANES
MANAGER
plug-in

(3)
Click on the
Sync Files
button and
confirm

The lanes icon will become
unavailable until the file sync
procedure is complete. Then the
icon will be back as usual after
the VLC reboots.
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Products and Rates
From the Products and Rates plug-in it is possible to create, modify, or delete the items, price,
validity, period, ranking for all Bowling, Time Games and POS Items.

(1)
Click on the
Products and
Rates button to
begin

There are 4 types of Main Products:
 BOWLING - Which includes lane rental, shoes and socks


TIME GAMES - Time games rental



PRO SHOP -P.O.S. items, with a group dedicated to general pro-shop and varying sales
items



RESTAURANT - P.O.S. items, with a group dedicated to food & drinks items

The bowling contains a “sub-products” option of shoes and socks.

The Products could be sold as a Package. A package is a combination of items with a fixed price. A
Package could be comprised of a varying bowling pre-pay combination or pre-pay bowling and POS
items, or a combination of POS Items.
Before using the package, it is necessary to create the POS Items and or bowling rate; packages can
not apply to time games or post-paid bowling.
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GROUPS
In the Group Section, it is possible to create labels as “GROUPS” and apply each individual item into
these groups. Applying a group label to a POS item is required to: a) obtain a report with group
totals b) Hides and/or displays the items assigned to the selected group (helpful when items in a list
are many).
(4)
Choose a color or leave
the default

(1)
Click here to View or hide
the Group section

(2)
Click on ADD to create a
new Group

(3)
Type the group name

APPLY GROUPS TO ANY ITEM
Note: this operation could be performed by creating and/or modifying the products list.
(2)
Highlight the item

(1)
Choose a Group:
Bowling –
Restaurant Pro Shop

(3)
Click here to bring
up the group
window

(4)
Select the group
from the list and
confirm with OK

TAXES LIST
Inside the window of any Product and Rates plug-in, is an available button for creating or editing or
removing TAXES. After the creation of taxes, any TAX could be applied to any rate. NOTE: if
necessary, it is possible to apply more than one tax to the same rate.


To create a tax, click on the TAXES LIST
button to open the window.



Use the ADD button to create a new tax



TAX NAME and the PERCENTAGE are
mandatory fields



Click on Ok when finished

REMOVE button is to erase the selected tax.
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Add/Remove/Modify POS Products
WARNING
POS products need to be assigned to a workstation layout as explained in the chapter
POS workstation layout
(2)
Select the Pro Shop
or Restaurant label procedures are the
same for both
Products

(3)
Add a product

(4)
Type the
product name
(1)
Click on the
Products and
Rates button
to begin



Click on the

button to add one product line in the item list



Type the name of the product, choose a color for the icons or click on the PICTURE button to
use an icon as a POS item: browse your computer folder until you reach your own picture
then click on SAVE to load the image; click on Groups to choose a group for the selected
Item.



Tag the checkbox PRIZE for using the item as a prize in the Steltronic Games award



ONLY IF THE POS IS CONNECTED TO POURING SYSTEM: type the Pouring Code for the item
(note: the product associate to a poring code can‟t be sales manually)



Click on button PRICES to use the shortcut for settings the item price.

To EDIT one existing item, highlight the line by clicking on the item‟s name, or use the <> to scroll
through the records; to DELETE one highlighted item, click on the

button.

PRODUCT CUSTOMIZATIONS
Any POS product could be customizing to compose the order, this feature is helpful while sending
the order in Kitchen or to vary the product prize adding – removing the custom items.
This item increase
the product price for
the custom amount

Items with no price
not vary the final
product price,
Only the kitchen
order change

Click on ADD to
create an item

Type – (minus)
before price to reduce the
final Product price when
this Item is select

Click on UPDATE to apply the modification, APPLY to confirm and repeat the steps for the next
item.
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Rates Setup
Click here to
open the
Bowling section

Selected Rate

Back to the
main list

Rate Edit page

Click here to
choose the
Bowling rate

Click here to
open the Time
Games

(1)
Click on the
Products and
Rates button to
begin

REMARKS
Rate setup method is the same for Bowling, Shoes, Socks, Time Games, POS items, Unit, Minimum
Price and Variable parameters availability depends on the area.
For archival and record keeping purposes, it is recommended that you NEVER delete a rate if it has
been used previously for selling lanes. It is recommended to simply “disable” it. In the description field
of the rate, you could describe why the rate was disabled.

COMMON COMMANDS FOR ALL EDITING OF RATES
ACTUAL RATE RECORD
SELECTION

SELECT FIRST
RATE

SELECT
PREVIOUS
RATE

ADD NEW RATE

DELETE
SELECTED RATE
SELECT
NEXT RATE
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Rate code

Rate Name

The rate is enabling for these
Day of week

Manager
Rate Only

It‟s a
Comp
Rate

Rato optional
Description

The rate is available since..

The rate end..

Ranking

Holiday
Rate

Rate code - (automatically added by default, however it can be edited).
Rate AVAILABLE/DISABLE – enable or disable the selected rate.
Rate Name – mandatory field, added by default, editable by user.
Rate validity – Starting date – The day when the rate will start to be available. By default, the
start date is the date of rate creation; however this field is editable by the user.
Rate validity - expire date – The day when the rate validity expires. No date = no expiration.
Rate description – optional field for a short rate description.
RANKING: field from 0 to X. The ranking defines the order of the rates displayed when more than
one rate is available during a transaction.
Example: A rate with a ranking of 0 will be the default (first) rate, a rate with a ranking of 1 will be
the second rate available on the rate list, a rate with a ranking of 3 will be the third, etc.
HOLIDAY – when enabled the rate will only be available when a day is assigned as a holiday.
Rate enabled\disabled – day.. select the day of the week when the rate is enabled
Manager Rate when the checkbox is selected, only a member of the Administrator Role or a Role
that has enabled the use of manager rates could use the selected rate.
Comp rate: (special party rate) the rate with “comp rate” checkbox enabled, will allow the game
extension with no payment required, clients pay only the first opening. USE this rate for PARTY
ONLY, it‟s suggested to assign this rate also as Manager Rate.
ADD TAXES TO A RATE
(1)
Select a
Rate

(2)
Click here to choose a tax
from the list

(4)
To apply one
more tax, click
here again and
repeat the steps

(3)
Select one Tax
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TIME SLOTS, UNIT, QUANTITY, PRICE
Selected slot

Price slots for the selected
time slot

In many centers, the rate price varies during the day. With the Focus program, it is possible to
create many “time slots”, and selecting a starting and ending time for each time slot. Each “time
slot” could be personalized with different rates, units, and quantities.
By default, the setting for a new rate is one time slot for all day long: “starting at 00:00 – and
ending at 23:59”.
SPLIT THE DAY INTO TIME SLOTS


Use the
button to create a new line for a new time slot. Start/End times will be added
automatically. Change the starting or ending time if necessary to create more time slots.

Note: the check selection +1 is to extend the time slot to the next day.
MINIMUM PRICE
This field could be used ONLY for time games (snooker, pool, etc). The value indicates that the
minimum price is a threshold for the time game payment: if the rental time could not reach the
minimum price, Focus “proposes” the minimum price as default amount.
UNIT
For each time slot, choose a unit to use as the price‟s multiplier. The Unit Lanes, Player, FrameGame per player, could be applied only for bowling rental; the unit is not selectable for any POS
items.


LANE – Price is managed to purchase the entire lane, ignoring how many
players/Games/Hours on the lane. Lane selection could be applied for lanes rented BY GAME
OR TIME.



PLAYER – Price will be multiplied for each player, independently by games or minutes
played. This kind of selection is usually applied as “one-entry ticket” for bowling promotions.



FRAME x PLAYER – price referred to one frame played by one bowler, it will be multiplied
for the total number of played frames



GAME x PLAYER – price refers to one game (10 frames) for one bowler



MINUTE x LANE - price refers to one minute of a game



HOUR x LANE – price refers to one hour of a game



MINUTE (TIME GAMES ONLY)- price refers to one minute of a time games rental



HOUR (TIME GAMES ONLY) – price refers to one hour of a time Games rental



PRICE
Set in the field Price, the price amount that will be multiplied to the unit

Note: price could be split into slots for quantity to makes it possible to offer discounted “quantity”
pricing.
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VARIABLE PRICE (ONLY P.O.S ITEMS)
When the checkbox is enabled a POS user as needed could alter (enter a new price) the
default pricing.
QUANTITY



Use the

button to create a new line for a new quantity range



Any time, the “from quantity” field is added by default, this modifies the “to quantity” field.



For each range, enter the appropriate price
Examples:
UNITS: Games per player
from 1 to 3 quantity, Price = $3.00 ($3.00 for each game for one player)
From 3 to 6 quantity, Price = $2.50 ($2.50 for each game for one player)
From 6 to 9 quantity, Price = $2.00 ($2.00 for each game for one player)

each bowler x 1 game = $3 - each bowler x 2 games = $6 - each bowler x 3 games = $9
each bowler x 4 games = $10 - each bowler x 5 games = $12.50 - each bowler x 6 games = $15
each bowler x 7 games = $14 - each bowler x 8 games = $16 - each bowler x 9 games = $18

SHOES \SOCKS PRICES
SHOES:
Click on the
button on the left side of the BOWLING tab to open the
“cascade menu” and highlight the SHOES tab.
SOCKS:
Click on the
button on the left side of the BOWLING tab to open the
“cascade menu” and highlight SOCKS tab.

Highlight the bowling
rate where you need to
add a price for shoes



Select a shoes/socks tax (if needed)



Create time slots if the shoes/socks price varies during the time of day (Use the same
method as per bowling rates.



Type the price for each pair of shoes/socks in each time slot.

Click on APPLY to confirm and the screen remains on the “Rates setup page”
Clicking on the SAVE button confirms your entries and exits this current page.
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Use the Packages
As mentioned above, the Products could be sold as a Package.
Viene definito “pacchetto” una combinazione
A package is a combination of items with a final price; they could be comprised by a variety of prepaid bowling combinations or pre-paid bowling and POS items, or a combination of POS items.
A bowling package could be used for pre-paid bowling only; a POS package must be used as any
other POS product.


To setup the packages, open the Product and Rates plug-in



Click on Packages tab



Use the



Type the package name



Choose a color for the package

button to create a new line for a new package

FOR BOWLING PACKAGES ONLY: choose the minimum and maximum number of bowlers for
allowing the cashiers to use the packages.


Click on the LIST button to edit the package

Use the arrows to Add
or Remove products
from the list



Choose the quantity for each product added to the product list.
PACKAGE UNIT

Click on APPLY to save and continue or on OK to save and exit.
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Setup the Lockers plug-in

(1) Login in to Focus
as an Owner or an
administrator User
(3) Browse the
tabs and click on
LOCKERS

(2) Open the
Configuration
Manager plug-In
(4) Click on
ADD LOCKERS BANK
to start

Each click on the “Add Lockers bank” button creates a Lockers bank name; each “Lockers bank” is
a page in the Lockers plug-in. On the above sample; 3 Lockers bank=3 Lockers pages. An icon
represents each Locker box; each Locker page should be personalized as follows:


Bank name: type the desired page name (example Lockers woman‟s room 1, Lockers men‟s
room, etc.)



Bank position: type a lockers description



Bank width: type the number of the Lockers box for each column



Bank Height: type the number of the Locker box for each row



Start from number: indicates the first Locker number of each page (example: the Locker
room 1 contains 50 Lockers and starts from number 1, the Lockers room 2 can start from
Lockers number 51 or from a different number if it is necessary)



North to South direction: change the Lockers numeric disposition from <up to down>
(vertical) instead of <from left to right> (horizontal)



Rate: click on the field and on the arrow to select the rental rate (from the list created in
advance using the Rate Setup manager)



Is monthly rate: tag this checkbox if the rental is for each month, leave it blank if the rate
is annually



Alert Days: indicate how many days before rent expires. The Lockers will change the color
to warn the Desk operator of an expiring locker
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Button size: changes the Lockers box button viewable dimensions (size)

REMINDER PRINTOUT SETUP
It is possible to print out a reminder message for the locker customers to warn them when they are
about to reach their expiration date. The message in the form below is a sample text that could be
edited as needed; the macros are the automatic fields added by the system to the message, each
message is personalized with the field that corresponds to the macros.
IMPORTANT! Do not edit the macros field! If not necessary, delete the macro, but do not edit the
field in the middle of the <>.

Macros

Choose the
reminder printer
(or leave the
Default printer)

Choose the
locker detail
printer
(or leave the
Default printer)

Example of a Lockers reminder notice
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Interfacing PC Charge Payment Server with Focus
When you have decided to use the PC Charge Payment Server software with Focus, this feature will
allow you to process credit cards through your credit card processor. The instructions below will
show you some tips on configuring your PC Charge Payment Server software.
When you first run the PC Charge Payment Server software, you must insert your serial number that
comes with the PC Charge Payment Server package; please write this number down for future
reference because when you need technical support from Verifone, as they will not even open a tech
support ticket until this number is supplied to them.
When you purchased PC Charge, you were given 1 year of toll free tech support with Verifone, and
they can be reached at (800) 837-4366
After the serial number is entered, you will be prompted to enter some of your bank and processor
information. All of this information comes from your credit card processor. Using our examples
below, we will show you how US Steltronic setup our system to work with NOVA credit card
processing.
After you have entered all the information into the PC Charge wizard, let‟s go back and make sure a
few key fields in the PC Charge software are set correctly.
1st, click on the menu and select Setup, then Configure system (as shown below)

Looking at this screen by
side, there is a field called
Last Valid Year.
This box is asking you up
to what year you will
accept credit cards.
We have chosen the year
2014 as we know that
currently the American
Express cards are expiring
at a much later date than
VISA cards.
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Click on the advanced button, to see the screen below:

Notice that we checked the box for using TCP/IP connections. This will allow your credit cards to be
processed using your internet connection which must be online all the time. Take note of the Local
Port Number, you will need this number later to setup Focus software properly.
When you return to the previous screen, please click on the Duplicate Checking Screen, and you will
see the screen below. This screen is where you setup the system to stop a credit card from being
processed more than once as a duplicate transaction. We set our system up for 2 seconds because
there might be times where you try to process the card, but the system was offline and you have to
try again.

Now the System setup is finish, let‟s go back and check how your credit card company was setup.
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Looking at the screen below, please make a note of the credit card company. It will be shown in all
CAPITAL LETTERS. You need to make a note of the word in parenthesis, as we need this for later use
when setting up Focus. In our sample below, we know this to be: NOVA

Please click on the extended button and you will see this screen below:
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Notice we have selected
Host, Retail, and our
bank number is blank for
this manual only. Your
bank number will be
shown

Now click on the advanced button and you will see this screen below:

Make sure you select
“Use TCP/IP”, and
press OK.

Now that you have successfully setup your PC Charge Payment Server credit card software, we can
move onto the Steltronic Focus setup so that both programs communicate with each other.
Using the Windows explorer, you need to browse to the folder as shown below.
C:\program files\steltronic\Focus
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Double click on the file called Steltronic.IBCMS.PairServer.exe.config, and make sure you open
this file with Windows notepad so it can be edited; once the file is opened, you need to make some
changes to this file.
Do you remember your credit card processor name?

Do you remember your TCP/IP port number?
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Once you have made the changes to this XML file above, save your work clicking on the red X in the
upper right corner of the current window, and Windows will ask if you want to save the file, you
confirm with a YES.

Now that you have setup your credit card system, and you have informed Focus how to interface
with PC Charge Payment server, you need to stop the Steltronic Service manager and then restart
it. In the lower right corner of your Windows desktop, you will find this green colored icon.
Using your right mouse
button, right mouse click on
this icon, then select “restart
lane server Service””

This will temporarily disconnect your desk terminals, then after a few moments, they will connect
again and show the lane icons.
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When you process a transaction in
Focus, and you click on Pay Now, you
will now see this screen below to have
a green bar that says you can swipe a
credit card through the Steltronic
magnetic card reader, or if the card
magnetic stripe is damaged, you can
always manually type in the credit card
number by clicking the “manual insert
credit card number”

When using PC Charge Payment Server with Steltronic Focus, it is best to make sure the software is
always running properly on the server. If you have placed the PC Charge in your Windows startup
folder, when Windows has started, please do the following in the PC Charge software:
1st, click on the PC Charge Icon in your Windows task bar:

You are now presented with this screen below. Click on the Ok button:
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Next, you need to sign on, or if you are not a user in the PC Charge system, click on the anonymous
button.

Next, you can click on the minimize button here:

Now you can process credit cards with Focus automatic scoring systems.
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Lanes Manager
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About Lanes Manager Plug-in

User
identifications

Top bar

Next
pages

Click here to
open Lanes
Manager

Bowling lanes
icons page

The lanes manager is the default Focus plug-in used for manage the bowling lanes. The Lanes
manager page is composed by the lane icons (one lane icon for pair of lane) and the Top tool bar;
the size, aspect and control buttons depends by Lanes configuration Settings (see the Focus Setup
manual- Lanes due/optional field for more hints). Each pair of icons has vary control button
(example, for bowler‟s console, lane opened, pinsetter settings, etc.); the plug-in could be “cloned”
and each plug-in could be Setup as necessary. From the lanes manager it‟s possible:


Open-close pre-post paid lanes as “by Game, by Frame, by Time, by Player, by Lane”



Access to Users, Roles & Authorization menu



Startup to collect payments



Transfer lanes - Park lanes



Print Score – Access to print history



Send Booked reservation to lanes



Send daily Reservation to lanes



Check-clear Bar Call \ Mechanic call



Setup and use Game awards



Change Game style 10 pins – 3-6-9 – Grand Prix mode – Poker



Control pinsetter Status \ Glow light \ Camera \ Foul lines



Control Animations\ Score Grids \ Score style \ Flowing Strip \ Ball speed etc.



Control bowler‟s Console functions
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LANE MANAGER TOP COMMAND BAR

EXIT from FOCUS program \ Go to User account menu- Menu settings

Close and quit from the Active window
CURRENT USER \ call CHANGE USER\LOGOUT window
CURRENT PLUG-IN \ OPEN another PLUG-IN
BACK to lane manager (key available in Lane manager sub-menus)

Opens the “sleeping or non closed pending operations”
Lane Manger ITEM ACTION
(lane control, monitor setting, bowler‟s console, etc)
DISPLAY or REMOVE ITEMS shown on lane icons
Quick Lane open
Multiple item Selection

Games History (Games queued)
Display currently booked reservations
Daily reservation (waiting list)
List of winners from playing any of the Game Awards

Open list of Parked lanes
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Lane Icons
Lane numbers

Pinsetter Control
ODD LANE

Pinsetter Control
EVEN LANE

Instant Glow
light ON/OFF

Pins Detection
control

Background & animation
settings ODD LANE

Background & animation
settings EVEN LANE

ODD LANE ICON

EVEN LANE ICON

FOUL LINE -ON/OFF

PAIR SETTINGS
Bowler‟s Console
Control EVEN LANE

Bowler‟s Console
Control ODD LANE

LANE ICON STATUS

Lane empty
OPEN mode

Lane in use
OPEN mode

Crossed lanes playing
Tournament or leagues

open lane playing
Tournament or leagues
Number of
Available/played
Frames

Lane rented by
Games/Frame

Automatic
Game Over
enabled

Number of
bowlers

GAME OVER

Lane empty
crossed mode

GAME INACTIVE
please bowl

lane open by time, the free
walkdown time
is in progress

Lane computer not
Connected

Lanes
Playing AWARD GAMES

Lanes with
PARKED QUEUE

Lane rented
by Time

Number of
Available/
Played
minutes

Automatic
Game Over
enabled

GAME IN PAUSE
pinsetter is Turn OFF

lane locked
(maintenance mode)
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Lane in use
crossed mode

Lanes in PRACTICE,
the Practice time
expired

Lanes in
PRACTICE Mode

Lanes in Grand Prix
game
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Choose a Lanes Manager Layout
The aspect of the LANES MANAGER window depends by the lanes item
enabled; as default, the only item enabled is the LANES icon

The number of the lane icons available in one page depends also by the number of the lane items
enabled, by the screen resolution and taskbar-full screen settings.
For example, using a screen resolution 1280 x1024 without task bar and all item enabled the
available lane icon in one page are 32 -40. (Larger monitors can also show you more information)
Some lane items are not necessary for the normally daily usage, like Pins Detection control or
glow/foul button; for center with more than 16 lanes, the best solution for a good layout is to create
a new lane manager plug in for TECH USE where to Setup the “maintenance icon” (see focus Setup
manual (see Focus Setup Manual- Configuration manager - Add Workstation‟s plug).
LANES ITEMS SELECTION

Click here on each
lanepair to make a
multiple lanes selection



Open the lane items list clicking on “Star” icon



Select the desired item for the Select lane manager layout



Click on OK to confirm

Available Lanes Items:
Pinsetter Control : cycle-On/Off/Practice sets for pinsetters
Instant Glow : Set\Reset the Camera parameter for glow pins detection,
switch the glow light ON/OFF when connected to Steltronic pinsetter Interface
Score Grids – Animation – Flowing Strip : Setup the score grids
appearance, 3D animation and movies, scrolling text editor.
Lane Open Control: Open/close/Add/remove player/waiting list/bar/mechanic
Call reset
Pair Settings: Set\Reset 5-10 pins mode, Shutdown lanes, Award Games,
Grand Prix, 3-6-9, Poker settings.
Foul line control: Switch ON/OFF the foul line when the foul unit is connected
to Steltronic Pinsetter Interface.
Bowler‟s Console: Set\Reset the bowler‟s Console options, like edit names,
add-remove bowler‟s, cycle pinsetter, bar call etc.
Pins detection control: checking the camera parameters for pins reading
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Multiple selection
REMARKS
Most of Focus operations could be performed for a single lane/lane pairs or using the multiple lanes
selection. Multiple lane selection allow to perform vary vantage operations, such multiple score
printout, multiple lane opening for birthday or group party, etc.
Important: lanes with different status will be not available together
(i.e.: empty lanes and lane in use could not receive the same multiple command)
FAST “ACTION” FOR ALL LANES
To select one action for ALL the lanes without make a manually
lane selection:
1. Click on Actions on the top of the command bar

Actions

2. Select action will be send to ALL available lanes

INDIVIDUALLY LANE/LANE PAIR SELECTION
Click here to
select Even lane
only

Click here to
select Odd lane
only
Click here on each
lanepair to make a
lanepair selection

SELECT A LANE RANGE
Quick way: select the first pair lanes, keep “shift” key on keyboard pushed; select the last pair of
lanes, leave the shift key.
Click on
LANES SELECTION icon
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Click on FROM.. TO button; or click on the first lane
TAB, click on LAST lane TAB; the lanes in the range
will be selected automatically.



Use SELECT ALL to tag all the lanes



CLEAR ALL to delete the selection.



Clicking on one of the Recent selections button will
repeat the previous selection.
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Pinsetter Basic Controls
Click on the
Pinsetter
Settings button
to access a single
lane or make a
multiple
selections to
apply changes to
more lanes at a
time

Click here to
to send a cycle
pulse to the
pinsetter of the
selected lanes;
confirmation is
required.

Click here to
To APPLY the
selections and
close the
window
Only for GS pinsetters: click here
to send a SET command to the
pinsetter

Click here to
To APPLY the
selections

PINSETTER CONTROL
The pinsetters Control is a toggle selection between “5” pinsetter status; the pinsetter settings icon
changes the display for the desk operator to see the pinsetter status:
AUTO: (suggested Status) Pinsetter will switch and stay ON when the lane is in use by
bowlers; pinsetter will be turned and kept OFF after the Game/Time is Over
ON: pinsetter always ON (normally used for lane maintenance)
PRACTICE: In practice mode; the scores will not count
OFF: pinsetter always OFF
EXTERNAL: pinsetter always controlled by Manager Control panel (if available)
Practice mode Settings: choose the practice mode: Throws or Time and a quantity.
Pinsetters will be kept in practice mode (and the score will not count) for the selected practice
period; at the end of practice a warning message advise the bowlers that practice is over; the Front
Desk operator needs to switch the pinsetter control status to Auto or On to start the bowling play.
PINSETTER ON WHEN PRACTICE: Forces the pinsetter to normal on status when in practice (used
to skip the “instructions” AMF mode with AMF pinsetters).
TEN PINS IN PRACTICE MODE: During practice mode, the score sends a fake strike pulse or
respot to the pinsetter that will replace a new set of pins after every shot (functionality depends on
the pinsetter model).
PINSETTER PHASE WITH SCORE: when enabled, the score checks the 2nd Ball signal before
detecting the second shot of the frame. KEEP ENABLED: disable this tag only if pinsetter can‟t
provide the 2nd ball information to the scorer.
DISABLE CYCLE WITH NO ACTIVE PLAYER: when enabled, the pinsetter does not cycle if the
players are stopped or the lane is empty (function not working with string/GS pinsetter yet).
AUTOMATIC FOUL LINE: with active selection POWER ON the foul line (if foul connected to A.P.I.)
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Pinsetter Advanced Controls
Click on the Pinsetter Settings
button to access a single lane or
make a multiple selection to apply
changes to more lanes at one time

Click here to send a cycle
pulse to the pinsetter of
the selected lanes;
confirmation is required.

Only for the GS
pinsetter: click
here to send a
SET command to
pinsetter

Click here to
To APPLY the
selections

Click here to
To APPLY the
selections and
close the
window

WARNING
Most of the following settings are defined by Scoring installers and can be changed only by
authorized users; wrong setting changes could compromise the scorer‟s detection or the interaction
Score  Pinsetter, contact the customer Service before proceeding.
PINSETTER TYPE
Choose a Scoring system compatible pinsetter with a choice of default settings.
HARDWARE CONNECTION
OFF: No special connection (Brunswick A1/A2, AMF 8230/45/70 solid state chassis, String
pinsetters, GS pinsetters)
BALL CHANGE: enabled on if pinsetter chassis has a change ball switch input or a special device for
managing the change ball (AMF 8270 solid state, Brunswick with extra “new pins” solenoid).
When Scorer detects a strike, the API sends a pulse signal to switch the pinsetter from 1st to 2nd ball,
then a pulse cycle for simulating the fast strike. 1st ball cycle after photo selection is mandatory.
APS on 1st ball: enables the APS code for AMF 8270uP/8290 First Gen chassis and other APS
compatible chassis.
APS on 1st /2nd ball: enables the APS code for AMF 8290XL and 8290XLi
GUTTER +STRIKE: enables the Gutter/Strike output required for VIA/XIMA pinsetters
GUTTER +STRIKE ALSO FOR FOUL: enables the Gutter/Strike and Foul special Jangji Vision
pinsetters.
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SPECIAL CYCLES
AUTOMATIC FOUL LINE MANAGEMENT: Use only for pinsetters without native foul cycle
(Brunswick A1/A2). When enabled, pinsetter receives 3 cycle pulses or change ball\cycle\change ball
if foul is detected in 1st ball. Respot Delay, 1st/2nd ball extra cycle delay are mandatory settings.
CHANGE BALL FOR GUTTER 7-10: Only for Brunswick A1/A2 pinsetter with extra solenoid
installed: when Scorer detects pin 7 or 10 down, the API sends a pulse signal to switch pinsetter
from 1st to 2nd ball, then a pulse cycle for simulating the Fast strike. 1st ball cycle after photo
selection is mandatory.
NO-TAP and 10th FRAME RESPOT: when enabled, manages the special respot cycle-cycles for No
tap bowling game and to close the extra throw after a spare in the 10th frame
MODIFIED CYCLE FOR STRIKE: enable or disables the fast strike cycle. APS or change ball are
mandatory settings.
OTHER SELECTIONS
WAIT FOR 2nd BALL BEFORE RESPOT DELAY: when enabled, the respot delay starts after the 2nd
ball light detection. When disabled, delay starts from the last trigger (used for some string
pinsetters).
1st BALL CYCLE AFTER PHOTO: mandatory for Brunswick A1/A2 or pinsetter where sweep
interferes with pins detection; when enabled, the score detects the pins then sends a trigger pulse
to the pinsetter.
2nd BALL CYCLE AFTER PHOTO: mandatory for pinsetters where the sweep interferes with the pins
detection; when enabled, the scorer detects the pins then sends a trigger pulse to the pinsetter for
changing to the 2nd ball cycle.
FIGURES ENABLED: only for the GS pinsetter. When enabled, allows the player to select the pins
configuration from the bowler‟s console for practice.
TIMING SETTINGS (IN SECONDS)
RESPOT DELAY: indicates how many seconds after the 2nd ball light is ON before sending a new
trigger to the pinsetter. Note: if the Wait for 2 nd ball checkbox is disabled the countdown starts form
the last trigger.
1st EXTRA CYCLE DELAY: - 2nd BALL CHANGE DELAY: countdown time delay to manage the foul
cycle for the pinsetters without a native foul hardware connection.
EXTRA CYCLE DELAY WHEN FOUL AND STRIKE: countdown time delay to manage the foul and
Strike cycle for the pinsetter without native foul/strike hardware connections.
OPEN LANE IN PHASE: time between the pinsetter switches ON and will be cycled if the pinsetter
is detected in 2nd ball situation ONLY when the lane is 1st sold.
POWER OFF DELAY: countdown after the end of the game before the pinsetter will be switched off.
BALL RETURN POWER OFF DELAY: countdown after the end of the game before the ball return
will be switched off. NOTE: This works only if the ball return is connected directly to the API ball
return output.
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Overhead monitors settings
Click on the Monitor icon
to access a single lane or
make a multiple
selection to apply
changes to more lanes

Click here to
replace the
Default
settings
(one lane‟s
score on
each
monitor)

Click here to display
the score grids of odd
and even lane on each
monitor.



Remove the
current flowing
strip from the
selected monitor

Click here to
To APPLY
the
selections

Click here to
To APPLY the
selections and
close the
window

AVAILABLE ACTIONS FROM OVERHEAD MONITORS CONTROL MENU
Display the Score grids of even and odd lanes in each monitor, like 2 lanes displayed on one
monitor. This feature could be used to display the score of both lanes displayed on one
monitor when one of the monitors is broken or to display score in one monitor when the
other is switched to TV input. Watch the football game on lane 2 and scores displayed from
both lanes on a single monitor.



Send\Remove\Save flowing strip messages on the lanes



Change the Score appearance settings: grid style, frame layout, visible grids, items visible in
the Score grids



Enable- Disable Animations, change the animation effects



Choose a Graphic package for the animations

FLOWING STRIP
A flowing strip is the text message, which can be shown on the lane monitors. With Focus, each lane
could load an individual text message and as soon as the text is saved, all lanes or a group of lanes
could load the same text.
There are 3 ways to manage the flowing strips to the lanes monitor:


Send a temporary text – the flowing strip will be displayed only on the selected lanes; text
cannot be changed after sending to the lanes; text will not be saved and available for other
unselected lanes; text will be lost removing the flowing strip



Save and Send a flowing strip - the flowing strip will be displayed on the selected lanes;
text will be saved for other uses on other lanes and for further modifications



Send a saved flowing strip – the flowing strip file will be taken from the saved list
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CREATE A TEMPORARY FLOWING STRIP
Select the lane or the lane range to display the flowing text



Type the text



Click on the Send to lane button to apply

CREATE A NEW TEXT MESSAGE

blackboard

Text pause
starts from here



Click on the New button to begin



Click on the blackboard window to start typing the text; the cursor will blink in the left corner
of the blackboard.



Begin to type the text with the default character settings or use the Edit command to change
the text properties.

The text editor commands are the same of other windows text program (i.e. WordPad); Font, style
size and color could vary in the strip text and could be changed any time, simply by highlighting the
text with a mouse:


Font: select from the menu the text font style (Arial, Times new roman, etc)



Size: change the text dimension – XXSmall, XSmall, Small, Medium, Large, XLarge, XXLarge



Color: change the text color from the color map



Bold: highlight the text, changing to Bold text



Italic: set the text orientation as ITALIC



ADD/REMOVE/VARY A PAUSE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE TEXT
Move the cursor to the desired position on the text



Click on Add Stop Time button. A “clock” icon will appear in the blackboard to indicate the
begining of the pause, the default is 5 seconds.



Repeat the steps on other text positions to add more pauses.

To CHANGE the pause
To DELETE the pause
time, click on the
time, click on the
clock icon to highlight
clock icon to highlight
the pause and change
and press DEL key
Steltronic
Focus
scoring
Manual
the time
in10
the
field System –User
on the
keyboard

To MOVE the pause, click on the clock
icon to highlight the pause, keep the
mouse selection button pressed and
DRAG the pause to another position
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SAVE AND SEND (OR SAVE ONLY) THE FLOWING STRIP AS FILE

(2)
Type the
file
name

(1)
Click on the
SAVE button

(3)
Confirm
with OK
(4)Send to lane to upload the text to
the selected lanes or Send to lane and
close to send and exit



CREATE ANOTHER NEW TEXT MESSAGE
Click on New button to reset the blackboard; a confirmation is required (even if the old text
was saved); make the text edit as before
LOADING AN EXISTING TEXT MESSAGE
(1) Click here to
open the text list
(2) Highlight
the text name



Modify the text as needed and click on the Send to lane button to upload the flowing strip to
the selected monitors.
DELETE A SAVED FLOWING STRIP- REMOVE THE CURRENT STRIP
TO DELETE AN EXISTING
FLOWING STRIP
Load the text message by
clicking on the yellow
strip and highlighting the
text name. Click on [6]
DELETE button to
eliminate the text from
those available on the list.

CLICK HERE
TO REMOVE THE CURRENT
FLOWING STRIP
FROM THE SELECTED
MONITORS
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WARNING: the “Best closure Award Games” generates a flowing strip automatically with the real
time game results. At the end of the game, the flowing strip must be removed manually by clicking
on the remove flowing strip button.
SCORE APPEARANCE, GRID STYLE, FRAME LAYOUT

Any choice will be apply to the selected monitors
ONLY after Send to lane\Send to lane and close

THEME


Change the SCORE GRID STYLE by clicking directly on the grid strip, 10 available grid
styles. Keep attention: grid style selection will be applied to both monitors of a lane pair, no
matter if the monitor selected is odd or even only.
GRID LAYOUT SELECTION

TEN ONLY

FIVE TO TEN
Grid Auto enlarge

FIVE ONLY
Grid displays only 5 progressive frames

FIVE OR TEN
Grid switches to next 5 frames
after the 6TH frame



SHOW BALL SPEED: Hide or display the detected ball speed for each throw



FILL ALL FRAMES: do not use, only for testing 5 pin mode



GAME PROGRESS DELAY: time (in seconds) between the last active bowler‟s throw before
the scorer moves the active selection to the next bowler
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SWAP DELAY: seconds that the grid stays on the lane before teams swap on the opposite
lane (playing in crossed mode)



MAX VISIBLE STRIP: indicates how many player strips will be displayed on the screen
simultaneously; the other strips will roll up on the screen as bowlers need to play
GRIDS ITEMS SELECTIONS
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REMAINING TIME/FRAMES WARNINGS – BALL SPEED SETTINGS
(1)
BOWLING BY GAMES/FRAMES WITH
PLAY LIMIT:
Choose the threshold of when
advise the bowlers of remaining
frames

(1)
BOWLING BY TIME WITH PLAY LIMIT:
Choose the threshold of when advise
the bowlers of remaining minutes

(2)
BOWLING BY GAMES/FRAMES WITH
PLAY LIMIT:
After this threshold the REMAINING
FRAMES BLINKS on the Lane‟s
monitor to warn bowlers that the
games are close to finish

(2)
BOWLING BY TIME WITH PLAY LIMIT:
After this threshold the REMAINING
MINUTES BLINKS on the Lane‟s
monitor to warn bowlers that the
games are close to finish

Enabled= Ball speed in Mp/h
Disabled = Ball Speed in km/h

ANIMATIONS

Click here to ENABLE All

Click here to
DISABLE all
Animation
selections for
the selected
monitors

Choose for each event the desired animation action; no selection = none. Events are Strike, Spare,
No-spare, Gutter, Foul, Split, Other (example no-spare/split, etc.)


Clip 3D: animations that interact with the score grids



Movie: “short 3D cartoon” overlap on the score grid



Full screen Animation: when disable the Movie is display in a smart “TV box”; with full
screen selected the movie will overlap complete the score grids, but loose a bit the
resolution.



Real Movie: short clips with a live action of sport & entertainment

3D clip with

Movies (no full Screen)
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GRAPHIC PACKAGES

in the Section Graphic Packages it‟s possible choose a theme for the animation, movie and Real
movie selected:


Basic: standard package of animation



Birthday: animations ad movies with interactions for birthday party



Christmas: animation and movies with Christmas season animations (Santa Claus,
Snowman, etc.)



Halloween: “scary” animation and movie for Halloween party

Basic

Halloween
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Pair settings Control: Main Settings tab


The screen is split in to 2 tabs: Main Settings and Award Games

WARNING!
The DEMO MODE
activates the auto-playing
simulation: use ONLY for
practice with the system.

BUTTONS
REBOOT will restart the lane computer (use restart only if the lane computer need).
SHUTDOWN command will power off the lane computer, use shutdown lanes to close the lanes at
bowling center closure. NOTE: Remember to switch off the Lane computer AC circuit breaker at the
end.
SYNC FILES is an operation required ONLY to do updates to the lane computers Movies and
Advertising pictures, or to update lane computers. Do not select this while bowling lanes are
running, lanes will be unavailable during files sync. Please refer to the focus Setup manual
“Advertising Manager” chapter.
UNLOCK pair is and emergency button used to resume a hidden lane. A “hidden” lane has the icon
transparent and it‟s not available; a lane could be unavailable for a variety of reasons: lane opened
but in use by another workstation, cashier forgot the lane in pending operation, etc. Using the
Unlock pair button will close the previous status and change the lane to “available”.



GAME TYPE
TEN PINS: selection is referred to the standard 10 pins bowling game



3-6-9: when this game is active, the 3rd, 6th, and 9th frames have an automatic STRIKE score



FIVE PINS: selection is ONLY for Canadian 5 pins game. Note: this selection is not available
when lanes are in use and should be switched only when the lane is off.



CROSSED MODE: Disabled = lane play in open Style, Enabled, lanes will play in League style
format: lanes switch sides after each frame



DEMO MODE: the score plays automatically by itself. This feature could be used to test the
system or to make some practice with focus functions, do not enable during the bowling time
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Pair settings: Grand Prix games
THE GRAND PRIX is a different way to play bowling (10 pins), is a sort of “Competition Race”.
Each bowler is represented by a Car on a Competition Circuit; the score determines the car‟s
position, the highest score car overpasses the others.
In the spirit of competition, it is better to set a Game\Time over limit when selling the lane; at the
end of game the score shows the result with the top list.
The grand prix competition set is for a pair of lanes, and needs to be done BEFORE the start of play;
it is not possible to switch 10 pins to Grand Prix when in lane play; the lanes make a quick reboot
after Grand Prix or 10 pins choice. It is possible to switch from Grand Prix to Ten pins (and viceversa) any time, even during play; the score maintains the bowler‟s name, score and payment
details.
The Grand Prix competition can be played for each single lane or as a multi-lanes competition:
However the “league” style known as crossed mode bowling is not available for Grand Prix.

Enable – Disable
the Grand Prix
mode

Open the tab Award
Games to set
Single lanes Grand Prix
or Grand Prix Multi-Lane

Enable - disable the
competition on the
lanes that are playing
Grand Prix

Grand Prix Single lanes

Click here for selection
None = GP Single Lane

Grand prix multiple lanes selection

When the Grand Prix is set as multiple lanes play, each lane display (as single competition) the cars
of the bowlers on the lane, the ranking players is shown on the right side screen and updates every
0 seconds.
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Pair Settings: Award Games


The screen is split into 2 tabs: Main Settings and Award Games

“AWARD GAMES” is a bowling game where the bowler‟s could win a prize. The award games starts
automatically when programmed on the lanes: a warning message explains to the bowlers the kind
of game and how to win the game. From the Front Desk, the cashiers can check the Award list and
when bowlers come to the desk, print out a ticket as a prize coupon.
WARNING
Only one kind of Award Game could be used simultaneously on the lanes.
There are 3 kinds of Steltronic Award games available:
LUCKY STRIKE

Randomly a sign appears during play that says “Bowl a Strike
now and you win a…. “prize”; if the bowler throws a strike
when the sign appears, they win.

BEST CLOSURE
This game needs to be activated on multiple lanes in order to
be effective (though it can be on only two lanes).
The prize is won by the lane and bowlers who throw the most
strikes and spares within the allocated time.
A flowing strip with “real time points” will starts automatically
as soon as the game begins, bowlers will be advised.

POKER

Randomly a “Card Dealer” appears during play and gives poker cards to the player. The combination
during the games that says “Bowl a Strike now and you win a…. “prize”; if the bowler throws a strike
when the sign appears, they win.
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(2) Select the Award Game
(3) Choose the
validity period

(4) Choose a Prize
quantity for each
winning

ONLY FOR LUCKY
STRIKE GAME: The
Chance cursor
determines the
percentage of
„opportunities‟ the
bowlers will have to
see the message
“make a strike and
win..” and to try to
win.

Click here only to
clear the Prize
selection
(1) Uncheck this checkbox to
make individual prize lane
selection

(5) Select a Prize

Clicking here for a quick
game duration selection

Award settings for
Poker games

Number of the
Decks

When enabled, the 2 lanes of the
same pair play together using the
same Decks of cards. This is highly
suggested to be used for crossed
mode bowling (League Play)
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Instant Glow – Foul lane control
The icons are toggle buttons: a click will ENABLE/DISABLE the function. Warning: The settings will
only be changed if scoring hardware/devices are connected.


INSTANT GLOW function will set automatically the Camera parameter for the glow pins
reading and it will switch the light from white to glow. Special pinsetter hardware may be
required if dual lamps are not already installed.



FOUL LINE button will power on/off the foul line

Foul Lights Note: You can have the system automatically turn on your foul lights for league play
and/or open play bowling. When the lane is sold, the foul lights can be automatically switched on.
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Instant glow OFF



Instant glow ON



Foul line OFF



Foul Line ON
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Bowler‟s Console functions settings
The Bowler‟s Console functions could be enabled/disabled from the Front Desk; each lane could be
set separately or using the multiple commands it is possible to set all lanes or a group of lanes the
same way. There are 3 tabs for the bowler‟s console functions: one tab for the lanes in “normal”
Open/Crossed mode, one tab for the lanes in use with League sessions and/or Tournament and one
for the Redemption ticket settings (require Redemption ticket installed) The settings are permanent
until the next change.

Click on send to lane to
apply selections or send to
lane and close to send and
exit

REMARKS
Enable Bowler Console is a “priority” check. If disabled, the bowler‟s console will not work at all.
Some bowler‟s console functions availability vary automatically; for example it is not possible adding
bowlers to a pre-paid lane, it is not possible to remove the last bowler from a post-paid lane.


Enable bowler Console: enable\disable the bowler‟s console menu



Edit bowler: access to name edit menu and sub-functions, as editing last name, team,
handicap, blind, changing of bowler‟s line up, removing bowlers, substituting players



Re-Scan pins: access to Rescan button to “auto-recalculate” the score (Tell the camera to
take another picture and make the adjustments as needed)



Correct Score: access to score correction menu



Delete throws: access/deny to delete the last frame played



Language change: language changes on the on screen menu (function not yet available)



Bar-Mechanic call: usage of the bar or the mechanic “on-screen-call”



Skip bowlers: access/deny to skip or unskip bowlers from the bowler‟s console



Blind: access/deny marking a bowler with the blind score (or zero/blind)



Handicap: access/deny to add/edit the bowler‟s handicap



Bumpers control: access/deny the possibility to change the electric bumpers status for each
players from the bowler‟s console



Cycle or Reset pinsetter: cycle or re-cycle pinsetter function



Set pinsetter: (for GS pinsetters only) sends a command to replace the last detected pins
on the pin deck
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REMARKS
For the following bowler‟s console feature there are 3 possible options:
Enabled – Disabled - Automatic.
The option Disable stops access to the feature, the option Enable allows the use of the feature; the
option Automatic enable/disable automatically the access to the features following the default
criteria conditions.


Clear Score: this option allow\deny the possibility for the player to delete the current score
table and restart the play from the first frame of the current game. The access and defaults
for the Automatic setting for the “Clear Score” option is subordinated by the following
conditions:
Open bowling, time not limited: option disabled
Open bowling, time limited post-paid: option disabled
Open bowling, time limited pre-paid: option enabled
Open bowling, frames not limited: option disabled
Open bowling, frames limited post-paid: option disabled
Open bowling, frames limited pre-paid: option enabled (counting already played frames)
Tournament and leagues: option disabled



Add bowler: adding players on lane. In leagues and Tournament tab means “replace a
deleted player” or add a new player from the substitution list. The access and defaults for the
Automatic setting for the “Add bowler” option is subordinated by the following conditions:
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open



bowling,
bowling,
bowling,
bowling,
bowling,
bowling,

time not limited: option enabled
time limited post-paid: option enabled
time limited pre-paid: option enabled
frames not limited: option enabled
frames limited post-paid: option enabled
frames limited pre-paid: option disabled

Delete bowler: remove players from the lane. The access and defaults for the Automatic
setting for the “Delete bowler” option is subordinated by the following conditions:
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

bowling,
bowling,
bowling,
bowling,
bowling,
bowling,

time not limited: option disabled
time limited post-paid: option disabled
time limited pre-paid: option enabled
frames not limited: option disabled
frames limited post-paid: option disabled
frames limited pre-paid: option disabled
REDEMPTION TICKET DISPENSER SETTINGS

Click here to
enable/disable the
Ticket dispenser

Set how many ticket to
dispense for:
XX points (XX number of
pins to knock
down for winning the
tickets),
every throw,
every Strike,
every spare,
every Gutter

At the end of selection, click on Send to lane or Send to lane and close to confirm and exit.
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About players - Bowling Lanes
WARNINGS
For safety reasons, lanes can be opened ONLY from a Focus Front Desk.
Bowlers can‟t start the game by itself from the Bowler‟s Console, Bowler‟s Console access is allowed
only after lane opening from the Front Desk.
There are varying ways to open the bowling lanes and many situations where you can interact with
opened lanes during play; Focus program is designed to manage these events in more ways to let
the Front Desk operator choose a desired method.
Most of the Time the lanes are opened with the same settings, for example some bowling centers
like to open the lane in PRE-PAID mode collecting the transaction in advance, some like to set a
game limit only, some by time, some by games; before to start opening the lanes it‟s suggested to
Setup the Lanes optional/due settings in the Focus Configuration manager as the owner requested
for HIS center (see Focus Setup manual – Configuration manager – Lanes for further details).
Focus considers players as 3 different types:


Conventional player: a conventional player is a temporary player and is the “usual mode”
to enter a player onto a lane. The conventional player name could be edited from Front Desk
or by bowlers using Bowler‟s Console



Membership player: the membership is a player registered in the database archive; using
the player card or calling the player from member list the Front Desk operator enters the
player onto the lane



Competition player: Leagues or tournament bowlers. These players are managed on the
lanes from the tournament & Leagues plug-in and have a special roles and rights.
LANE OPENING METHODS



Unlimited By Games- Frames play: players bowl as they want; at the end of each game
bowlers are warned to throw a ball to begin the next game. At the end of play, bowlers will
pay for the played games at the Front Desk



Unlimited By Time play: players bowl as they want, at the end of each game bowlers are
warned to throw a ball to begin the next game. At the end of play, bowlers will pay for the
time that they occupied the lane



By Games with limit: players choose in advance how many game to play each or how many
game purchases individually (Game could be extended). Note: the amount of game limit
could be set as default.



By Time with limit: players choose in advance how many minutes-hours they want to play
on the lane or how much individual time. (Time could be extended) Note: the amount of Time
limit could be set as default.



Post paid with/without game-time limit: the collect payment Transaction operation will
be requested when closing the lane



Prepaid: after the lane opening is completed, the Focus program starts immediately the
collection payment operations. To use prepaid mode its necessary declare a game/time limit;
both parameters could be set as default. The Pre-pay method allows the usage of the Bowling
Packages, a sort of “Combo Menu” for bowling special offers or “bowling & Pos items”
combination. Note: the physically “Tender of payment operation” could be demanded or split
among each player after lane opening.
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OTHER LANES OPTIONS


Shoes- Socks opened: apply shoes or socks charging for all or selected players



Bumpers: enable/disable automatic bumpers to lift up/down for all or selected players



Pin Tap: enable disable pin tap score threshold for all or selected players. When the number
of knocked pins score is equal or more than selected threshold, the score change the frame
as Strike.
OPENING LANES – COLLECT LANES PAYMENTS

The Focus program considers lane openings and collecting payment transactions two separate
events to allow varying possible operations. As an example: open a lane keeping closed lanes as
pending operations, tender the lane payment in multiple individual steps, moving players from
opened lanes to another opened lanes without interfering with the payment collection, etc.
AVAILABLE FRONT DESK OPERATIONS AFTER LANE\LANES OPENING


Edit Bowlers fields (name, last name, bumpers, shoes, socks, game limit, etc)



Add bowlers



Remove bowlers



Extend time-game limit



Print Score – Score corrections



Stop- Cycle - Practice the pinsetters



Preview the lane payment details



Transfer lanes – transfer players to other empty or busy lanes



Park lanes



Close the lanes



Add POS items onto playing lanes or individuals



start the payment collection
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Suggested steps for lane rental
The first thing to decide is the default of “how to enter the player‟s name”:


Players name entered from Bowler‟s Console



Players name entered Front Desk



Mixed mode (from Front Desk or bowler‟s console

If the bowlers will change the names most of the time from bowler‟s console, it‟s suggested to use
the Quick Open mode; the cashier needs only to enter the number of players; bumpers or other
settings could be edited from the Front desk after lane opening or directly from the Bowlers console.
Note: it‟s possible activate a “wizard” for bowlers console edit name functions and choose to enabledisable bumpers control form bowler‟s console; ask the Steltronic Service for instructions.
If player‟s names are entered from Front Desk only or most of the time from Front Desk it‟s
suggested to use the standard method “adding a conventional player” (Quick open disabled).
RENT A POST-PAID LANE UNLIMITED


ADD player/s (conventional or membership)



Choose a PLAY MODE Style, Frame (games) or Time for entire lane or set individually choose
for each player



Click on Open Lane button to start the play or make the following choice before:



Modify the player name



Choose a selection for shoes\socks\pin tap\bumpers\handicap\team name
RENT A POST-PAID LANE WITH GAME END LIMIT



ADD player/s (conventional or membership)



Choose a PLAY MODE Style, Frame (games) or Time for entire lane or set individually choose
for each player



Choose a Time or frame limit for the lane or set player limit individually



Click on Open Lane button to start the play or make the following choice before:



Modify the player name



Choose a selection for shoes\socks\pin tap\bumpers\handicap\team name
RENT A PRE-PAID LANE



ADD player/s (conventional or membership)



Choose a PLAY MODE Style, Frame (games) or Time for entire lane or set individually choices
for each player



Choose a package (if necessary); it will set automatically the games limit



Choose a selection for shoes\socks



Choose a Time or frame limit for the lane or set player limit individually



Click on Open Lane button to start the lane payment collection or make the following choice
before:



Modify the player name pin tap\bumpers\handicap\team name

“Modify player name”: this operation is an non-mandatory options could be performed late or also
from bowlers console; “Play mode style and play limit” could be preset; “shoes and socks” could be
preset or unused, if used must be entered before opening a prepaid lane.
Bumpers, team name, HCP, etc... are not mandatory fields and could be edited anytime even after
lane opening.
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Set Quick Open as default lanes opened mode
The “quick open” is a shortcut to opened the lanes quickly: Front Desk operator need only to click on
the number of the bowlers and shoes to open lane; the bowler‟s console name could be edit directly
from bowler‟s console (a special wizard edit name menu pops up on the lanes screen if enabled).

Click here to
SET-RESET
the QUICK OPEN as default
opening mode
(selection is permanent till
next Focus program exit)

On the Focus Top bar the aspect of the Quick Open icon will display the Quick Open Status:


Quick Open mode enabled



Quick Open mode disabled
HOW QUICK OPEN WORKS


Click directly on lane icon or make a multiple selection to open more
lanes together

Warning: to use Bowling Package make the selection BEFORE starting the
quick open procedure (see next chapter for details).


Choose the number of the players for each lane



If necessary, choose the number of rental shoes for each lane



Click on the OPEN LANE button to complete the quick opening

The game session will begin with the default parameters as selected in the Lane –Configuration*:


Lane start by Time / by Games, with or without a game limit

 If the center is pre-paid selection Focus start the collect payment procedure
*see the “Focus Set up manual: Configuration manager/Lanes” to choose the default opening
settings.
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Quick Open from lane menu


Click directly on lane icon or make a multiple selection to open more
lanes together

Click on QUICK
OPEN button

Warning: to use Bowling Packages, make the selection BEFORE starting
the quick open procedure (see the next chapter for details).


Choose the number of the players for each lane



If necessary, choose the number of rental shoes for each lane



Click on the OPEN LANE button to complete the quick opening

The game session will begin with the default parameters as selected in the Lane –Configuration*:


Lane start by Time / by Games, with or without a game limit



If the center is pre-paid by default, Focus starts the collection procedure
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Lane Rental window
More Players info

Keep lane busy and back
to lanes manager

Correct- View- print score

Players Main page

Lane
control

Check
Payment

Daily
Waiting
list

Quit

Pin Tap
membership

Entire
Lane
Selections

Individual
selections

Selected player

Players
details

Prepaid Packages
(Only available when
prepaid is checked)

INDIVIDUAL/COMMON SELECTIONS
REMARKS
Check Select All to apply the following options to all added players,
Uncheck Select all to make a individual player selection or start to make an individual selection, the
Select all check box will be uncheck and change as ? (different selections).


PREPAID SELECTION: choosing prepaid option will start the payment collection after
clicking on the OPEN LANE button. The lane payment could be collected immediately or
demanded to the cash Register.



SELECT ALL: checkbox enabled= applies the operations to all available lanes and players;
for an individual selection, remove the checkmark.



Play Mode by Games: Lane will be opened by games, the Game over limit will be applied to
each bowler; bowlers could play in a different modes when individually selected.



Play mode by Time: lane will be opened by the specified Time period, the game over will be
applied to the entire lane, no matter how many players. Bowlers could play in a different
mode when individually selected.



Game over: no selection= unlimited play. The game over unit depends by play mode style:
games + frames or hours + minutes. For example, a selection of 2 games 5 frames means
that each player will play 2 games and only 5 frames of the 3rd game. The game over
settings could be different for each bowler when individually selected



SHOES: checkbox enabled= ADD SHOES to ALL players



SOCKS: checkbox enabled= ADD SOCKS to ALL players



BUMPERS: checkbox enabled= ENABLE BUMPERS for ALL players



PIN TAP 1 through 9 selection = Simulates a strike for pins knocked down = to the pin
tap. Example, you set it to 9, if the player knocks down 9 pins, it will be displayed as a
special no tap strike. No tap strikes are displayed with a box around the strike.
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Add/Del/Edit Conventional players
The CONVENTIONAL PLAYER is a “Temporary” undefined bowler that will play the game session. The
conventional player has default names such as player1, player 2, etc; conventional player names
could be modified from the Front Desk or bowler‟s console.

ADD XX CONVENTIONAL PLAYER


Click on Add conventional player button to add one player, each click will add one more
player. When finished, click on Open lane to start the game or edit the conventional player
name.
EDIT CONVENTIONAL PLAYER

Click on a field to start
editing and make changes
with keyboard or
“on screen keyboard”
(touch screen required)

REMOVE A CONVENTIONAL PLAYER BEFORE OPENING THE LANE
COMMENTS FOR CROSSED LANES OPENING
Each click on Add conventional player button will add one conventional player to each lane.
To add player in one of the crossed lane only or to vary the number of the players, select
individually the player to remove than click on Remove just added and selected player button.

(1)
Select the Player/players to delete

(2)
Click here to delete the select
conventional players
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Add/Del/Edit Membership player
MEMBERSHIP PLAYER: bowler already identified and added to the database as membership. These
players could be assigned to a lane using the card, membership research or using the INTELLISENSE
™ method.
REMARKS
As usual a membership has some related benefit, such special rate price or a money deposit to use
as he want in the bowling, center; the program will apply automatically the special rate, but to use a
money deposit it will be necessary a manual Front Desk operator action when collecting the
payments.
ADD A MEMBERSHIP PLAYER USING THE PERSONAL CARD OR THE FINGERPRINT



Swipe the card in the reader or place the registered finger on the fingerprint reader, the
player will be added automatically; the membership player added is highlighted in RED.



Swipe another card (or place the finger) to add another membership or add conventional
player or click on Open lane when finished.
ADD A PLAYER MEMBER WITHOUT MEMBERSHIP CARD

(1)
Click on SEARCH
MEMBER icon

(3)
click on the
desired member
player name to
add him to lane

(2)
Type the player
name then click
on SEARCH
button or simply
click on SEARCH
button to
browse the list

NOTE: This feature can be turned on/off in the security settings making it mandatory to swipe the
members card for the member.
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ADD A MEMBERSHIP PLAYER USING INTELLISENSE ™ METHOD



Click on Add conventional player button to add a player line



Erase the conventional player name and start to type the player‟s name. If the letters match
with one or more membership player, a choose of the name will be displayed down on the
line; clicking on the name or press Enter will confirm the choice.
REMARKS

A membership player name could pop‟s up during bowler‟s name edit l; continue to type the name it
will ignore the procedure and the player remain as a “conventional player”.
REMOVE A MEMBERSHIP PLAYER BEFORE OPEN THE LANE


Follow the same operation as explained for a conventional player:

(1)
Select the Player/players to delete

(2)
click here to delete the select
conventional players

EDIT MEMBERSHIP PLAYER NAME
REMARKS
A membership player name can be edited ONLY if the “Edit membership name” field is enabled in
the Configuration manager (see focus Setup manuals for details). Membership name\last name
changes will be permanently and will be apply also in Membership database records.

Click on a field to start edit
and type changes with
keyboard or
“On screen keyboard”
(Touch screen required)
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Open lanes using Daily Waiting list
The waiting list reservation is a list of daily pending reservation made automatically with Photostrike
kiosk or entered by Front Desk operators.


Select a lane to open clicking on the lane icon

(1)
click here to open the Daily
Waiting list

(2)
Click on the reference
name to highlight a
reservation
(As default, the first on
the Top is the oldest)

(3)
Click on Send to lane to
confirm the choice

The player in the waiting list will added as conventional player or with their name and photo if the
reservation was made with Photostrike kiosk:


Edit the conventional player name if necessary or make any other modification



When ready, click on Open lane button to finish
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Open a pre-booked lane
A “pre-booked lane” means a bowling reservation created with Focus Booking reservation plug-in; a
reservation stay “pending” until will be played or erase/modified from the booking plan.
The booked lanes will be warn with a “Book” icon

; the book colour indicate the book status:

click here to
open the
Reservation list

-REDNext booking
ready to starts
in 5 minutes

- GREEN Next booking
starts in 60
minutes

-YELLOWNext booking
starts in 30
minutes

SEND A BOOKED RESERVATION TO A LANE





Open the booking list



As default the program shows the last
pending reservation; to search in the
booking list type the title name and click
on Search - or click on search all button;
All booking show also the played booking
event.

Highlight the desired title booking name and click on Send to lane to start the event

Choose of Wrong reservation: click on
pending.
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Lane will be opened with the player
name and settings as made
creating the reservation; modify
the parameter or add-remove
player as needed



When ready, click on Open lane
button to confirm

icon before open lane, reservation will be keep
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About individual player‟s settings
During a lane/multiple lanes rental it‟s possible apply different choice for each players, such play
mode, game over, bumpers, changing position etc. The player‟s fields are more than visible in one
window; using the menu1 and menu 2 buttons, available on the tool bar, will move between the 2
menu.
MENU 1
Browse the
bowlers
PLAYER
MENU 1

Individual player status:
Active= play now
Skipped= no play until Unskip
(Unskip mandatory before
next game begin)

Change
player
laninup

Individual
player
selection

Individual
shoes
socks
selection

Individual
game
type-limit
Selection

Individual
bumper
selection

MENU 2

Photo preview
here
(only for
reservation made
with Photostrike
kiosk)
Individual pin tap
selection

The blind player status could be vary from menu 2, clicking on the Blind cell to vary the blind status:


Normal=regular player



Blind = vacant player, need to have a blind score declared for each game. the blind will be
sum with handicap if present



Zero blind= Absent bowler (without blind score)
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Use of packages in lane opened
“Bowling Packages” are a sort of “Combo Menu” for “ bowling special price” or “special bowling
combo” (for example, one bowling game + basket of food+1soft drink).

Minimum player‟s
number for
package usage
(2)
Choose a package
from the list
highlighting the
name

Maximum player‟s
number for
package usage

(1)
Click on Packages
to open the
packages list

Bowling packages are pre-set in “Product and rate Setup”, from the lane it is possible to only choose
the packages; the Play Mode and the game limit will be set as package defaults.


Add players (conventional or membership) and click on Open lane button to start the lane
payment transaction collections.

If the Open lane button remains hidden after the package selection, this means that the “Minimum
or Maximum number of players” on the lane does not match with packages default criteria:


Add or Remove players, until the Open lane button became available
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Add players to an opened lane\lanes
One or more conventional/membership players could be added any time to one or more opened
lanes, but it is important to decide WHEN the added bowlers begin to play. Focus offers the
possibility to choose between 4 statuses for the added players, this method varies from Focus Front
desk or bowler‟s console.
Lane openedd by games: the new player will play and pay only the game that he bowls (for
example, if the original players rent the lane for 3 games and the new player enters at game 2, the
new player plays and pays only for the 2 games)
Lane openedd by time (with time limit): the remaining time does not change, the new player will
share the time with the others.
ADDING PLAYER FROM FOCUS FRONT DESK
1) Click on the lane icon or make a multiple selection
if it is necessary perform the operations in more lane at same
time.

Click here to browse the
membership list if
needing to add a
bowling member

(2)
Click on the
Add Conventional
player button to add
players or swipe the
bowler‟s card

(3) Select a
Player Status

(4) Send to
lane to
confirm

A new player status could be set as follows:


Active player: added player begins to play immediately in the current game; the added
players start immediately to bowl and will never switch until reaching the same frame of the
existing players..



Deferred player: added player is displayed “frozen” on the lane, he will start to play
automatically when the next game begins. If the existing players rent a XX number of the
game, the new player will play and pay the remaining games.
BEWARE!
use DEFERRED PLAYER status to add players at
the END OF THE CURRENT GAME, otherwise the
new player needs to play the current ended game
to match with the others players. The deferred
player will be add with NG prefix
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Skipped player: added player is displayed on the lanes but do not play until they will be
Unskipped.



Pre-bowl: use this feature only for league or tournament. A pre-bowl player is a “ghost
player”, the score displays his already played game session (see leagues manual for further
details).
REMARKS

The default status of ADDED player from the Focus Front Desk could be set in advance. See the
Focus Setup manual\configuration manager\lanes for further details.

ADDING PLAYER FROM BOWLERS CONSOLE
When the bowler‟s ADD new players from the bowler‟s console, the added player starts immediately
to bowl and will never switch until reaching the same frame of the existing players. A new or more
new players added at the END OF THE CURRENT GAME, will start to play when the next game begin.
WARNINGS
The Skipped player remains skipped when the new game begins.
A warning message advises the player to unskip the skipped bowler before continuing;
if the other active bowlers ignore the message and begin to play the new game, the skipped players
will loose the opportunity to complete the last game and will start the new game with the other
(remaining skipped until somebody unskip them).
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Remove\transfer players to opened lane\lanes


Click on the lane icon or make a multiple selection if is necessary perform the
operations in more lane at same time

Select the
outgoing
players
Click here to remove
the selected
players from
the lane
(selected players do
not play anymore)
Click here to Transfer the
selected players to another
lane (selected players
continue to play in the new
destination lane)

REMOVE PLAYERS
ONLY for post-paid players:
A warning message ask how to complete the
player‟s remove operation: clicking on Yes the
outgoing player pay immediately and the
program starts the collect payment transaction
operations; clicking on No the payment amount
will be requested when the lane will be close
(last remained players pay for all).
Clicking on Cancel will be quit the operation.
PLAYER TRANSFER TO ANOTHER LANE

(1)
Select the
outgoing
players

(2)
click on
Transfer
button
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(2)
click on
destination
lane button.
Player will
be add to
others if the
lane it‟s
already
in use
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Lane Transfer
REMARKS
Destination lane will be set as original lanes play mode (OPEN/LEAGUE).
One or more lanes could be transferred in same time to any lane, if the destination lane is already in
use the transferred players will be added to the existing players, maintaining the existing credit
game time limit.


Click on the lane icon or make a multiple selection if is necessary perform the
operations in more lane at same time.

(1)
Do not make any individual player
selection OR click on Select All to
transfer ALL players

(2)
Click on
Transfer
button
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(2)
Click on
destination
lane button.
Player will be
add to others if
the lane it‟s
already
in use
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Lane- player Park\Unpark - Close parked lanes


Click on the lane icon or make a multiple selection if is necessary perform the
operations in more lane at same time.
LANE PARK

Click on PARK button to
park the game session
(lane will be available
for next player session)

The lane with parked games
pending display a (P) icon to
keep the attention of the front
desk operator

Select the players to
make a partial park
(no selection= park
entire lane)

Parked lanes could be unpark in the same lane (if available) or in a different lane; parked player\
games could be also closed form Park menu and payment collected (if post-paid lane)
LANE UNPARK- CLOSE PARKED LANES

(1)
Click on PARKED LANES
LIST button

(2)
Highlight the lane
session to unpark

Make a multiple
selection in this
checkbox
ONLY to close more
lanes together

choose a destination
name where to restore
the game

Click on Close session
to close all selected
lanes session
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Extend the current play session


Click on the lane icon or make a multiple selection if is necessary perform the
operations in more lane at same time

 Lane payment it will require after send to lanes if the lane was rented in PREPAY MODE.
EXTEND A BY GAMES LIMIT SESSIONS
Remained
Games credit
(1)
Click on
Extend Game over
Button

(2)
Increase credit

(4)
When the credit is
enough click on Ok to
confirm

(3)
ADD credit

(5)
Click on
Send to lane
to apply and finish

(1) EXTEND A TIME LIMIT SESSIONS
Remaining
Time credit

(2)
Increase credit
(1)
Click on
Extend Game over
button

(4)
When the credit is
enough click on Ok to
confirm
(5)
Click on
Send to lane
To apply and finish

(3)
ADD Credit

(2) EXTEND A TIME LIMIT SESSIONS
(1)
Click on
Extend Game
over
button

(2)
click here and
choose UNTIL
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(3)
Enter the new
game end time

(5)
Click on send to lane
to apply and finish
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Lock lanes (for Maintenance)
LOCK ONE OR MORE EMPTY LANES


Click directly on an empty lane icon or make a multiple selection to
open more lanes together.

Click on the LOCK
LANES button

LOCK ONE OR MORE LANES WITH ACTIVE GAMES SESSION

(2) After lane selection
Click on the LOCK LANES
button

(1) PARK the LANES to
suspend the game session

On the lanes a message
advises the bowlers that it
is not possible to play

On the Front Desk the lane
icon shows “lane locked”

To unlock a lane, click on locked
lane icon and confirm the unlock. To
resume a game session, open the
Parked lanes menu and resend the
parked lane on same or other
destination (see park the lanes
chapter for details)
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Score correction/print Score of playing lanes
CHECK/PRINT CORRECT ALL PLAYERS SCORE

After the lane
selection,
click on SCORE icon

CHECK/PRINT CORRECT SELECTED PLAYERS SCORE ONLY

(2)
Click on SCORE icon

(1)
After the lane selection,
TAG the select box of
desiderated players

ACCESS TO SCORE PREVIEW/PRINTOUT CLOSED GAMES OF SELECTED LANES

(1) After the lane selection,
click on Closed Games icons

As a default the score shows the last game closed, to find a specific game session, use the group
selection or Find button (type the name or date and press find once more). NOTE: to correct the
score of closed games it is necessary to first restore the game session to a lane.
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SCORE CORRECTIONS

Expand/hide selected
Games of selected
lane

(2) Select a
frame to begin
score correction

Expand/hide
selected
Games strip

Click on Refresh button to
update score if people
meanwhile playing

All played games will be displayed on the screen, browse the window scrolling the vertical bar then
select the lane and the game that needs to be corrected or printout. As a default, the window
displays the current playing game on the top.
SCORE CORRECTIONS
Click on a pin to toggle the Status UP-DOWN (suggested
method) or use the quantity number on right

DELETE the
selected throw

Set the selected
throw as
provisory (only
for tournament)

Set the selected
throw as a FOUL
Set the selected throw
as a GUTTER
Set the selected throw
as a STRIKE

Quit
Discarding
changes

Confirm ad exit from
the throw

Score correction could be performed even if a player bowls, use the REFRESH button to acquire the
new throw. The score correction will be sent to the lane in real time.


At the end of the score correction click on the OK Go back.. button to exit from the score
correction menu or on to Send to lane button.
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SCORE PREVIEW- PRINTOUT (CURRENT GAMES)

Exit

Open Print Preview
of the all games

Click on Refresh button to
acquire an update score if
people are still playing



Use

+

-

Send all to printer

Lanes booked with
Photostrike:
Print games
with player photo (preview)

checkbox of the score to view – hide the games details.
PRINT PREVIEW TOOLBAR COMMAND
First page /previous page/actual page/next page/last page

HAND TOOL: scroll the page up/down/left/right.
SNAPSHOT: copy the select area to the computer clipboard. Using PASTE command is
possible copy the area on other application (example, into a word document)
Zooms command to vary the page display.
Print the document

Close the PRINT PREVIEW
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Answer to Bar, Maintenance/Help Calls
During the games, the bowler‟s could use the bowler‟s Console to send a Snack bar or a
Maintenance call to the Front Desk. A 3D picture will roll on the lanes screen periodically until the
call it‟s reset from the Front Desk or from Bowler‟s console.

Snack bar call

BAR CALL

Maintenance\Help call



When a BAR or Maintenance call has sent to the Front Desk, a
flashing icon appear on the lane for warn the Desk operator
about the call



Desk operator could contact the lane with interphone (if
installed) or call the crew for assist the players



Calls could be closed by crew from bowler‟s console or from
Front Desk

MAINTENANCE
/HELP CALL

RESET A BAR- MAINTENANCE CALL

Click here to
reset a Bar Call
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Click here to
reset a
Maintenance
/Help Call
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Consign\check the win Game award

As default, in the award management menu are displayed the details of the not-jet- assigned award:
type of Award game, Prize name and quantity, lane, player, date and time.
TO ASSIGN AN AWARD


Highlight the award line and click on Remove button



The award line disappear form the list and the ticket printer print out a coupon for the prize.
Each time an award is assign, it will disappear from the Not assigned awards list.
PRINT AWARDS PREVIEW



To obtain a print preview and if needed a print out of the not assigned award list, click on
Print Awards button. The print preview will be displayed; the print out will be directed to
Windows Default printer.
TO REVIEW \REMOVE THE ASSIGNED AWARDS
Click on Assigned Awards
checkbox to load the list of
already assigned awards

Click here to
delete
permanently
the selected
assigned
awards

At the end of job click
on EXIT to close the
award window.
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Stop\Close lanes
REMARKS
Lanes need to be closed manually from the Front Desk, even if the game is over and pinsetter is
turning off by the score. The lanes could be closed any time, even before credit expires if necessary.
After Close to lanes confirmation, Focus program check any pending payment for the closed lanes,
even for pre-pay lanes (example: purchased bar items) and if necessary will start the payment
transaction collections.


Click on the lane icon or make a multiple selection if is necessary perform
the operations in more lane at same time

CLOSE LANES PLAYING IN OPEN STYLE

Click on CLOSE
LANE butt to
close lanes.
Confirmation
required

CROSSED LANES: CLOSE ONLY ONE LANE AND KEEP THE OTHER PLAYING
(1)
Select the lane
side to close

(2)
Click on CLOSE
LANE butt to
close lanes.
Confirmation
required
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Close prepaid lanes with pending Pos sale
A Prepaid lane is a openedd bowling lane where the opened amount is normally collected in
advance; prepaid lanes could collect pending POS transactions, like food & drinks
WARNING
Prepaid Bowling Transactions not collected during the lane opening
need to be closed from Cash Register – not closed payment list In the following example all the 3 players prepaid the bowling opened, than player 1 and 3 buy bar
products, player 2 not. Bowling rate is for display only, no changes possible (bowling already paid).

Clicking on CLOSE LANE
button the program start to
check the pending
transactions

Single player
amount

Single player
amount

Grand Total
to pay

Unpaid pos items
Click on OK to
complete or split the
payment
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Lane transactions payment collection
REMARKS
Post-paid lanes: Lane payment collection starts by clicking on the Close Lane button.
Prepaid lanes: Lane payment collection starts by clicking on the Send to lane button or when
choosing Close Lane, if the program finds unpaid POS items charged on a lane.
The automatic default rate chosen depends on the play mode, game unit, date time/zone, active
rates and rate‟s ranking (default rate= a ranking of zero); please read the “Focus Setup manual –
products and rates” for rate settings and pre-selections.
(2) DEFAULT RATE: leave the
default rate or choose a rate
here. Rate will be applied to
all lanes an all players

Oops, wrong
lane!! Click here
to QUIT

(1) Use these buttons, if necessary to review the
player‟s parameters, such as shoes, socks, or
player‟s number

INDIVIDUAL LANE RATE

FREE GAME COUPONS
selection available for each
player

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER
RATE:
Click here on each player
to choose different
player‟s rate

Click on OK
when ready
to finish

Browse the player payment list
(or use the scroll bar on right)

Program automatically checks for date & time, play mode (time-game), unit amount (how many
games played by each player or how many minutes/hours) and choose from the appropriate active
rates the default rate to apply to all players; any POS items (snack, drinks etc.) charged on the
lanes will be collected together.
Next possible steps to complete the lane closure:


If the default selection is good and no changes are needed, click on OK to confirm



Choose a different rate for individual players



Use the free game coupons (option for each player)



Review the selection (example for shoes) backing to the previous screen to make changes
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INDIVIDUAL LANE-PLAYER‟S RATE SELECTION
INDIVIDUAL LANE RATE: Used to change the individual lane
rate when multiple lanes selected

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER RATE:
Click here on each player to
choose different player‟s rate

Default Rate

Quit without
selection

Choose another rate clicking on the name

Browse the
rates

Some rates chosen are priority over individual player selections: for example, choosing a rate where
the Unit is LANE, the price will be applied to the entire lane, no matter the number of players and no
possible individual rate charges; choosing a rate where the unit is player, the price will be fixed for
each player, no matter how many games selected.
FREE GAME COUPONS
REMARKS
Free games coupons are for a GAME ONLY, shoes and socks are not included
and will be left in the bowler‟s total.
The Focus program allows removing one or more games from the player amount using the free
game coupons. The operation is individual for each player; free game coupons are not usable when
the lane is sold by time or by lane.
(2) Choose a
coupon
quantity
(1) Click on the
coupons button

(3) Click on OK to confirm, if
necessary repeat these steps for
another player
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AUTOMATIC RATE SELECTION FOR MEMBERSHIP PLAYER
As usual membership players have a “special rate”; the program checks if the membership involved
in the transaction has a different available rate and it will apply this automatically.
MEMBERSHIP PLAYER WITH FRAME CREDIT

(2) Choose
the frames
quantity
(1) Click on the
quantity button

(3) Click on OK to confirm, if
necessary repeat these steps for
another player

FINISH THE PAYMENT COLLECTIONS



Click on the OK button at the end of the rate modifications or player‟s setting selections and
confirm the operation

The programs start the AMOUNTS TENDERED operations. The next possible operations are:



Tender the entire payment
Split the payment in separate phases or collect the payment later

It is possible to tender the payment by cash or in “mixed mode”:


By cash



Partial payment by cash and or by: credit card*\ check\ membership credit\accounts
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Restore/Print closed Games

Click on games
history to open the
queue games list
(the same function is
available from each
bowling lane icon)

Type of games
selection:
10 pins
Grand prix
5 pins

View by:
Date,
Games,
Player‟s name,
Player Id, or
Player Card Id

Choose a date
range

Selected
game
session

Expand or collapse
lane game details

Open Print Preview
of the selection

Scroll
Filter per lane
Up/down the
list

Always click on
REFRESH after a
day/lane/group
selection has
changed to apply
this choice

Lanes booked with
Photostrike:
Print games
with player photo (preview)

Print immediately
the selection

Restore the game
session to the
original lane

Restore the game
session to another
destination lane

The find button opens a small window where typing the criteria search, like
bowler‟s name, lane number or date. After data is inserted, click on the FIND
button to start the search (the result appears on the main game history
window), use the close button to close the window.

WARNINGS
The CLOSED GAME ONLY checkbox is enabled by default, untag the checkbox only
to search and restore lost games after a resume of a system failure.
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Daily Waiting list
The Daily Waiting list is a „plug-in‟ which is used to manage the “not-pre-booked reservations”,
bowlers in the center that are waiting and it allows you to pre-enter bowler numbers so that when a
lane becomes available it is much faster to start them bowling; the reservation made with the
Photostrike kiosk will be queued automatically in the daily waiting list.
Search filter fields

Add new
group

Group
Selected

“Ring up”
order

Remove
select
group

Open the
Waiting list
plug-in

ADD A NEW RESERVATION (GROUP)
(1) Click on
ADD GROUP
(2) Select
the Player
number

AND/Or Move to the
Type the PAGER
Description and type a
number (if
reservation name
available)
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Press ENTER on keyboard to
SAVE and printout the
reservation ticket
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EDIT THE PLAYERS OF A GROUP
(1) Select the
group
(2) Click on the
player name to
edit

(3) Click on
another the player
name to next edit

Scroll player
UP - DOWN

Use Add player / Remove Player buttons to change the player quantity
Change THE WAITING LIST PRIORITY OF THE GROUPS
Use Send to Top to
move the group to
the top of the list
Use Move
Up to scroll
the group
UP one line

(1) Select the
group to move

Use Move
Down to
scroll the
group down
one line

CHANGE THE WAITING LIST PRIORITY OF THE GROUPS

The reference number of the waiting list is automatically increased each time a new group is added;
the progression continues even when the waiting list is empty.
To reset the reference number to Zero, be sure the waiting list is empty (or remove the unnecessary
group) than click on the Reset reference button.
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Time Games Rental

Click on Time
Games plug-in

More Time
Games Pages

Time
game
icon

Click on TIME GAMES plug-in to enter the time games window. The time games are displayed as an
icon, one for each time game. Each icon has a checkbox for PRE-PAID selection and UNIT amount.
OPEN A TIME GAMES

UNLIMITED PLAY:
Click on the time game
icon to activate the
rental of the time game

LIMITED PLAY:
Type the number of
minutes/hours and click on the
time game icon to activate the
rental of the time game
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PRE-PAID TIME GAME: tag
the prepaid checkbox,
then type the number of
minutes/hours in the box.
Click on the time game
icon to activate the rental
of the time game
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CLOSING A TIME GAMES (COLLECTING A TIME GAMES PAYMENT)


PREPAID-TIME GAMES: The collection of the transaction is requested before beginning to
play



POST-PAID TIME GAMES: To stop a time and collect the payment click on the time game
icon
Click here to search a member with a Time
Games discount %

Oops, wrong Time
game Click here to
QUIT
Rates
selections

Selection for only
post-paid mode

Charged POS
items

Program automatically checks for date & time, unit amount (how many minutes/hours) and chooses
from the appropriate active rates, the default rate to apply; any POS items (snack, drinks etc.)
charged to the timed game will be collected together. To complete the payment collection:


choose a different rate if necessary



only for POST-PAID mode: choose a way for the automatic rate selection: choose rates active
now (actual time) or from rates that were active when the game was opened (Requested
Time)



Any POS items charged to the timed game will be collected together.



Membership with % Time Games Discount Cards: swipe the card to reduce the price or click
on the membership icon to browse and select from the membership list.

NOTE: The program checks if the played time reaches the minimum requested amount declared in
the rates Setup; if not it will round the price to meet the minimum charge.
FINISH THE PAYMENT COLLECTIONS


Click on the OK button at the end of the rate/setting selection and confirm the operation

The programs start the AMOUNT‟S TENDERED operations. The next possible operations are:


Tender the entire payment



Split the payment in separate phases or collect the payment later

It is possible to tender the payment by cash or in “mixed mode”:


By cash



Partial payment by cash and or by: credit card*/check/membership credit/accounts
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P.O.S. sales
Search the membership

Open a new Tab
(queue the current
sales in use)

Refresh Screen

Items
pages

TAB
(Order
name)

Check the
Customisations

Items
window

POS
plug-in
Click here to confirm the items
and keep the order open

Charge to an active
time Game (and
close the order)

Charge to an
active lane
(and close the
order)

Pay now
(and close the
order)

SALES ITEMS
Move
UP or
DOWN

More



Select the item(s) to sell clicking directly on
the icon or drag the icon on the left side



To ADD more quantity of the selected item,
click on the item icon as many times as you
need or use the + button; use – button to
reduce the quantity



Use the



Use one of the buttons (Send to lane, Pay,
Send to time games) to complete the order or
click in “Confirm the order..” button to
confirm the order and keep the tab pending.
The kitchen printer (if installed) wills printout
the POS order.

Less
Quantity
Delete
Total
amount
for item

Selected
item
Customize the
Item
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SALES ITEMS WITH VARIABLE PRICE
Type the new
price

If the item is a variable price, it is possible to input the
item‟s price as needed; a numeric pad pops-up
automatically:

Confirm
Reload the
original price

Delete the
original price

POS ITEMS AVAILABILITY
The availability of P.O.S. items depends on two factors:
a) The P.O.S. item must be associated with a fixed or variable price
b) The P.O.S. item must be enabled at the current time; items not available will remain hidden
until the item time validity matches with the current time
POS PRODUCTS CUSTOMIZATION
If necessary type a “on the
fly” description, type here
the text

Add the
description
text

[1] Click on
CUSTOMIZE
[2] Click on Items to vary
the product configuration

[3] Confirm the NEW
product configuration

The product final price could change depending by the customization: an item with negative
value reduce the final price, items with additional value will increase the final product price.
USE OF THE POS TABS
Any new POS sale is called TAB; with Focus Pos is possible open vary tabs, personalize each with
a name and keep the tabs pending for charging more items.
Pending
Tabs list
Click here to
create a
New TAB
Editable
TAB name
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The “pending tabs” are recorded temporary in the database and remain available even if the
Focus program is closed for mistake; when the tab is paid or is sent to lane or to time game its
removed from the list.
To browse
the POS
TAB use
the
pending
operation
To browse
area
the POS

Or browse on To Pending
Operation list

TAB use
the
pending
operation
area

WARNING
Each pending TAB is connected only with the workstation that has created, is not possbile close or
modify a Tab created by another workstation
KEEP ORDERS OPEN (“HAPPY HOURS” FUNCTIONALITY)
As mentioned in the chapter Rates Setup, Focus POS allow the possibility to vary the price of the
items during the day; this facility allow a possible scenario where the same POS item is sale 2
times in the same order but with a different prices. For making an example of “happy hours:
1 Martini before 6 PM = 4$ - 1 Martini after 6 PM = 2,50$
A client order one Martini at 3,45 PM and he want to keep the tab open to order another Martini
at 6,15 PM when the price is less for the “Happy hours promotion”.
When the cashier consign the first Martini at 3,45 PM, he must click on
button
to “freeze” the order, after 6 PM the POS will load automatically the new price and if the cashier
will sale another Martini, the client will pay 6,50$ (first Martini $4 + second Martini $2,50)
TO COMPLETE THE P.O.S. TRANSACTION
Proceed with the following operations:




Apply a discount if one of the clients is a member with % discount on P.O.S. items
Pay – collect, split or demand the P.O.S. transaction
Charge the sale to an active Time Game



Charge the sale to an active Lane(s)
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APPLY A DISCOUNT TO A BOWLING MEMBER
(2)
Swipe the bowler‟s
card in the reader
or click here to
browse the
membership list

Use the Reset
button to delete the
operation and/or
use another card

(1)
Charged
items

Card info

CHARGE THE SALE TO AN ACTIVE LANE (S)

(1)
Charge items

(2)
Swipe the bowler‟s
card in the reader
or click here to
browse the
membership list

(4) Select the
lane

(6) Make the
player
selections

(5) Click here to
select the player
(if necessary)

(3)
Click here to
charge to an
active bowling
lane

CHARGE THE SALE TO AN ACTIVE TIME GAME(S)
(2)
Swipe the bowler‟s
card in the reader
or click here to
browse the
membership list

(1)
Charge items
(4) Select the
Time Game
and Confirm
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PAY POS ORDERS
(2)
Swipe the bowler‟s
card in the reader
or click here to
browse the
membership list

(1)
Charge items

(3)
Click here to pay
now

Focus starts the AMOUNT‟S TENDERED operation. The next possible operations are:


Tender the entire payment



Split the payment into separate phases or collect the payment later

It is possible to tender the payment by cash or in a “mixed mode”:


By cash



Partial payment by cash and or by: credit card*/check/membership credit/accounts
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Complete a Payment Transaction
At the end of all kinds of transactions (bowling, Time Game or POS), the last screen shows the cash
register operations:
Oops! Quit and
collect later

Change\select active
drawer

Collect later and/or
split the payment

Print last receipt

Collect in the active
drawer

The Total Due field displays the amount that needs to be paid, the Total Tendered amount
received, and the balance (the difference).
The buttons cash denominations and coins on the right side are used to declare the cash amount
received; the exact button is used to close the transaction in “cash only” without a change.
The button Collect later (or clicking the
button on the top) is used to demand and/or split the
payments. The button Collect in.. closes and complete the transaction now.
REMARKS
The Focus program can manage a number of cash drawers and each drawer could be
enabled/disabled for each user; use the icon at the top to change the active drawer only if necessary
and before closing the transaction.
Demanded transaction will be collectable from cash register menu.
Total due payment could be tendered by cash or by cash +/or check +/or credit card, +/or Magnetic
card, +/or coupons, +/or charged on account.
DISCOUNT A TRANSACTION (ONLY FOR AUTHORIZED USERS)
To discount a transaction is enough that the total tendered is less than the total Due, for example
typing a different price in Cash field and click on Collect button. A message pops up to warn the
desk operator, is necessary confirming the operation to continue.
The discounted amount will be highlight in the ZReport as “ Discount” voice.
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CASH TRANSACTION WITHOUT CHANGE

(2)
Click on Collect*
to confirm

(1)
Click on EXACT

The transaction will be registered immediately, skipping any choice of card, check or balance
calculation; Receipt printer will be requested, skipped or print (depending on the default chosen).
CASH TRANSACTION WITH CHANGE



Type the amount of the money received in the CASH
DENOMINATION/COIN buttons to insert the tendered amount.

FIELD

OR

USE

the

The program will calculate the change and will display the balance, if the tendered amount is enough
for the transaction click on the Collect button* otherwise use Check\Credit Card\Magnetic
Card\Coupons to complete the payment.
REMARKS*
If a cash drawer is connected to the workstation it is not necessary to click on the collect button to
close the transaction, it will do this automatically. When the total tendered is less than the total due,
clicking on the collect button will warn the desk operator and a confirmation is required.
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CHECK

Fill the Check field
with the amount of
the transaction
(entire or partial)
when the customer
wants to use a check
or credit card to pay.
NOTE: the check
amount cannot
exceed the total due

MEMBERSHIP MAGNETIC CARD (WITH ACTIVE DEPOSIT ONLY)



Swipe the membership card or click on the Magnetic Card button and swipe the card.



In the DUE field is displayed the amount that needs to be paid; if the available credit is
enough, it will be tendered by default, change the tendered amount if necessary (the rest of
the amount due could be collected by cash\check\coupons).

NOTE: It is possible to split the amount due by more than one card: swipe the other card and
change the tendered amount, any remaining amount could be collected by cash\check\coupons.
CASH TRANSACTION WITH $ COUPONS
(3) Declare the number of
coupons received
(2)
Choose
the
coupons
from the
available
in the list

(1)
Click on the
COUPONS button to
accept the payment
with coupons

(4)Confirm
with OK
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CHARGED TO ACCOUNTS
REMARKS
The accounts are customers with a “credit” to charge the transactions. Accounts have a “credit line”
(threshold) for the limit; the debit is the amount to charge.
For further details about accounts management see the Chapter Accounts pg. 21
Filter search: begin
to type the account
name here for
starting search
Click here to
change the
amount to charge

(3)
Select(3)
the
account
Select the
account

(4)
Click here to
charge the
entire amount
to the selected
account

Click here to remove the
charge if necessary

(5)
Confirm

CHARGE TO A CREDIT CARD (FOCUS NOT CONNECTED WITH CARD PROCESSOR SYSTEM)

(1) Type in
Credit Card field the
partial or the total
due to charge to the
card

(2)
Confirm or
Collect later

The maximum amount to charge on the credit card is the total due, any tips must be kept outside
the transaction. When Focus is not connected to a card processor system, the credit card needs to
be swiped by an external card reader, it is recommended to keep a copy of the credit card ticket in
the cash drawer to check the balance at the end of the day.
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Use Focus with Credit Card Processor
WARNINGS
This chapter describes the possible cash operations when the Focus system is connected with a USA
card processor system; please contact your vendor for details about how to purchase and connect
the card processor system.
Card processors need to be on line when Focus tries to change the transaction to a credit card, if not
Focus will warn the desk operator while trying to charge the payment; a timeout clears the credit
card charge if the operator does not collect the transaction in the proper amount of time.
CHARGE THE PAYMENT ON A CREDIT CARD

(1)
Swipe a valid credit card
in the reader
or click here to manually
insert the cards details

(5)
Click on Void, only
if necessary. Clear
the card number
and undo the
operation

(3)
Card is valid and the number is acquired.
To split the payment to cash or another
payment method, change the amount
charged to the credit card

(4)
Click on the Collect button
to complete the
transaction

It is suggested to printout the receipt for the customer‟s signature. To add tips, open the cash
register plug-in (see the chapter “tips”).
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CREDIT CARD TROUBLESHOOTING

The credit card is in use
by another terminal,
please wait until the card
processor becomes
available and this strip
turns green

The credit card processor PC
is off line, not logged in, or
not connected to the
network or the PC Charge
software is not running.
Click on OK to retry or
collect later for the
transaction or to pay by
cash
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Add Tips to a transaction paid with Credit Card
WARNINGS
Gratuity (tips) could be written by hand on the sales ticket, but needs to be sent to the card
processor system to be charged on the credit card.
It‟s mandatory assign to any cashier the gratuity ID for a correct tips registration.
Selected receipt
view

(2) Select the
transaction from
the Receipt History

(1) Open the Cash
register



(4) Insert Gratuity
(tip) and confirm
with OK

(3) Click on the TIP
button (only
available if the
credit card is
processed)

Wait until the program finishes sending gratuity to the card processor system
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Cash Register Main Menu
Pending payment
page

History
Receipt
page

Change active
Cash Drawer

Print Last
Receipt

Void
payment
page

Selected
pending
payment

Selected
pending
payment

Tip (only for credit
Card Transactions)
Cash Register
Plug-in

Withdrawal
from Cash

Sell a generic
Income

Account list

Declared the
selected
pending
payments as
void

Opening
Amount,
X Reports,
Z reports,
ZZ Reports

Collect the
selected pending
payments in the
active cash
drawer

Any Transaction not collected during the normal procedure is queued as pending in the Not closed
payments list. Opening the Cash Register plug-in it is possible to close- split the pending transaction
and /or perform the following operations:


Start –close a cashier shift – make daily Cash Reports (from Cash drawer Task)



Change the active Cash drawer



Check the printout ticket



Refund Transaction(s)



Declare as void any pending payments



Make withdrawal operations



Create, modify or check the Accounts list



Sell generic income



Add Tip to a Credit Card (if the system is connected to the Credit Card processor)
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Collect/ Split/Void Not Closed Payments
REMARKS
It is possible to close, split or void more than one “Not closed payment” at the same time. Just
select the not closed payment checkboxes before clicking on the Close or Void button
COLLECT NOT CLOSED PAYMENTS
(1)
Select the
payment to
collect

(2)
Click on
Collect to
start the
payment

DECLARE VOID PENDING PAYMENTS
WARNING
A void payment will be removed from the pending payment list and will not be collectable at all, to
check the list of the void payment and change the void descriptions open the Invalidate Payments page

(1)
Select the
payment to
Void
(3)
Click on OK
to confirm
(2)
Type a Void
description
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SPLIT NOT CLOSED PAYMENTS
WARNING
It is not possible to change the bowling rate in this phase. Rate and free game coupons need to be
changed/used BEFORE collecting or splitting the payment; the next possible actions after Tender are
complete the payment by cash and or credit card/membership card/Account/check.

(1)
Select the
payment to
collect

(2)
Click on
Collect

Clicking on the Collect button, Focus opens the payment details. By default, all items are selected
for tender, changing the check box status (enable or disable) of each item/player add or remove
items to collect. The player/items not selected remain pending in the list of the “not closed
payments” until all parts of the transaction are paid.

POS items

Player 1
Bowling
payment

Player 1
shoes
payment

Quit

Pay

For example; for individual player‟s paying, click on deselect all, select the player one by one and
click on the Tender button each time to collect the individual payment.
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Sell a Generic Income
Type a
description

(3) Choose
a Quantity

(5) Choose a tax
(if necessary)

(4) Type a
price
(5) Confirm

(1)Open
Cash
register

(2) Click on
Generic
Income

The generic income could be used to sell items that are not yet available in the POS list or to round
transactions with a particularly price (in this case, the transaction that needs to be rounded must be
refunded or voided first).

Paid Out (make a withdrawal)
Type a withdrawal
description

(2) Type
the Amount

(3) Confirm
(1)Open
the cash
register

(2) Click on
Paid Out

The paid out operation can be used to make withdrawal operations. For example; to use the cash
drawer to pay a delivery, paid out cannot be use for refund operations.
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Ticket History and Refund
Select Show
Last week –
Last month –
show All

Print out a copy of the
select receipt
Selected receipt
view

Expand or
collapse
ticket
details

(1)Open
the cash
register

(If available)
click here to ADD
gratuity

From the Receipts History it is possible to check, print out, refund and/or add gratuity to a closed
payment. To find the desired transaction, it is convenient to use the search filter to enlarge or
restrict the area.
HISTORY RECEIPTS SEARCH FILTER
SEARCH FILTER

The line on the top of receipt history record contains the search filter to help to find the desired
records. Each column, such REF, OPERATOR, DATE, CASH, ETC. has own filter criteria.
RESET CRITERIA

Search criteria:
EQUAL\DOES NOT EQUAL\LESS
THAN\LESS THAN OR EQUAL
TO\GREATER THEN...
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REFUND

(2) Select a
transaction
to refund

(3) Click on
the refund
button
(1)Open
the cash
register

In a transaction paid in “mixed mode” with cash, check, account, credit card etc. It is possible to
choose the refund area, but any area selected has a maximum value of the received amount.

Type a
Refund
Description

Confirm

WARNING
The Credit Card transaction needs to be completed before the time out expires. It is suggested to
refund the Credit Card as the last portion of the operation, before confirming, to avoid a possible
time out with the credit card processor system.
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Accounts
The ACCOUNT function allows the creation of a credit for temporary customers; make a deposit for
booked lanes, or to easily handle the collection of a variety of payments in a group (birthday party,
temporary leagues, etc).
In any payment collection‟s screen there is the ACCOUNT button, clicking on this button will pop up
the list of accounts to choose from. Who will be „charged‟ with the total/partial due. The accounts
could leave a balance in the total; the amount will be used to for pay the transaction; if the account
has no deposit, need to pay any charged transaction, a credit line define how much could be charge
in debit to the account.
Accounts list
page

Click here to
check
transactions
History of
selected account

Print the
selected page

Selected
account

(1) Open
the Cash
Register
(2) Click on
Accounts

Note: the account highlighted in RED has no deposit; the charged transactions have a balance.

ACCOUNTS SEARCH FILTER
The line on the top of the receipt history record contains the search filter to help to find the desired
records. Each column, such as Name, Created, Credit line, Last Transaction and Balance has it‟s own
filter criteria. All fields could be filtered using the criteria selection.

Clicking on the
tab shows the list
Ascend (A to Z)
Descend (Z to A)

Search criteria:
Show all, blank, Custom (to define
the custom parameters) with name…
with date.. etc.
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CREATE A NEW ACCOUNT
(2) Type an
account
name

(3) Insert the
MAX amount for
the credit line

(4) Type
the notes
for this
transaction
(optional)

(5) Confirm
with
COMMIT

(1) Click on
NEW

REMARKS
To make the following operations (Modify, Delete, Deposit, Charge, check account transactions)
it is necessary to first select an account; in the case of no account selection the operations
will be applied to the last created/edited account.
MODIFY AN ACCOUNT

The editable
fields are
Account
name and
line of credit

(2)
Type the notes
for this
modification
(optional)

(3) Confirm
with
COMMIT
(1) Click on
Modify
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DELETE ACCOUNT

(1)
Select the Account

(3)
Confirm

(2)
Click on Delete

DEPOSIT TO ACCOUNT

(3) Type
the notes
for this
transaction
(optional)

(2) Type
the Deposit
amount
(4) Confirm
with
Commit

(1) Click on
PAY
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CHARGE TO ACCOUNT

(2) Type
the Amount
to charge

(3) Type
the notes
for this
transaction
(optional)

(4) Confirm
with
Commit

(1) Click on
Charge

CHECK ACCOUNT‟S TRANSACTIONS- REMOVE CHARGES

(2) Click on
Transactions

(1) Select
an Account

Transactions list
of selected
Account
Click here if it is
necessary to
remove the charge
of the selected
transaction
(available only if
charge was
performed from
Accounts menu)

Selected
transaction

Charged amount
of the selected
transaction
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Cash Drawer Tasks
REMARKS
Any pending payments – Account pending payment will not be collected on the Z or ZZ Reports,
program warns the Desk operator if he want continue anyway.
The Cash Drawers Reports are a sum of major groups, (bowling, time games, account and Credit
card etc.) and it‟s useful for cashiers to check the cash flow,
for a detailed analysis use the Report System plug-in.
If the opening-closing amount are skipped, it‟s not necessary perform the Z report, it‟s possible run
directly the ZZ Report; see the focus Setup manual, Configuration manager  Lanes for further
details.

(2) Click on Cash
Drawer Tasks

(1) Open the
Cash Register

Cash Drawer tasks are the normal cash operations made by the cashiers/owner/directors during the
bowling center‟s business hours.
The cash transactions are totalled in a “container” called “Batch”; each Batch begins when the cash
drawer receives the first transaction (or by entering the opening amount) and Ends when the cash
operator completes the closing amount and runs the Z Report.
Varying batches could compose each working day/period. At the end of the first batch, the next cash
operator can open a new batch starting from Zero; the new batch will be closed by the cashier at
the end of his shift with the Z report.
At the end of the business day/period, the bowling owner/director or users with the same rights
make the ZZ report to obtain the sum of all the batches. All ZZ Reports sum the batches since the
last ZZ report because each ZZ report “resets” the batches collection.
Each workstation drives one cash drawer and each cash drawer has it‟s own batch; any Z and ZZ
report are referred to a specific cash drawer and must be performed for each drawer.
At any time it is possible to check the cash amount using the X report as a “Flash Report” from the
batch opening to that particular time.
Note: It is not necessary for the same operator to complete the entire task sequence. For example;
the cashier can open the batch, but the director checks his cash amount or closes his batch, even
from the back office.
Following there is a sample of a cash drawer task during a typical business day.
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Example of Cash Drawers tasks
1. 08:00 AM = the first cash operators are on duty and they start their shift, one to Workstation
1 and the other on Workstation 2; both operators place in the drawer cash/coin for change
and type the Opening Amount that they began with.
2. During the day, the director checks the cash amount by printing the X Report from any
workstation or from the Back Office
3. 04:00 PM = the cash operators finishes their shift: each operator (workstation 1 and
workstation 2) count the cash amount, click on closing amount to declare the cash, credit
card, magnetic card etc.
4. After entering the closing amount, each cash operator clicks on the Z Report to close their
shift or the owner closes the shift for them from the back office
5. 04:00 PM= a new shift starts, two new cash operators complete the steps 1 & 2 from above.
6. 01:00 AM = the second shift ends, the two cash operators complete the steps 3 & 4 from
above.
The next day, the cash operator starts from zero, repeating the same operations.
To collect all amounts the owner makes the ZZ Report for Cash Drawer1 of Workstation 1 and ZZ
Report for Cash Drawer 2 of Workstation 2. Now all the cash drawers‟ tasks are completed.
CASH REGISTER FLOWCHART DIAGRAM
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OPENING AMOUNTS
The opening Amount for each cash drawer could be entered in two different ways:
1. Automatically: when the Focus program starts to collect the first transaction (after the last
Z Report); to enable this method, it is necessary to activate the function “Insert opening
amount when batch opening” in the Configuration Manager, see the cash register setup.
2. Manually: anytime, between the last and next Z Report, the cash operator can enter the
opening amount, if not the user will be warned during the Z Report processing.
To manually enter the opening amount, proceed as follows:

Change the
Active Cash
Drawer

(5) Type the
Opening
Amounts
(or leave zero)

(1) Open the
Cash Register

Refresh the
Active Cash
Drawer
selection

(6)
Confirm

(2) Check the
Active Cash
Drawer

(4) Click on
Opening
Amounts

(3) Click on
Cash Drawer
Tasks

CLOSING AMOUNTS
The closing amount must be entered at the end of the working shift or could be entered anytime,
before proceeding with the Z Report. For each cash drawer it is necessary to declare the closing
amount:
Refresh the
Active Cash
Drawer
selection
Change the
Active Cash
Drawer

(5) Type the
sum of each
group (or leave
zero if not
necessary)

(1) Open the
Cash Register

(6)
Confirm

(4) Click on
Closing
Amounts

(2) Check the
Active Cash
Drawer

(3) Click on
Cash Drawer
Tasks
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“X” Report (“Income‟s Flash” since last Z Report)
Reports list

(4) Select the
Cash Drawer

(3) Click on
XReport

(1) Open the
Cash Register
(2) Click on
Cash Drawer
Tasks

After choosing the X Report, Focus generates the report and sends a printout command to the ticket
printer.

“Z” Report
Reports list

(4) Select the
Cash Drawer

(3) Click on Z
Report
(1) Open the
Cash Register

(2) Click on
Cash Drawer
Tasks

After choosing the Z Report, Focus generates the report and sends a printout command to the ticket
printer. Now the batch for the selected cash drawer is closed, repeats the steps for the other cash
drawers, if necessary.
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“ZZ” Report
Reports list

(4) Select the
Cash Drawer

(1) Open the
Cash Register

(3) Click on Z
Report
(2) Click on
Cash Drawer
Tasks

After choosing the ZZ Report, the program generates the report and sends a printout command to
the ticket printer. Now the cash drawer cycle is completed, repeat these steps for all the other
drawers in the center to close the business day.

ABOUT H.D.A. AND CASH REGISTER TASKS
The H.D.A. is a database maintenance procedure that reduces the database size removing the
obsolete records from the database file. The H.D.A. is set to be performed automatically by the
Focus (see the focus Setup manual – database management), but the success of this procedure is
strictly related with the cash drawer tasks.
Only the data that are considered “archived” could be removed safely from the database and this is
possible only when the owner or bowling director makes the cash drawer ZZ Report; any pending
incomes or data not collected under the ZZ Report will be not removed from the database.
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Z and ZZ Reports details
First transaction of
current batch registered
at..

user that creates
the report
Batch number

last transaction of current
batch registered at..

This is the report of
the drawer “..”

Sales
summary by
Area

Paid out
(negative amount )
Refunds
(negative amount )
Cash Discount amount
(negative)

Opening amount
entered by cashier
manually

(+) ALL SALES
(-) PAID OUT
(-) REFUNDS
(-) CASH DISCOUNT
(-) CHARGED ON BOWLING
MAGNETIC CARDS
(-) CHARGED ON ACCOUNTS
(-) COLLECTED WITH $
COUPONS
=
INCOMES TOTAL

Closing amount
entered by cashier
manually

Closing Amount
calculated by the
System

Overshot: compare of
declared totals
(closing –opening amount)
and calculated Closing
amount

Details for games
closed with pre-paid
frames card or free
games coupons

Cashiers gratuity
(tips on Credit
Card)
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Report system plug-in

(2)
Select a Start
Date and end
date

(1)
Open the Report
system plug-in
(wait until the
system load the
Reports default)

(5)
Choose one of
the Reports
from the list

(4)
Choose the Area to
include in the report or
leave the default

(3)
if necessary
Adjust the Start
and End time

(6)
Click on PRINT
to view the
report

When enabled force
the Selected
Start/End Date/Time
for all Reports

As default, each Report contained in the report system collects the information from 07:00 AM of the
selected day until 07:00 AM of the next day; selecting the start date automatically the End date is
going to day after. In this way all the incomes collected after midnight will be consider part of the
selected day.
It always possible personalizes the Report Start-End Day/time to collect the information as needed,
for example to check the reports for one week or one month; there are vary kinds of reports, some
are just quick summary, others are for details.
By default Focus shows the report‟s view after clicking PRINT (6); to Zoom, browse the pages,
printout a paper copy or PDF file use the command located on the top tool bar (note: to printout a
pdf file its necessary install a pdf printer).
First page

Previous
page

Next
Page

Last
Page
Zoom

Select a printerprintout
window
Current
Page

Of
pages..

WARNING
The information‟s necessary to elaborate the Reports are contained in the Database;
When the HDA procedure deletes the unnecessary information from the Database, some past data
could be not available again; its recommend to print out and conserve periodically the Reports
(suggestion: install a PDF printer* to save the reports as PDF files)

*primo pdf is a freeware pdf printer
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Intentionally left blank
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Intentionally left blank

Intentionally left blank
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Booking plug-in
Graphic view
(Grid)

Print- Display
report
prenotazioni

Grid Zoom

Search Filters

Scroll grid
to left

Booking research

Scroll grid
to right

Single Booking

Time ruler.
Clicking on ruler
you can change
dimension
column from
hour to halfhour

Multi Booking

Date

Scroll Grid
Up-Down

League booking
(crossing lanes)

Current time

Bowling Lanes

Delete reservation
selected

Modify reservation
selected

Create new
reservation

Booking software collects bowling booking information‟s to improve efficiency of managing lanes.
Booking window is shown by a spreadsheet divides by columns and lines: every line represents
bowling lanes, every column an hour of the day (half-hour with zoom mode).Element intersection
(lanes and hours) makes a work grid.
Reservations are “colored boxes” putting on the grid: time position and length indicate start and
time of booking; the booking status is shown by the color and title.
SUGGESTION
More fields to put every information compose booking. It's possible to customize the booking
options, see the Chapter SETUP “Booking fields and optional Settings”
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Add a booking reservation
SUGGESTION
It's not necessary to insert immediately all booking information‟s, it‟s enough to complete the due
fields; the other information can be edit or change in any moment, even before send the reservation
to lane.

Current Date

Current Time

Back on 7 Days

Advance 7 days

Next Day
Last Day
Open Calendar
Selected Today

Focus show the page of current time, if necessary, change the booking day using calendar keys.
There are two ways to insert new booking:
1. click on the worktable
2. click on Add reservation
The system [1] sets the lanes and starting time; these parameters can be change later, but this way
is more safe for the following reasons:


You can see immediately chosen lane



You are sure to not place on top of an existing booking, unless you want to make it
(overbooking).

The system [2] opens directly booking editor, it's fast, but it doesn't control the overbooking.
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INSERT BOOKING DIRECTLY ON THE WORKTABLE


Select with the mouse or with a finger (if you have a
monitor touch screen) the booking desired area

In the example on the left, the booking is for lane number 3
and it's starting at 14,10.
As soon as you make the choice you're entering on the edit
reservation menu.

INSERT BOOKING CLICK ON THE KEY ADD RESERVATION


Click on Add reservation

MENU EDIT RESERVATION

To
complete a reservation is enough edit the fields where there are
; if not SAVE key will not
available. If the reservation started clicking on worktable, the lanes and starting time are already
inserted (it's always possible to change them).


Exit from editor without save changes.



Exit leaving open "editor booking" and come back main menu to choose another
functions (P.OS., time games, etc.)
RESERVATION FIELDS



Title: booking description to identify it, for example last name whose make booking. Title is
shown on the “booking‟s block”



Type: specify reservation typology: Open (single lane), Crossed (pair lanes), Maintenance
(unavailable lane)



Status: indicated reservation status= confirmed, unconfirmed, temporary



Source: way of the booking was collect : In person, phone, internet



Memo [1] [2]: field to insert booking text note
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CREDIT CARD
Credit card use is only for guarantee booking and cant‟ be use for deposit; data don't be saved in
the database to respect privacy customer. Click on the Credit Card key it's possible to insert credit
card information; the software will verify inserted data by internal algorithm and advise user if credit
card won't pass validate test.
Card Code
(reported on back of
the card)

Show entire card
number (it‟s hiding
after OK)

Card Type
(Visa, Mastercard, etc.)
Clicking here if you
don‟t want to insert
card number

START-END OF RESERVATION
In the fields START and STOP Booking you introduce booking temporal limits. In the field Start it's
available a Now key to select current time. Game Over booking depends from Field Stop selected, if
you'll change this time also Field Game Over will change.
Next hour

Previous hour

Next Minute
Previous Minute

Date and Time

Select current date
and time

Open calendar
Select
today

PLAY MODE
Play mode can be Time(minutes) o a Frame (Frame). When lane plays on time the game will
continue until minutes selected, independently from player number; when lane plays on Frame,
length game will be given from Frames selected number by player number. One game= 10 Frames
for each player.
Select play mode

-1
unit

+1
unit

-10
units

Select Prepaid
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ADD LANES-PLAYERS MULTI SELECTION
Select
lane

Change game
order

Select
Player



Add lanes: select lane from list (if not insert before); to select more lanes, click on lanes to
add and then click OK



Add conventional player: for every click it inserts a conventional player. Changing the
number on the right of Add Conventional Player key; it's possible insert more players using
Add conventional Player key every time



Remove selected Player: delete player/s with active selected checkbox



Remove lanes: delete lane selected; it doesn't delete first lane selected for booking

ADD PLAYER REGISTERED IN DATABASE MEMBERSHIP
It's possible add a player registered in database Membership on a booking swiping card on card
reader or using search function on the top bar:


Click on
key to active search mode in database
Membership



Key in reference name or leave empty the field and scroll all
list.



Click on Search key



Click on the name player to highlight and add on booking

To save reservation and exit from edit window click on SAVE key.
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Find a reservation
Use search function (indicated below)
or scroll calendar to pass booking
plane.
Once you display desired booking, click
on to highlight it: it'll colour yellow its
border
Use keys:


Delete Reservation to delete
selected booking



Edit reservation to modify
selected booking

ADVANCED SEARCH USE



Click on
filters

on bar on the high of window to open search

key opens Booking search that'll use
selected filters.
If you know booking title, insert it on box search and
click on Search Key.
If you insert no title, clicking on Search Key you can
see all booking under selected filters.
To recall desired reservation click on the name to
highlight and click on OK

Note: Clicking on field titles: Title, Start, End, Num of Lanes and Num of Players you can order
booking in ascending or descending way.
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Modify booking with “drag and drop”

An easy way to change a booking is "drag and drop" system that allows to modify starting/stopping
time and moves to another lane directly on worktable using either mouse or fingers.
MOVE THE RESERVATION ON OTHER LANE/TIME ZONE
Highlight the reservation clicking on the “block” .
Position mouse or finger on the highlighted block: cursor becomes

.

Holding on mouse key (or finger on the screen) and carrying booking in desired position.
MODIFY STARTING/ENDING TIME BOOKING OR ADD LANES
Clicking on the block reservation to highlight.
Position mouse on the external perimeter; depending on mouse
position, cursor becomes
Carry on right -left -up -down the cursor holding on mouse key. If you carry on the left or right you
can change start or stop time booking, on up or down you can selected more adjacent lanes.
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Lanes manager: booking icons status

Lane with
booking that‟s
going to expire
to next 60
minutes

Lane with
booking that‟s
going to expire
to next 5
minutes
Lane with
booking that‟s
going to expire
to next 30
minutes

Reservations “ready” are displayed how "book icon” on the lanes; the book colour show booking
status:

Green Icon:
the lane
has a reservation that's going
to expiry to next 60 minutes

Yellow Icon:
the lane
has a reservation that's going
to expiry to next 30 minutes

Red Icon:
the lane
has a reservation that's going
to expiry to next 5 minutes

If a reservation will not send to lane and time expire, "book" icon will be green for the time booked,
in the end it will be disappear.
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Lanes Manager: send a booking

Open
Booking
list
Reservation
near to expire

Open Booking List clicking on

key on high bar of lanes manager.
Program shows booking to next expiry to clear.
To display less recent bookings use search keys
and click on all bookings.
Highlight desired reservation clicking on the name
and click on the Send to lane to launch it.

Successively from the lane control
it's possible to change data game
or confirm with send to lane.
If no modification required, click
on Open Lane key to start the
game or transaction cash if it's
game prepaid.

If you selected incorrect booking click on
reservation will remain in database.
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Show/Print booking sessions
Select dates

Open
personal layout
Clicking on
to display
booking reports

order

Create
personal layout

Filters

Starting Layout

Refresh

Print/Print Preview

Clicking on
icon you can access page of report, where is possible to display and print GAME
SESSION LIST.
Game sessions mean ALL bowling events: played game or game in progress, cleared booking or to
clear, passed tournament sessions or in game, maintenance lanes, etc.
Every single bowling event is stored on the database; using search filters it‟s possible restrict
displaying and printing at only necessary information, hiding those useless.
Creating personal reports you can access quickly at necessary information without to insert every
time search parameters.
DATE SELECTION
Clicking on the arrow at the side of dates to set time period from when to display game sessions.
ORDER
Change order display and session game group with taken parameter; for example, selecting number
lane, you can order all game sessions under same group lane.
REFRESH
Clicking on Refresh key you can refresh all information session games until current time.
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SEARCH FILTER

Key on high bar of the program window open selection of
SEARCH FILTERS.
You can select different fields and you can display only sessions with
those parameters; the other session will be hidden.

CREATE PERSONAL REPORTS
The first step to create personal reports is to select only the necessary information, selecting
between search filters; for example, select only "future bookings" if you desire to create a report of
next bookings.

Leave and
recharge
starting layout

[2] key in a
name for
personal layout

[4] clicking here
to select various
voices

[3] select this
check
to choose an
automatic group
(recommended
option )

[1] Clicking here
to start creating
personal layout

[5] select here fields
to display

[6] close

[7] confirm

If necessary, click on Refresh key to recharge page report.
If you didn‟t choose outlook style group, it‟s
possible to create a personal layout carrying
as “drag and drop” the elements from page to
grid bar
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Membership plug-in
Search a membership

Show all
membership
(default)

Clear search

Membership
plug-in

Selected
Membership
Magnetic Card
Enabled/disabled

Delete the
selected
Member

Edit the
selected
Member

Create a new
member

Are considerate “bowling membership” the players that bowl in the center frequently and for this
they obtain a “special deal” with the center. A bowling membership could access to the following
facilities:


Special membership rates



Access to a $ deposit for paying any kind of transaction without currency



Access to a Frame deposit for free bowling games



% discount on Proshop, Time Games, Bar & Restaurant



Fast identification with Magnetic Card or fingerprint or by member search



Track the Handicap, average, etc**

The membership list is available also for the frequent bowlers in Tournament & Leagues plug-in.
Note: the Membership plug-in is to manage the membership archive and cards, the Transaction
made by Membership are displayed in the Reports system.

** Average, media and Handicap need to be vary manually
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Add a new Bowling Member
Memeber Card

Memeber
details

Member
Expiration
(blank= no
expiration)

Member
Enableddisabled

(3)At the end of Edit
click on SAVE
(1)Open the
Membership plug-in

(2)click on
Add Member

There are varying level to “stop – allow” a bowler‟s member:


Selecting a member expiration date, the bowlers rights “ll expire when the date is over



Removing the Member Enabled checkbox will stops the bowler‟s right



The membership card could be disabled or could be set an expire date for card only, member
could remain active even if the card is block

Find a Bowling Member
If the bowling member has a Magnetic membership card, it‟s enough swipes the card in the reader
to shows the member details, if not or the card is not yet available, use the Search fields:
(1)Type here the
member name

(2) Click here to start
the search

Clear search

Show all
members

Click here to order by
Last Name

Click here to order by
Name

Click here to order by
Expiration Date

Click here to order by
Card YES/NO
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Add\clear\Disable\Edit Members
Cards\fingerprint
REMARKS
The bowling Membership Magnetic Cards need to be codifying by Steltronic Customer Service.
Only the Card codified as Client could be used for a membership purpose.
For further information about Bowling Magnetic Card
Please contact your Score vendor or Steltronic Customer Service.

(1)Open the
Membership
plug-In

(2)
Select a
Bowling
Member

Click here to
delete the
selected
Member

(6)
Add Card details

(3)
Click on
EDIT
Member

(4)
Open the CARD
or fingerprint
tab

(7)
Save to
Finish

(5) Swipe the CARD in the reader or
place a finger on the print reader



Leaving blank the Card Expiration Date will not limit the use of the card; selecting an
expiration date, the card will be refuse when date over. It‟s always possible extend the card
validity simply changing the expiration date, even after Date over



To Disable the Card\finger usage and keeping the details, untag the “Card Enabled” or
“fingerprint enabled” checkbox



To Remove permanently a Bowling card click on Reset Card; confirmation required
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Membership Payments
(1)Open the
Membership
plug-In

Selected
Member

(3)
Click on
EDIT
Member
(4)
Open the
Payments
Tab

(2)
Select a
Bowling
Member

PAYMENT TYPE


PERSONAL: the member can use his deposit for his own part of transactions only



MULTIPLE: the member can use his deposit to pay the entire transactions, even if include
some other players.
AREA DISCOUNT
Add % discount hiring
Time Games
type a
percentage

Add % discount buying
Pro-shop items
Add % discount buying
Restaurant items
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MONEY DEPOSIT ON MEMBER ACCOUNT
WARNING
The money charged on deposit could be used any time, to pay each kind of transactions, until the
credit its‟ over. To use the deposit it‟s necessary associate a Magnetic Bowling Card to the
membership. Money on Deposit cold be accessible only presenting the Magnetic Card to the cashier;
if the card is lost, managers or user with same rights could access to the membership
list and charge the transaction on the bowling member credit.

(1)
Click here
to charge
deposit
(2)
Type
Deposit
Amount

(3)
Click here to confirm and
start the payment collection

FRAMES DEPOSIT ON MEMBER ACCOUNT

(1)
Click here
to charge
frame

(2)
Type
Frames
Amount

(3)
Choose a
Rate for
frame
payments

(4)
Click here to confirm and
start the payment collection
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MEMBERSHIP RATES AND VALIDITY
REMARKS
Before applying a rate to the member, open the Products and Rates Setup and create
the rates intended to be used by membership only, leaving off the checkbox “rate enabled”.
See Focus Setup manual – product and rates chapter for further details.
For each day of the week its possible creates one or more time slots where the bowling member can
use his special rates and discount, if the slot is not created for the current day, the member cant‟
use his rates and special discounts
(2)
Click here to add
Validity slots
(1)
Select a day

(3)
Click here to add rates
choosing from the list

(4) Click on Rate name
to enable the rate for
the selected member

Member
name
The rate is
selected as default
(5)Open the
Bowling Rates

(6) Check
“enabled”

(7)Apply

Click here to see all
Rates if necessary
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Use b. Members facilities during lane hiring
The bowling member must to identify opening the lanes, to obtain his facility:
 Swiping the membership cards or placing the enabled finger on the fingerprint reader
 Using the membership research button (available only for Desk operators with Membership
search capability enabled)

Bowling member

Conventional player

Bowling member

USE FRAME DEPOSIT FOR LANE PAYMENT
Bowling member

Bowling
member
Payment
details

(2) Choose
the frames
quantity

(1) Click on the
quantity button
(the button is
available if
Frames credit
available)
(3) Click on OK to
confirm
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Pay a transaction with b.Member “$” deposit

To change the
amount to
tender if want
pay part of it by
cash click here

Vary the
due and
confirm
with OK

If the bowling membership has a $ deposit, his part of transaction will be charge automatically; it‟s
always possible to split his payment in different method (example, part by cash, part on deposit) or
to pay the whole transaction for the other players. Note: if the payment setting of the selected
member is “personal”, it will be not possible charge the entire transaction.
If the deposit isn‟t enough to cover the transaction, the rest need to be pay by cash /credit
card/account/check.

Apply a POS % discount to a b.Member
(2)
Swipe the bowler‟s card in
the reader or place the
finger on reader or click
here to brows the
membership list

(1)
Charged
items

Card info
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button to delete the
operation and/or
use anther card
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Apply a Time Games %discount to a b.Member

(1)
Swipe the bowler‟s card in the
reader or place the finger on
the reader or click here to
browse the membership list

Use the Reset
button to delete the
operation and/or
use anther card
Card info

Collecting the time games payment, swipe the Bowling membership card or use the Search
membership icon (available only for desk operators with membership search rights enabled).
To close the transaction using the bowling Card deposit (if available) its will be necessary swipe the
bowling membership card one time again from payment collection window; if the deposit will not
enough to cover the transaction, the rest need to be pay by cash /credit card/account/check.
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General Information about Lockers
“Lockers” is a Focus plug-in created to manage the rental of the bowling Lockers. Before using the
Lockers plug-in, it is necessary to proceed with a step-by step configuration:
1) Create Pro-shop products called Lockers, Key Deposit, etc.
2) Setup the Lockers products‟ Rates
3) Setup the Lockers plug-in configuration
WARNING: Only the bowling memebership can rent the Lockers; after the Lockers configuration it is
necessary to use or create at least one or more bowling members before renting the lockers.

Create and Setup Lockers‟ Rates
WARNING
The purpose of creating the Lockers product in the pro-shop area is only for managing the Lockers
rates; it is recommended not to use the Lockers product as a POS item, because the sales of Lockers
products as a POS item does not interact with the Lockers plug-in features.
This chapter describes the major operations for creating products and setting up the price, for
further details please see the Focus user manual, chapters “Products and Rates” and “Rates setup”.
The Lockers rates must be associated to a Pro-shop product; the first step is creating a “Locker
products” and the Lockers rates.
(4) Add a
product

(1) Login in Focus
as Owner or an
administrator User

(3) Click on the
Pro-Shop label

(5) Type the
product name

(2) Click on
Products and
Rates setup

(6) Click on
update to
confirm



Click on the

button to add one product line in the item list



Type the name of the product, (for example, “Lockers annual rate”); to use more Lockers
rates create more products (as one year Lockers, Lockers special Monthly, etc.) and assign a
rate to each product



Create a product called KEY DEPOSIT for charging the customer with a deposit for the
Locker key; the deposit can be collected while renting the lockers.
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Click on UPDATE and APPLY to confirm the changes



After the creation of the Lockers products, proceed with the Rate Setup:

(2) Create the
Rate

(1) Select the
locker product

(3) Price for one
Rental unit
Rate Edit page

The rental price is intended for each Locker for a time period, the selection of the period (monthly or
annual) should be made for each Locker bank in the Lockers plug-in configuration.


Complete the rates setup with tax, quantity etc. than click on OK when finished.

For further details about rate setup please see the Setup, chapter “Rates setup”.
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Lockers plug-in
Lockers Banks

Locker
expired

Selected
locker

Rented Locker
(Expires in January)

(1) Open the Lockers
plug-in

Edit the
Selected locker

Rented Locker
In the warning
range of an
expiration

[For rented
lockers only]
Move the data
of selected
Locker to
another locker

Status of the
selected locker

[For rented
lockers only]
Printout
(preview) the
reminder
message of the
selected locker

[For rented
lockers only]
Printout
(preview) the
DATA of the
selected locker

The number inside
the “box” is the
Locker number

Choose a period
From-To and
immediately print out
the non-printed
reminders of all
expired Lockers

The Lockers icon changes the aspect to reflect the renting status:
[Not Selected] Empty Locker

[Selected] Empty Locker

[Not Selected] rented Locker

[Selected] Rented
Locker

Warned Locker: the Locker is in the expiration
warning range

Expired rented Locker

TO RENT A LOCKER
1) People that want to rent a Locker must be a “bowling member” first; add the customer in the
membership list before renting the Locker (see previous chapter) to the individual
2) Select an empty Locker by clicking on the locker icon
3) Fill the page with the information and collect the payment
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Rent an empty Locker

(2) Browse the Locker
Banks and click on the
locker to rent, once the
locker is selected the
icon will change to blue.

(1) Open the Lockers
plug-in

Message: The selected
locker is available

(3) Click on
ASSIGN

Locker
number

(5) Choose
a Starting
date

(4) Click here to
browse the
membership list
and select the
renter

(6) Select the
Expiration Date
using the
YEAR and/or
MONTH buttons
or the Calendar

Months/
Years to pay
Fill the
fields with
Key number
or Locker
Combinatio
ns

(Optional) Add
the key
deposit to pay

(7) Click on Save
and Exit to finish the
Editing and collect
the payment

Monthly/
Annual Rate

Amount to
pay
(Key deposit
included if
selected)

SEARCHING FOR THE RENTER
Enter the
name for a
quick search

Click on
SEARCH to
browse the
list and
Show All

Select the
name to
assign to the
Locker
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Edit a Rented Locker


Open the Lockers plug-in



Browse the Lockers and click on the locker to edit. Note: icon green= the Locker is rented;
the Locker is selected when the icon becomes blue (after the click) and the status is
displayed on the message bar



Click on the ASSIGN-EDIT button to change or check the rented locker status

WARNING
The button Clear Data erases the information for the selected Locker and must be used ONLY to
clear the data of an expired Locker (to rent the locker to a new renter).
If the Clear Data button was hit by mistake, click on Discard and Exit button to quit from this page
without any modifications.
Clicking on the Print data button visualizes a preview on the screen of the major field (Rented by,
rented on, key combination, etc.); clicking on the printer symbol on the preview page will send a
printout command and print the report.
Clicking on the Assign or change the Renter button it is possible to browse the membership list
and assign the Locker to another bowling member.
The field Key deposit shows the paid key deposit (field blank= no deposit paid)*
Using the YEAR – MONTH buttons or the Calendar selection it is possible to choose a different
date and extend the rental period; to confirm, click on save and Exit, payment collecting will be
required.
The Reminder Printed checkbox, when this is enabled, is an indication meaning “I already printed
out the reminder for this Locker”. The Checkbox will automatically be enabled after one printout of
the reminder message; the user if necessary to print the reminder again for the expired Locker
could disable the Reminder Printed checkbox.
Click on the Save and Exit button to save the editing and exit from the page; click the on Discard
and Exit button to quit from the page without any modifications.
* the Deposit key should be return to the customer using the Focus paid-out function (available in
Cash Register plug-in) or in deposit to the membership payment as a credit to the customer
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Transfer a Rented Locker to an empty Locker
(1) Select the Locker
to Move

(2) Click on the
MOVE SELECTED
LOCKER button

(3) Click on
the new Locker
Destination; all the
data will be transfer
to the selected
Locker
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Print the Selected Locker Data
(3) Click on the Printer
Icon to print the page

(1) Select the
Locker to
check

(2) Click on the
Print Selected
Locker Data

The Locker Data printout shows the Renter, Starting time, Expiration, key number or combinations,
and key deposit.

Print the Selected Locker Reminder
(3) Click on Printer
Icon to print the page

(1) Select the
Locker to
check

(2) Click on the
Print Selected
Locker Reminder

The Reminder Notice can be printed out and given to the customer to warn them about the
expiration date.
The message could be printed out even as a PDF* document and sent as an attachment by e-mail or
it is possible to copy the whole text by clicking on the snapshot icon
and paste as a picture in an e-mail message.

and drag the selected area,

*PDF printer required, it is suggested to install Primo PDF on your computer for this functionality.
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Print All Expired Lockers Reminder

Lockers
expired

(1) Choose an
expiration period
selecting a date
FROM and TO

(2) Click on
Print All expired
Locker‟s Reminders

REMARKS
Clicking the button Print All Expired Lockers Reminders will send the pages directly to the
printer, without a print preview.
To prevent useless printouts, the program wills printout only the not-printed Reminders.
To also print the already printed reminders, select the expired Lockers (one by one), remove the
checkbox Reminder Printed, and click on Save and Exit than repeat the Printout operation.
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General Information about Time Clock manager
“Time Clock manager” is a Focus plug-in created to track and manages the bowling staff working
period. Two types of people are considered “bowling staff”:
a) Focus front Desk operators = Cashiers, Directors, Managers, etc. that have access to the
front Desk functions.
b) Employees (housekeeping, waitress, etc.) = people tracked with the Time clock function for
tracking the working time only. These employees do not use the Focus front Desk functions
and are denied any access.
To clock in/out the bowling staff needs a personal card or they need to record one finger using the
fingerprint reader.
REMARKS
Steltronic supplies the magnetic cards, which are described above. They are coded in order to recognize
each type of card: owner, employees and bowlers. If you require cards please ask your distributor or
contact service@steltronic.com

Open the Time Clock Manager plug-in
It is also possible to Open the Time Clock
Manager from the Top Tool Bar

Time Clock entry tab:
swipe the card or
place the finger to
clock IN/OUT

Time Clock Manager tab: Edit or
Check the Employees/Front Desk
operators‟ properties and working
time

Current Date/Time

Open the Time
Clock Manager
from Task Bar
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Register the Front Desk operators/employees
REMARKS
From the Time Clock manager it is possible to Add, Edit, or Remove the employee user.
The Front Desk operator users can be edited only; Add or Remove operations are not available.
Accessing the Security manager is the appropriate way to Add or Remove front Desk operators from
the Focus database.
The Front Desk operator users must be registered in the Time Clock manager even if they are
already signed on as a cashier or director in the Focus login screen.

(2) Select the Time Clock Manager tab

(1) Open the
Time Clock
Manager
(3) Click on
Manage
Employees

EmployeesFront Desk operators list

Create a NEW
employee

Delete the
selected
employee

Edit the Selected
employee/Front
desk user

Selected user

The users highlighted in red do not have any card or fingerprint
registered and need immediate attention
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Edit an existing EMPLOYEE/CASHIER

(1) Select one
user then click
on the
Properties
button

(2) Click on the
Properties
button

Check if the user has a card
and/or a Fingerprint
registered

Mandatory: fill in the
Details

(3) Fill the First
and/or the Last
name; this will be
the “official name ”
used to track the
CLOCK IN/OUT

Enter the
Hire Date

A card or a registered fingerprint are the only ways to clock in/out; if the Front Desk operator has no
card or fingerprint registered, provide the appropriate registration. Click on OK when finished.
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ADD A NEW EMPLOYEE

(1) Click on NEW
button

Swipe the
EMPLOYEE Card
and fill the fields

(2) Fill the First
and/or the Last
name; this will be
the “official name ”
used to track the
CLOCK IN/OUT

Register
the
fingerprint

A card or a registered fingerprint is the only ways to clock in/out; it is mandatory to register at least
one of these to clock In/Out.
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Users Clock IN/OUT

The Time
Clock entry
tab is active
by default

(1) Open the
Time Clock
Manager

(2) Swipe the Card or place the finger on the reader.
(3) Click on the blinking button (Clock in or Clock out) to confirm and exit immediately or wait
until the time out expires and the program automatically confirms and closes the operation.
Note: the system recognizes the user and automatically selects the action to perform: CLOCK OUT if
the user was “signed-in”, CLOCK-IN if it is a new entry; if it is necessary, change the default by
choosing the desired button (CLOCK IN- CLOCK OUT)
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Check the users working periods
(2) Select the Time Clock Manager tab

(1) Open the
Time Clock
Manager

Click on Refresh
Data to update
the tracking list

Keeping the
range in sync
the slides
move with a
30 days of
range

Multiple
selections

Use this Slide to select
a data range “From”
or use the calendar

Use this Slide to select
a data range “To” or
use the calendar

Today

Selected user
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General about Tournament & Leagues
The Focus program manages competition-bowling events which tournament and leagues using a
specific plug-in module called Tournaments (sometimes renamed by users as “Leagues”).
LEAGUES
The league is a sort of “multiple bowling event”; a league is composed of varying game sessions
called “weeks”, league bowlers (depending on country) play xx games using a variable handicap
calculated on their average that changes during the season. The league could be created and
managed:
a) Using the BLS A/S software (produced by CDE Software©) that interacts with Focus
b) Directly with the Focus program using the tournament and leagues plug-in
TOURNAMENTS
The Tournament events are “special competition events”, a tournament begins with the
qualifications and finishes with a final match. Tournaments vary by country, for most of them the
Focus program provides a template for lane assignments, team roster and Series – games. A big
tournament is usually split into multiple sessions.
The tournament and some kinds of leagues can be played as “Single players” or “by Team”: the
difference between single player and team is just the way the scores must regrouped and how to
calculate totals, averages and handicaps:


In a team competition, the sum of the bowler‟s average defines the team average



In a team competition, the team handicap could be calculated as a sum of the bowler‟s
handicaps, based on team difference or on the team average



In team competition, a bowler could be a substitute with another or remain a vacancy with a
blind score



In a single player‟s competition, each bowler plays for himself, even when there are more
than one player on a lane



In a single player‟s competition, substitutions are not allowed.

Multi-sessions tournaments: a big tournament could be split in varying events; the split could be
necessary when there are more teams/players than lanes.
In some countries, depending on the tournament, the Teams split their games in varying sessions
(weeks), so the same players play more than one session, before the final match.
There are 2 ways to manage multi-session tournaments:
a) Creating a tournament with multi-week (session). A multi-session tournament has also
another purpose: if the tournament is created “as a league”, it is possible to let the bowlers
play more sessions.
b) Creating a tournament for each turn, each turn is managed and played as a single
tournament. Any tournament could be created importing the teams and bowler‟s from other
tournaments.
For both methods, the score results could be combined to define a ranking list.
The Focus program allows using variable roles for Leagues or Tournament sessions; the users can
select the game settings, as they need.
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About the BLS leagues & Focus Import/Export
BEWARE
The instructions contained in this manual about League import/export
refer to BLS 2009/2008 AS version (minimum of BLS2008 AS Version= 20.03.11).
If you are using a previous BLS version, please contact the Steltronic Customer Service
to obtain the necessary files for the Automatic Scoring configuration.
If you have already installed an old BLS package please update your BLS version
(visit http://www.cdesoftware.com/downloads/updates.php )
Leagues season, teams, bowlers, rules and other league data must be edited using the BLS program
which interacts with the FOCUS scoring using an IMPORT \ EXPORT mechanism. Every week of the
league exported from BLS generates a file in a shared directory. Each file contains the information to
generate the league event in the Focus database. At the end of the playing, Focus creates a file with
score results that could be imported into the BLS program.
BLS EXPORTING
For each league BLS creates an export file that contains the league data for one week (bowler
names, handicaps, lanes to be used, type of week, substitutes, etc.) Each week is a “games session”
that must be “Exported to the Front Desk” to be played.
FOCUS IMPORTING
From the Focus Tournament & League plug-in, the desk operator could import the league file into
the Focus database. As soon as the week is imported, Focus has all the details necessary to play the
game session. At the end of the week the desk operator, clicking on “export week” button, the Focus
program will add the score results to the BLS import file. Which then must be imported into BLS.

REMARKS
Exporting data from BLS to the front desk does not mean it is available to start to playing now.
To start the league on the lanes, the Focus desk operator needs to perform various actions.
Import /Export operations are simply manual actions that must be done intentionally.
There are no limits for importing/exporting weeks in Focus. It‟s recommended to pay attention
during the BLS score importing in order to approve any modifications made using the Focus League
& Tournament plug-in.
For further information of BLS software please read the instructions included in the BLS league
manuals, or visit the web site www.cdesoftware.com or contact your scoring system vendor.
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BLS & Focus Flowchart sample diagram
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Manage a BLS League “Step by Step” procedure
[1] From BLS: create the league and define the General Parameters
 (See BLS manual for details)
[2] From BLS: select a week and export the game session to the front desk
 Select a week


Check the team roster, substitutes etc.



Export the week to the front desk

[3] From Focus: import the week
 Open the Tournament and Leagues plug-in and import the correct league
[4] From Focus: Play the game session
 Open the week and the game session


Send the week to the lanes when ready to have the names uploaded to the monitors



Start Practice



Start Bowling



Check for exceptions (Substitutes, blind, etc.)

[6] From Focus: End of session
 CLOSE the game session


Check and/or print the results



Export the week to BLS

[7] From BLS: Import the Scores
 Open the league and select the appropriate week


Import the scores



Check the import log and verify the scores table

[8] For a new Week:
 From BLS, export the next week


From Focus, delete the old week (if necessary) and import the new week
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BLS: Export a week to the Front Desk
REMARKS
Before you create the export file, create your league as needed, defining the teams, rules, handicaps,
bowlers, substitutes, weeks, etc. Consult the BLS user manual for further details.



Open the desired league



Open the Weekly League Duties



Use the
week

 to move to the correct

When ready, click on 11: Auto Scoring: Send League to Front Desk
Only
regular
bowling is
actually
supported,
pin tap
must be
enabled
from the
Focus
Lanes
Manager

Features
not
supported



Click here
for change
the practice
time and
the
pinsetter
options

Lanes
that will
be used
for the
league

Change here
for lane swaps

Features
not
supported

Change the available parameters as needed, then click on Export to Front Desk button
when ready

Remember, any further modification of export parameters require a new export.
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Import a BLS week in Focus

[3] Select the league
and week or click on
Select all to import all
week in one time
[4] Click on
Default
Import

[2] Click on IMPORT
to open the week
list

[1] Click here to
open the
Leagues
plug-in

[7] The last imported week is
selected by default, click on
“open tournament..”
Week number of Week..
(in this sample the week imported is
the 5th week and the league has 25
weeks in total)

[6] The
Import detail
window
shows the
tournament
import
results, click
on OK to
confirm.

When the file is imported, the week name pops up in the list; now the league‟s information is stored
in the Focus Database, the file exported from BLS will be automatically removed.
It is not necessary to play a week immediately after import. To close the League plug-in, click on
close active window or move to another plug-in.
MULTIPLE LEAGUE IMPORT
Use select all to import all available weeks files, then click on Default Import; to make a partial
selection by pushing the Ctrl key on the keyboard, click on each week name then on Default Import
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Import a BLS week as a Dutch style League

[3] Select the league
and week or click on
Select all to import all
week in one time
[4] Click on Import as
Dutch League

[1] Click here to
open the
Leagues
plug-in
[2] Click on IMPORT
to open the week
list

The week is imported automatically with the common
settings of a Dutch league style:
OPEN mode, the number of the games is changed in
number of series and each series as 1 game.
The automation is already enabled to move the lanes
automatically after each serie.

Import the week as a Dutch league style and set the
lane assignments automatically:
Each team or group plays the first game in the
odd/even lane of the lanepair, the second game moves
to the even/odd lane pair, etc.
Lane assignments could be changed if necessary, see
the chapter “modify a week: change the lane
assignment.”
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League List menu
Double click to
select All

All leagues Tab

League in
play
pending
window

ALREADY PLAYED
Leagues Tab

NOT PLAYED
Leagues Tab

Sort by
Last week (session)
date 

Sort by
League name 
Event
selected

League in play

Single checkbox
selection

Click here to
open the
Leagues
plug-in

Create a New notBLS League
(Managed with
Focus)

Sort by
Week (session)
number 

League list

Delete the selected
imported league

Open the
selected league

Combine the score
results of selected
leagues

Import a
BLS week

Export to BLS a
week of the selected
league

When the leagues in the list are more than 20, it is possible to use the search filter to find the week;
the weeks could be searched for by Name, Last session date or Session number (status):
Click here to select filter
criteria

Type the name or here
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League week tabs (session)

As soon as a league is opened, it will go into the Tournament Info tab. The window has 4 main tabs:
TOURNAMENT INFO
Main competition information such as series, games, automation, play mode style, automation, etc.
In this tab it is possible to change the league play style (crossed- open), change the Practice time,
enable the Flowing strip text to show the League results at the end of the games.
TOURNAMENT RULES
The location to edit the Lane assignments and Handicap rules definition.
TOURNAMENT SESSIONS
Team Roster, the location to edit the team/group/player details and Session summary the
location to check/print/export the game session results.
TOURNAMENT SUMMARY
A tab to check/print/export the results of all the games of all the weeks played.
AVAILABLE ACTIONS


To change the league play mode (crossed to open or vice-versa), enable the flowing strip
text at the end of the games or to change the practice time, open the tournament Info tab 
see page 21



To play the League now, open the Tournament Session  see next pages



To change the league before playing or for changing lane assignments or to start the league
on selected lanes only; open the tournament rules tab  see page 22



To edit the team roster (bowler‟s status, vacant, blind etc.) before playing*  see page 25

*Vacant and blind status could be changed from the bowler‟s console or the Lane Manager even
during league play.
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Start- End to play
[1] Open the Tournament Session tab

Selected
Week

[2] Click on
“SEND all..”
button
to send the
teams and
bowler‟s
names to the
lanes

[3] Wait until the Start practice button is available, than click on it to start the
practice time on the lanes

[4] At the end of practice time, click on the Start bowling button to begin the
competition.

REMARKS
The send lanes, practice and start bowling commands could be sent also from the Lanes manager
menu, directly from the pinsetter control menu
.
Lanes could be closed also from the Lane Manager, clicking on the lane icon and the close lanes
button.
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CLOSE THE WEEK
REMARKS
If the Automation settings are enabled in the Configuration manager, the program will Auto close
the league after the selected time.
[1] From the
Lanes
Manager,
select the
lanes

[3] Click on
Close lanes

[2] Click on the
lane icon

It is also possible to close the lanes from the Leagues plug-in: after the week
selection, open the Tournament Session tab and click on the Close Lane
button to end the competition.

CLOSE A WEEK WITH A BYE TEAM

Some leagues have a BYE Teams. The BYE teams are teams
with ZERO players, on a lane occupied by the BYE team,
nobody plays.

ZERO player =
BYE Team

Focus sends the lane to the bye team as the other teams, but closing the lanes, it generates the
following warning message:

To close the week, ignore the message clicking on Ok, then click on close lanes
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End of games session: Resume the lane status
At the end of the week, the lane and pinsetters remain with the same status selected for the league
session. To resume the lanes as usual, proceed as following from the LANES MANAGER MENU:
PINSETTER settings:
 Check that Pinsetter control is selected
as Auto


Click on Send to lane

Pair settings:
 Remove the check from Crossed mode


Click on Send to lane

Remove the Competition flowing Strip
During the competition, the Flowing strip (if enabled) displays the game results automatically.
At the end of the games, the flowing strip will still continue to run until it is removed from the Main
Desk:
From the Lanes
Manager, make a
multiple lane selection
and click on the
overhead monitor icon

Click on
Remove
Flowing Strip
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Checking the score results
Click on tournament session
and then Session summary for
the results of the current week

Export the score to Excel

Click on tournament
Summary to check all weeks
results

Preview and print the
result tab as selected

Refresh button: click here to
update the Score result if the
session is again in play

Preview and print the
Standard Recap Sheets

TEAMS DETAILS

As a default, the teams are ordered according to rank, clicking on the caption of the Team name,
Total scratch, Team total, team points, Team Average this will change the order as selected;
the order could be toggled  clicking on the caption multiple times.
Clicking on S1G1 (serie 1, game 1) S1G2 (serie 1 game 2) or S1G1, S1G2, etc. it is possible to
order the scratch games from highest to lowest games and vice-versa.
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TEAM PLAYERS DETAILS

The Team players details show the player details in relation to the team where they played the
session. Like in the Team details tab, the caption name could be used to change the order.
ALL EVENTS

The All Events tab shows all the player details, all games, including the game played on different
teams during the same games session. Like in the team and players details tab, the caption names
could be used to change the order.
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TOURNAMENT SUMMARY (ALL WEEKS, ALL EVENTS)

The Teams classifications show all team‟s totals for all weeks and all games. Like in the Team and
players details tab, the caption name could be used to change the order.

The Player‟s classifications shows all the player totals for all weeks and all games, including the
games played on different teams during the same games session. Like in the Team and players
details tab, the caption name could be used to change the order.
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Forcing Update of the Score results
Its may possible that during a competition, some lanes are slow and the Score do not update jet the
results, causing a wrong Recap screen. To avoid this problem, is enough proceed as follows:
1) Open the League plug-in
2) Open the League in play
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Export the score results to BLS

[2] Select the
league to export

[1] Click here to
open the
Leagues
plug-in

[4] Select the
week to Export
(if more than
one)

[3] Click on
EXPORT

[5] Confirm
With OK

[6] A message advice if the export is successful.
Then go into BLS and import the scores.

REMARKS
After the export, it is not necessary to keep the league week in the Focus database; the week could
be selected and deleted if not necessary; it is suggested to check the BLS import before deleting the
played week from the Focus League list.
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BLS: Import Scores in a played week
At the end of a game session and after the Export operation from Focus; import the results into the
BLS program:
Open the BLS program.
Open the desired league.
Open the Weekly League Duties
Use the

 to move on the played week.

Click on the Import Scores when finished
button to load the results.
Delete the score file from the Front Desk if it is not
necessary anymore; the score results could be
exported again from Focus to BLS at any time, if
necessary and as long as the league week is not
removed.

Example of import log
Items which will require your attention will be flagged: >>>--->These
include: New bowlers, misspelled names, entering book averages,
bowler‟s sex, addresses, sanction card information, etc. If a score is not
entered, possible causes are: name misspelled or new bowler.
Print this log and take care of all items to insure this league has correct,
accurate results.
>>>---> Bowler not found: Lane 5 game 1 team 5 S114 John Doe
>>>---> Bowler not found: Lane 5 game 2 team 5 S92 John Doe
>>>---> Bowler not found: Lane 5 game 3 team 5 S80 John Doe

After the scores are imported, a log is generated to show any issues or problems that need attention
before proceeding. Most of the time the problem is a new bowler has been added from Focus that
does not match with the BLS ID; sometimes the log shows a Vacancy name changed. In any
situation, the error log reports the bowler‟s names and the Score (see the example).
When a new bowler needs to be added to a team, proceed as follows:
 After the scores import into BLS, click on Enter/correct current scores


Select the team, click on Add New bowler from bowlers Action commands, and create the
new bowler and enter the score manually



Use the Enter/correct current scores to correct any kind of score issues (incorrect
handicap, absent bowler average etc.)

There are varying options to manage scores import and error logs; please consult the BLS manual
for further details about scores import.
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REMARKS
The next chapters describes the possible league modification
Before starting the game session and the possible actions during league play using Focus.
Team roster edits such as substitutions, blind, remove/add players could be performed directly
from the Lanes Manager plug-in or from the bowler‟s console, even during league play.
The Focus program is based on a database for data management.
The entered or modified information will be saved automatically when the cursor
changes the line or moves into another field.
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Tournament Info: Editable League Parameters

EDITABLE FIELDS BEFORE STARTING TO PLAY THE WEEK
Pair Mode: Crossed: (American league style) Team/Players swap left-to-right right-to-left after
each frame - Open: Team and/or Players play all the games on the same lane.
Practice Unit (time/throws): By time: indicate how many minutes for practice period - Throws:
indicate how many throws each bowler will do during the practice period.
Initial pinsetter status: Select the pinsetter status when the scorer sends the names to the lanes:
OFF: the player‟s name will be visible on the lane monitor screen, but pinsetters remain off until the
Start bowling or Start practice is sent to the lanes.
ON (No Score) = unlimited practice, pinsetters remain on, but the scorer does not count the pins
ON (score) or Automatic = Pinsetters switch on and the scorer is ready to count.
Game mode pinsetter: Select the pinsetter status when the games begin after practice.
Automation enabled: The scoring system closes the lanes automatically after the time indicated in
the selection box.
INTRA OPERATION DELAY: Indicates the time (in milliseconds) between consecutive multiple lane
commands (as an example, start bowling when all pinsetters will be switched on). This is necessary
to prevent a massive surge of electricity by turning all pinsetters on at the same time.
FLOWING STRIP: The flowing strip is a scrolling text on the lane monitors that reports the results and
game progress during the competition playing. The flowing strip starts at the end of the games.
Flowing strip text: enter a “welcome text message” at the beginning of the strip.
Show Teams: display/hide team name, totals, points.
Number of teams to show: indicates the first team‟s positions to show.
Show bowlers: displays/hides player name and totals.
Number of bowlers to show: indicates the first bowler‟s position to show.
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Start the game for selected teams only
[1] SEND THE FIRST GROUP OF SELECTED TEAMS
[1] Select the
desired
Teams

[2] Click on
“SEND to lane”
button

[2] SEND THE NEXT GROUP OF SELECTED TEAMS

[1] Select the desired
Teams of the next group
(remember to unselect
the previous group)

[2] Click on
“SEND to lane”
button



If necessary close only the selected teams, select the finished team and click on the close
lanes button or close the lane from Lanes Manager plug-in (click on the lane icon and then
click on the close lane button).
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Change the lanes assignments
Sometimes it could be necessary to change the lane assignments because some lanes are not
available or by a mistake in the week assignment. There are different ways to change the lane
assignment:
MANUAL ASSIGNMENT

(1) Change the
destination
lanes by
editing the
lane number in
the cell

Selected lanes
Sessions

[2] Mandatory:
Click on
MODIFY to
confirm

Team groups

LANES SELECTION USING THE PAIR BUTTONS
Partial pair selection
(yellow frame)

List of selected
lanes

Pair selected
(Green frame)

Not
selected

Lane
selected

Clear all selected
lanes

Select all lanes



Click on the Pair button to select or unselect the lane pair; a green frame highlights
the selected lane pair



Click on the lane number to select only one lane of the pair, a yellow frame highlights the
lane pair and the selected lane number is highlighted in bold



At the end of the selection, click on the Assign button to confirm the new lane
assignment
REMARKS

It is not necessary to select the lanes in sequence, the program uses the selected lanes as a range
“from-to” from left to right ignoring the unselected lanes in the middle. In crossed style competition
it is mandatory to select lane pairs always.
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ONLY FOR LEAGUES WITH LANE MOVEMENT: CHOOSE SHIFT METHOD

Invert the Lane
movement from left
to right
as right to left
Click here to edit
then lock the
assignment for the
first serie

Only for leagues with
multiple weeks: click
here to generate
(clone) the assignment
for all weeks

Indicate from which
lane position starts
the shift

Indicates how many lanes
to shift
(for USA Leagues leave at
1 = no lane movement)

When ready click
on ASSIGN



Shift Method: leave this selection for left/right standard lane movement or when there are
no lane movements needed (default for USA Leagues)



Petersen - Round robin: the program will assign automatically the lanes to the team/group
using the standard Petersen or Round Robin table



Lane Switch (Dutch league style): move odd lane to right and even lane to left after each
series



Pair Switch: move odd LANE PAIR to right and even LANE PAIR to left after each series.
Available advanced option: invert lane during switch. The pair switch requires an even
number of teams/groups and an even number of series



Free: choose this option to perform a manual lane assignment editing the lane movement for
each series from the table session below



Custom file: load a saved template assignment



Swedish Top League-First division/Danish: the template for these lanes assignments
becomes available if the competition was generated as a Swedish/Danish event; use previous
button to come back to the first wizard page if necessary to choose this option

Multi-week leagues only: it is mandatory to tag the checkbox “Assign to all sessions” before
performing the first week assignment: in this way, the first week assignment will be filled
immediately for the all the weeks and should be changed later when necessary, week by week.
ONLY FOR LEAGUES WITH LANE MOVEMENT: HOW TO MAKE A SORT ASSIGNMENT


Tag the checkbox Use pre-assigned matrix for the first series



Edit the first series column from lane movement table



Click on Assign button

The lanes edited as the first series remains as before, the program will calculate and apply the lane
shifted for the next series automatically.
SAVE LANE ASSIGNMENT (EXPORT)
Clicking on the EXPORT button will save the lane assignments as a custom file for the next time; if
necessary, complete the operation choosing a path and file name.
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Change Teams roster before to play
WARNINGS
BLS usually manages Handicap, Vacancy, temporary substitutes etc.
Usually it is not necessary to add a new player or modify players from the Focus front desk.
The substitute list is sent by BLS to Focus; the player substitutions could be managed from the
bowler‟s console or from the Front Desk.
If necessary, it is possible to “add a new bowler on the fly” using the Leagues plug-in in Focus; the
following operation is necessary to “create a new player” to let them play. The new bowler is added
to the week by Focus and will be reported in the Import log in BLS; see the chapter
“Import Scores in played week” to see how to manage new bowlers in BLS
or consult the BLS/AS manual.

Move
between
weeks

Official
bowlers

Official team
substitute

MODIFY THE BOWLER‟S LINE UP
[1] Select the Team

[2] Select the player

[3] Change the player
lineup

The “official team player” is the players in the sky blue area, the players in the gray area are the
official team substitutes; changing the player from the top blue area to the gray area means “make
this player a substitute”.
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SUBSTITUTE A BOWLER CHOOSING FROM EXISTING LIST
[1] Select the Team
(2) Select the player to
substitute

(3) Browse the list, highlight
the substitute and click OK.

ADD A BOWLER CHOOSING FROM THE SUBSTITUTE OR FREQUENT BOWLERS LIST

[1] Select the Team

[2] Click on Add
player
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CREATE A NEW BOWLER (new substitute)

[1] Select the Team

[3] Click on Create New
[2] Click on ADD player

The new player is created with a temporary name of “New Player”; after the creation, the new
player could be used as a substitute, added, removed or edited from the bowler‟s console or
from the Lanes Manager, even during play. It is not possible to exceed the legal number of
players on a team; an old player must be removed or substituted to let the new player come in.
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EDIT BOWLERS
WARNINGS
Bowlers could be removed, added, substituted, or set vacant or blind. The bowler‟s name, handicap
and blind score can be changed, but BLS does not recognize these changes when importing the
score results.
Any modification will be reported in the Import log in BLS, see the chapter import Scores in played
week to see how to manage new bowlers in BLS or consult the BLS/AS manual.

[1] Select the Team

[2] Select the player

Change the player status
to blind or Vacant

Click here to delete
Select the player

The player status could be set as a regular player or substitute; vacant players will be
assigned as blind.
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Available Front Desk actions during play a BLS
League
Lanes in a
League /
Tournament
session

WARNINGS
Bowler‟s substitutions could be performed from the front desk and the bowler‟s console; always
before one of the games begins; do not substitute bowlers in the middle of a game.
In addition, the bowler‟s name and handicap editing could be done from the bowler‟s console
ADD- REMOVE – EDIT BOWLERS must be performed before beginning to play the first game.
Each league player, vacant bowler, has a unique ID, (generated by BLS); the ID identifies the player
and his scores in the BLS program, without considering the player‟s name.
SUBSTITUTE A BOWLER

(1)
Select the bowler that
needs to be replaced
with a substitute

(2)
Click on
SUBSTITUTE
PLAYER to browse the
substitute list
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Only the substitute of the selected team, free team
substitute or deleted players will be shown as available
from the substitute player list.
Highlight the desired substitute and choose when he will
play:


ACTIVE = start to play NOW



Deferred = start to play when the NEXT game
begins.

Deferred player
In the example on the left side the bowlers finish the
game, but do not begin the new game yet.
A substitute needs to be entered as deferred, otherwise
he needs to bowl the already ended game.

REMOVE BOWLERS
WARNINGS
Use Remove bowlers only if strictly necessary. Players can be deleted only prior to the 1st game.

(1)
Select the bowler that
needs to be removed
from the lane

(2)
Click on
Remove selected
player
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ADD BOWLERS (FROM SUBSTITUTE LIST)
WARNINGS
Players can be added only if the number of bowlers does not exceed the team roster; a bowler must
be removed to add a new bowler.

(1)
Select the LANE to
add a bowler

(2)
Click on
Add player from
Team players list

(3)
Select a player

(4)
Choose when to
add the player

(5)
Confirm with Send
to lane

SWITCH THE LANE SIDES (AVAILABLE ONLY FOR CROSSED PLAY MODE)

Click on
Switch side
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CHANGE THE BOWLER TO BLIND FROM THE FRONT DESK


Click on the lane icon, select
the

menu



Change the Blind player
status from Normal to BLIND
or Zero BLIND



Modify the Blind Score if
needed, click on SEND TO
LANE when finished

CHANGE THE BOWLERS LINE UP


Click on the lane icon, select
the

menu



Change the play POSITION of
bowlers as needed



Click on SEND TO LANE when
finished

LANE TRANSFER
If a pinsetter has failed and you need to transfer lanes, it is possible to transfer the entire lane(s)
onto another pair of available lanes.



Click on the lane icon that needs to be
transferred, click on the TRANSFER button



Click on the destination lane

WARNING: the program will force the destination lanes to be in crossed mode if the destination
lane was setup as open play mode. The next series starts from the original lane, transfer the lane
again if necessary or change the lane assignment in the tournament plug in.
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Use of pre-bowl
League players that want to pre-bowl the games of one week in advance could play in any style
(open or crossed), with or without the handicap. It is recommended to play using the same name
and last name and to advise the bowling center staff when they are playing. This will help the front
desk operator identify the pre-bowled game sessions easily.
LOAD PRE-BOWLED GAMES TO A PLAYER

(2)
Choose from the
player status
Pre bowled

(1)
Select the player with
pre-bowled games
session

(3)
Select the pre bowled
games session
Number of pre
bowled games

Pre bowled scratch
games total

(3)
Use the filter criteria
to browse the list, click
on Refresh to apply the
filters selection

(4) OK to confirm
the pre bowl
games
selection(s)

(5) Select another player to
pre bowl or click on Send to
lane when finish

During the league session the score will load, frame-by-frame, the pre bowled scratch pins on the
pre bowled player‟s strip. The pre-bowled player will be identified with a prefix PB in the player‟s
name grid tab.
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Setup the BLS software
WARNING
BLS needs a folder for importing/exporting the scores file. On the Main Desk (Server), create a subfolder named IMPEXP in the folder C:\Program Files\Steltronic\Focus
This folder on the Main Desk must be shared on the network, with full access for all network users.
For further details please Contact Steltronic customer service.
FIRST LAUNCH OF THE BLS PROGRAM

The first operation required is to Activate the
program: click on Register/Activate this program
button to proceed.
NOTE: CDE key code is required.

Fill the form with all the required information
received from CDE within the key code.
Choose STELTRONIC FOCUS from the list of
available Scoring System.
Click on the Registration is Valid button.
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SETUP BLS AUTOMATIC SCORING PARAMETERS
A

Open the BLS program and click on
A)Registration/Setup & Internet Links
Click on 5:Automatic Scoring Setup

Open the Tab Select Scoring System
Click on [A] LOCK icon and enter the password
for unlock the setting: the password is
cdesoftware

BLS installed on Main Desk

BLS installed on Back Office

Location for Export File
c:\program files\steltronic\focus\impexp

Location for Export File
\\IBCMS\focus\impexp

Location for Scores File
c:\program files\steltronic\focus\impexp

Location for Scores File
\\IBCMS\focus\impexp

Location/Computer Name of Front Desk
c:\program files\steltronic\focus\

Location/Computer Name of Front Desk
\\IBCMS\focus\

If necessary, click on Configure Scoring Interface for
modifying other parameters:


Maximum number of players on a lane



Can bowl without switching lanes (for open
play Style, as a Dutch league)

Note: CDE password required.
Remarks: the Score will ignore the unsupported
fields.

At the end of any modifications, click on
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Manage a Focus League “Step by Step” procedure
[1] Create the league and define the General Parameters
 Enter a league name


Choose the competition type: Single players or Teams



Enter the number of the weeks for the league season



Enter the number of team & player numbers



Choose a play style (Crossed or Open mode)



Enter the number of series (no lanes movement = series 1)



Enter the number of the games (for each series)



Choose a Practice period (time or throws)



Define the technical parameters (Pinsetter Status, delay, etc., Automation, etc.)



Enable or Disable the competition flowing strip and define the parameters

[2] Enter the Bowler‟s & Team Rosters
 Edit the Team‟s name


Edit the player‟s name, handicap, blind, status, etc.

[3] Enter the Roles
 Choose Scratch or Handicap


Define the player‟s handicap calculation role



Define the Team‟s handicap calculation role



Enter the bonus threshold (bonus depends on the competition style)

[4] Choose the Lane assignment
 Make the lane assignment
[5] Play the first week
 Select a week (game session)


Send the week to the lanes when ready to have the names uploaded to the monitors



Start Practice



Start Bowling



Check for exceptions (Substitutes, blind bowlers, etc.)

[6] End of games
 CLOSE the game session (if Automation is enabled, the game will end automatically)


Check the results

[7] Start a new week
 Move on to the new week


Update the bowler‟s handicap

REMARKS
As soon as a league is created, it is possible to save it and
use it as a template to generate other leagues or tournaments.
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New Tournament “Step by Step” procedure
[1] Create the competition event and define the General Parameters
 Enter a competition name


Choose the competition type: Singles\Teams\Danish\Swedish



Enter the number of the weeks (if necessary)



Enter the Team & player numbers



Choose a play style (Crossed or Open mode)



Enter the number of series (no lanes movement = series 1)



Enter the number of the games (for each series)



Choose a Practice period



Define the technical parameters (Pinsetter Status, delay, etc., Automation, etc.)



Enable or Disable the competition flowing Strip and define the parameters

[2] Enter the Bowler‟s & Team Rosters
 Edit the team‟s name


Edit the player‟s name, handicap, blind, status, etc.

[3] Enter the Roles for the Game Session
 Choose Scratch/Handicap


Define the player‟s handicap calculation role



Define the team‟s handicap calculation role



Enter the bonus threshold (bonus depends on the competition style)

[4] Choose the Lane assignment
 Sort the bowlers/team


Make the lane assignment

[5] Play the game session
 Send the week to the lanes when ready to have the names uploaded to the monitors


Start Practice



Start Bowling



Check for exceptions (substitutes, blind, etc.)

[6] End of session
 CLOSE the game session (if Automation is enabled, the game will end automatically)


Check\print\export the results

[7] New Session
 Create a new session or a new tournament
[8] Final ranking
 Combine tournaments
REMARKS
As soon as a tournament is created, it is possible to save it and
use it as a template to generate other tournaments.
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Open the Tournament and Leagues plug-in
Double click to
select All

All leagues Tab

League in
play
pending
window

ALREADY PLAYED
Leagues Tab

NOT PLAYED
Leagues Tab

Sort by
Last week (session)
date 

Sort by
League name 
Event
selected

League in play

Single checkbox
selection

Click here to
open the
Leagues
plug-in

Create a New notBLS League
(Managed with
Focus)

Sort by
Week (session)
number 

League list

Delete the selected
imported league

Open the
selected league

Combine the score
results of selected
leagues

Import a
BLS week

Export to BLS a
week of the selected
league

When the leagues in the list are more than 20, it is possible to use the search filter to find the week;
the weeks could be searched for by Name, Last session date or Session number (status):
Click here to select filter
criteria

Type the name or here
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Creating a new Event (start the wizard)


Open the Leagues plug-in



Click on New (wizard) button to start the league creation

Next Step  Edit the competition events and define the general parameters; use next & previous
buttons when available to browse the league wizard.

(Wizard): Define the General Parameters
[2] Click
here to
browse the
list and load
a league or
Tournament
template

TOURNAMENT NAME
Enter the League name to define the competition.
TOURNAMENT (LEAGUE) TYPE


Single

Tournament or League for single players only, no Team definition



Team

Tournament or League for Teams



Swedish first division

2 teams as a Swedish style league (first division)



Swedish top league

2 teams as a Swedish style league (top league)



Danish

2 teams with 4 players as a Danish tournament

SESSION‟S NUMBER
Enter the number of the weeks that compose the league season.
SESSION‟S SERIES
A “Serie” is defined as “how many times” the teams/bowlers move to a different lane after xx
games; leave 1 for USA leagues (without lane movement), for dutch league style enter the number
of the total games.
SERIES‟ GAME
Enter the number of games to play, for Dutch league style leave 1.
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Example
1 series with 4 games = the team play 4 games on the same lane or pair of lanes
4 series with 1 game = 4 games in total, the teams move 4 times from lane to another lane.
TOURNAMENT TEAMS AND PLAYERS

Single style competition

Team style competition



Number of teams (not available)





Bowlers: enter the total number of all
players

Number of teams: enter the number of
teams that play the competition





Bowlers per lane: enter the maximum
number of bowlers to assign to each
“group”, each group plays on a single lane

Bowlers: enter the total number of players
for each team, substitutes included



Active bowlers: enter the official number
of player‟s for each team

Swedish style competition (First Division or Top League)
The default settings cannot be changed; change the session number to increment the week number.
Danish style competition:
The default settings cannot be changed; the editable fields are the number of games for each series,
the number of bowlers for each team and the session‟s number.
SESSION FREQUENCY
Informative fields to set the session frequency, the starting date of the competition and the
frequency of the competition (daily, weekly, monthly).





PAIR MANAGEMENT MODE
Crossed: (American league style) Team/Players swap on left-to-right right-to-left after each
frame
Open: Team and/or Players play the games on the same lane. Dutch league style: lane
switches after each game
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PRACTICE (time/throws)
By time: indicate how many minutes for the practice period



Throws/frames: indicate how many throws each player will do for the practice period
INITIAL PINSETTER STATUS

Select the pinsetter status when the scorer sends names to the lanes:


OFF: the player‟s name will be visible on the lane monitor screen, but the pinsetters will remain
off until the “start bowling” or “start practice” is sent to the lanes



ON (No Score) = unlimited practice, pinsetters remain on, but the scorer does not count the
pins



ON (score) or Automatic = Pinsetters switch on and the scorer is ready to count
GAME MODE PINSETTER

Select the pinsetter status when “Start bowling” is sent:


OFF: the player‟s name will be visible on the lane monitor screens, but the pinsetters remain off



AUTO: Pinsetters switch on and the scorer is ready to count
ENABLE AUTOMATION



Automation enabled: The scoring system manages and sends the “next” series or closes
the game session automatically after the time indicated in the selection box.



Automation disabled (checkbox empty): each series needs to be started manually; game
sessions need to be closed manually.
INTRA OPERATION DELAY

Indicates the time (in milliseconds) between consecutive multiple lane commands (as example, start
bowling when all pinsetters will be switched on). This is necessary to prevent a massive surge of
electricity by turning all pinsetters on at the same time.
FLOWING STRIP
The flowing strip is a scrolling text on the lane monitors that reports the results and game progress
during competition play. The flowing strip starts at the end of first serie (for the USA league, at the
end of a game):


Flowing strip text: enter a “welcome text message” at the beginning of the strip



Show Teams: display/hide team name, totals, points



Number of teams to show: indicates the first team‟s position to show



Show bowlers: displays/hides player names and totals



Number of bowlers to show: indicates the first bowler‟s position to show

Click on NEXT to continue.
Single leagues: the next step will be defining the bowlers.
Team leagues: the next steps will be defining the teams then
the bowlers for each team
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(Wizard): Teams definition
Table headers: click on to sort by
 Value

Teams name: edit
the default name
for personalization

Selected team
Temporary editable
Team handicap

Temporary editable
Team average

REMARKS
As a default, the program assigns “new Team 1”, “new Team 2”, etc. as a temporary team name.
The temporary names could be edited later, either from the Bowler‟s Consoles or from the Lanes
manager menu. Teams could be imported from the frequent teams list or from another league or
tournament.
EDIT THE TEAM NAME
Highlight the name field and type a new name. The team handicap and team average could be
edited in this phase but will be temporary; the values could change depending on the handicap role
and the team roster.
ADD MORE TEAMS
Click on the previous button to come back to the first wizard page and change the team number.
Note: the frequent teams or teams loaded from other competitions could be added directly on the
team definitions page, it is not necessary to change the team number.
REMOVE A TEAM
Click on the left column near the team name, a red cross appears
; click on the Red Cross and
confirm. Note: it is not possible to remove a team below the minimum number of teams, click on the
previous button to come back to the first wizard page to change the team‟s quantity.
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FREQUENT TEAMS -DIFFERENT
Any Team that plays a competition with Focus will be added automatically to the frequent Teams
list; the frequent teams remain available until the Desk operator deletes all competitions (leagues or
tournament) that contain them. If the frequent teams list contains many teams, the symbol
appear on top, click on it to use the search criteria filter.

Search filter

To add the team as a
new team, click on
ADD_TEAM

Teams from
other
leagues

Select one or more events
(league or tournament)

To join a frequent team with a temporary
team, click on the right corner; choose from
the list the temporary team that will be
replaced

Ranking filter

Update the
list

To add the team as a
new team, click on
ADD_TEAM
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(Wizard): Bowler‟s Definition
Team competition: click here to browse the team list.
Single competition: click here to browse the group list.

Search filters
for the frequent
bowlers list

Click here for join the
frequent bowler with the
temporary player

Choose ADD_PLAYER to
add the frequent bowler
as new bowler

Frequent
bowlers list

REMARKS
As a default, the program assigns “player #1”, “player #2”, etc. as a temporary bowler‟s name.
The temporary names, handicap and blind score, could be edited now or later, either from the
Bowler‟s Console or from the Lanes manager menu. The bowler average could by changed now, edit
from the Team/Group Roster or imported from one or more past competitions.
EDIT A BOWLER‟S NAME
(1) Select the team or the group by
choosing on the team/group name list

(2) Select
the player
to edit

(3) Type first and last
name and click on OK
to confirm

Handicap, Average and Blind Score could be edited now or at the end of the wizard from the
Team/Group Roster, the player position could be changed from the Team/Group roster menu after
the wizard ends.
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REMOVE A BOWLER FROM A TEAM OR GROUP

(2) Select the player
to remove and click
on the Red Cross.
Confirmation is
required

(1) Select the
team or the group
by choosing on
the team/group
name list

FREQUENT BOWLERS
Any bowler that plays a competition with Focus will be added automatically to the frequent bowlers
list; a frequent bowler will remain available until the desk operator deletes all of the competitions
that contain the bowler. If the list contains many bowlers, the symbol
it to use the search criteria filter.

Click here for join
the frequent bowler
with the temporary
player

will appear on top, click on

(1) Select the team or the
group by choosing on the
team/group name list

Choose ADD_PLAYER to
add the frequent bowler
as new player

LOAD BOWLER LISTS FROM OTHER EVENT (TOURNAMENT OR LEAGUE)
(2) Select the other leagues to
load the bowlers lists

(1) Select the team or the group

(3) Choose a filter for
ranking

Click here for join
the bowler with the
temporary player

(4) Update the
list by ranking
Choose ADD_PLAYER to
add the bowler as new
player

Note: handicap and average are loaded with the selected players.
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(Wizard): Lane assignment
Selected lanes

Click here to choose the lane assignment

Important: check the lane assignment of
each week of the league

Team - groups

Editable lane movement
table

The lane assignment could be edited manually or by using a pre-assigned schedule; the first steps is
select the official lanes where to play the competition.
REMARKS
As default, the program assigns the same lane at same teams each week; to change the lane
assignment moves on different week and change the destination lane. It‟s possible change the lane
assignment any time, after the wizard end, even few moments before begin to play.
It is not necessary to select the lanes in sequence; the program uses the selected lanes as a range
“from-to” from left to right ignoring the unselected lanes in the middle. In crossed style competition
it is mandatory to select lane pairs always.
LANES RANGE SELECTION
Partial pair selection
(yellow frame)

List of selected
lanes

Pair selected
(green frame)

Not selected

Lane
selected

Clear all selected
lanes

Selected all
lanes



Click on the Pair button to select or unselect the lane pair; a green frame highlights
the selected lane pair



Click on the lane number to select only one lane of the pair, a yellow frame highlights the
lane pair and the selected lane number is highlighted in bold



At the end of the selection, click on the Assign button to confirm the new lane
assignment
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ONLY FOR TOURNAMENT OR LEAGUES WITH LANE MOVEMENT: CHOOSE SHIFT METHOD

Invert the Lane
movement from left
to right
as right to left
Click here to edit
then lock the
assignment for the
first serie

Click here to generate
(clone) the assignment
for all the weeks

Indicate from which
lane position starts
the shift

Indicates how many lanes
to shift
(For USA Leagues leave at
1 = no lane movement)

When ready click
on ASSIGN



Shift Method: leave this selection for left/right standard lane movement or when there are
no lane movements needed (default for USA Leagues)



Petersen - Round robin: the program will assign automatically the lanes to the team/group
using the standard Petersen or Round Robin table



Lane Switch (Dutch league style): move odd lane to right and even lane to left after each
series



Pair Switch: move odd LANE PAIR to right and even LANE PAIR to left after each series.
Available advanced option: invert lane during switch. The pair switch requires an even
number of teams/groups and an even number of series



Free: choose this option to perform a manual lane assignment editing the lane movement for
each series from the table session below



Custom file: load a saved template assignment



Swedish Top League-First division/Danish: the template for these lanes assignments
becomes available if the competition was generated as a Swedish/Danish event; use the
previous button to come back to the first wizard page if necessary to choose this option

Multi-week leagues only: it is mandatory to tag the checkbox “Assign to all sessions” before
performing the first week assignment: in this way, the first week assignment will be filled
immediately for the all the weeks and should be changed later when necessary, week by week.
ONLY FOR LEAGUES WITH LANE MOVEMENT: HOW TO MAKE A SORT ASSIGNMENT


Tag the checkbox Use pre-assigned matrix for the first series



Edit the first series column from lane movement table



Click on Assign button

The lanes edited as the first series remains as before, the program will calculate and apply the lane
shifted for the next series automatically.
SAVE LANE ASSIGNMENT (EXPORT)
Clicking on the EXPORT button to save the lane assignments as a custom file for the next time; if
necessary, complete this operation choosing a path and file name.
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(Wizard): Handicap and Rule‟s Definition

HCP RULE
Scratch/Handicap: add/remove the bowler‟s handicap from the calculation; the choice could be
performed in advance or after the event.
RESULT CALCULATOR
Normal = standard, no special points
Petersen (for Petersen match only)= add xx point(s) to the team/player that wins the match.
Petersen + single\double bonus = add the point to the winner of the match, plus apply a
threshold with a bonus or 2 bonus points if the thresholds is 2.
Single/double bonus = add xx points when the bowler passes the threshold. The thresholds (one
or two, depends on the choice) are calculated on each game and the bonus will be applied every
time the scratch score is over the threshold, tagging the cumulative checkbox will give the bonus
“one” time only.
RESULT CALCULATOR FOR SWEDISH - DANISH COMPETITION
Danish = the team that collects more pin fall in one game wins 2 points, the team that collects
more pin fall in 4 games wins 2 points more.
Swedish top league\First division = point assignment as Swedish rule
PLAYER HANDICAP
Tag the checkbox calculate and fill the base average and % percentage of; as the formula Hcp
player= Hcp percentage x (Base average–player average); if the league uses a negative handicap
method, enter the appropriate percentage on the “above average perc.” box.
Tag No calculation if the player uses a fixed handicap or no handicap used.
TEAM HANDICAP
Choose the role for team handicap: Either the sum of the bowler‟s handicaps or based on the team
average, based on the team difference or disables the team handicap calculation.
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End of the Wizard

Tag this checkbox to
save and create the
event as a League

Click on the previous
button to make changes
before choosing “Create
Tournament”

Tag this checkbox to
save the league as a
Template for other
leagues

Click on create
tournament to
Save and exit

Clicking on the Create Tournament button will finish the wizard and create the competition records
in the Focus database. The competition is ready to be played or to be modified as needed.

Last competition
created

The last created competition is highlighted by default, click on “Open…” when ready to edit or play
the league.
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Week tabs (session)

As soon as a league is opened, it will go into the Tournament Info tab. The window has 4 main tabs:
TOURNAMENT INFO
Main competition information such as series, games, automation, play mode style, automation, etc.
In this tab it is possible to change the league play style (crossed or open), change the practice time,
enable the Flowing strip text to show the League results at the end of the games.
TOURNAMENT RULES
The location to edit the Lane assignments and Handicap rules definition.
TOURNAMENT SESSIONS
Team Roster, the location to edit the team/group/player details and Session summary the
location to check/print/export the game session results.
TOURNAMENT SUMMARY
A tab to check/print/export the results of all the games of all the weeks played.
AVAILABLE ACTIONS


To change the league play mode (crossed to open or vice-versa), enable the flowing strip
text at the end of the games or to change the practice time, open the tournament Info tab



To play the League now, open the Tournament Session  see the next pages



To change the league before playing or for changing lane assignments or to start the league
on selected lanes only; open the tournament rules tab



Edit the team roster (bowler‟s status, vacant, blind etc.) before playing*

*Vacant and blind status could be changed from the bowler‟s console or the Lanes Manager even
during league play.
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Start / End Play
[1] Open the Tournament Session tab

Selected
Week

[2] Click on
“SEND all..”
button
to send the
teams and
bowler‟s
names to the
lanes

[3] Wait until the Start practice button is available, then click on it to start the
practice time on the lanes

[4] At the end of practice time, click on the Start bowling button to begin the
competition.

REMARKS
The send lanes, practice and start bowling commands could be sent also from the Lanes manager
menu, directly from the pinsetter control menu
.
Lanes could be manually closed also from the Lanes Manager,
clicking on the lane icon and the close lanes button.
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CLOSE MANUALLY THE WEEK
[1] From the
Lanes
Manager,
select the
lanes

[3] Click on
Close lanes

[2] Click on the
lane icon

It is also possible to close the lanes from the Leagues plug-in: after the week
selection, open the Tournament Session tab and click on the Close Lane
button to end the competition.

AUTOMATICALLY CLOSE THE WEEK
If the league was created with “automation enabled” in the tournament info tab, it is not necessary
to close the lanes manually, the lane program will close the lane by itself after the xx time indicated.
To change the league info tab (before sending the league to the lanes).
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Start the game for selected teams only
[1] SEND THE FIRST GROUP OF SELECTED TEAMS
[1] Select the
desired
Teams

[2] Click on the
“SEND to lane”
button

[2] SEND THE NEXT GROUP OF SELECTED TEAMS

[1] Select the desired
Teams of the next group
(remember to unselect
the previous group)

[2] Click on the
“SEND to lane”
button



If necessary, close only the selected teams, select the finished team and click on the
close lanes button or close the lanes from the Lanes Manager plug-in (click on the lane
icon and then click on the close lane button).
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Send the series manually
With “Automation enabled” in the tournament info tab, the focus program schedule automatically
closes the series and the games; the Scorer closes the lanes when a series ends and after a xx time
open the lanes automatically if a new series needs to be play.
There are some tournaments that need to be play xx series per series, not in the sequence or with a
particularly lane movement that require empty lanes in the lane assignments; to manage these
tournaments it is possible to open and close each serie manually, without using the automation:
1) Open the Tournament event
[3] Select the
serie
[2] Select
the
Week

[4] Click on
“SEND all..”
button
to send the
teams and
bowler‟s
names to the
lanes

As a default the tournament starts with the first series of the first week, browse
the weeks/series list if necessary.
[5] Wait until the Start practice button is available, then click on it to start the
practice time on the lanes

[6] At the end of practice time, click on the Start bowling button to begin the
competition.
[7] When the serie is finished, click on the Close Lane button.

To start a new serie, browse the serie list, choose another series and click on Send
to lanes.
To skip the practice time, from Lanes
click on pinsetter control and select AUTO
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Sends serie manually to specific lanes
WARNING
This is an emergency procedure to resend the series for tournaments with Automation enabled;
please contact the Steltronic Service for further help
If a lane computer did not work correctly, the server crashes or anyway a lane or a group of lanes
did not start the next serie as scheduled automatically, proceed as follows:
[1] From the Lanes
Manager, select the
lanes that remain locked
in Stop mode

[3] Click on
Close lanes

[2] Click on the
lane icon

[4] Select the
series that was
not received

[5] Select only the
lanes that did not
received the serie

[6] Click on the
“SEND to lane”
button

The lanes that did not received the serie will be force to load the teams.
When the automation schedule is interrupted, it is not guaranteed that the automatic starting of the
next series will occur; please check the lanes when the next series starts and manually send the
teams if necessary.
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End of games session: Resume the lane status
At the end of the week, the lane and pinsetters remain with the same status selected for the league
session. To resume the lanes as usual, proceed as following from the LANES MANAGER MENU:
PINSETTER settings:
 Check that the Pinsetter control is
selected as Auto


Click on Send to lane

Pair settings:
 Remove the check from Crossed mode


Click on Send to lane

Remove the Competition flowing Strip
During the competition, the Flowing strip (if enabled) displays the game results automatically.
At the end of the games, the flowing strip will still continue to run until it is removed from the Main
Desk:
From the Lanes
Manager, make a
multiple lane selection
and click on the
overhead monitor icon

Click on
Remove
Flowing Strip
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Checking the score results
Click on tournament session
and then Session summary for
the results of the current week

Export the score to Excel

Click on tournament
Summary to check all of the
weeks results

Preview and print the
result tab as selected

Refresh button: click here to
update the Score results if the
session is still in process

Preview and print the
Standard Recap Sheets

TEAMS DETAILS

As a default, the teams are ordered according to rank, clicking on the caption of the Team name,
Total scratch, Team total, team points, Team Average this will change the order as selected;
the order could be toggled  clicking on the caption multiple times.
Clicking on S1G1 (serie 1, game 1) S1G2 (serie 1 game 2) or S1G1, S1G2, etc. it is possible to
order the scratch games from highest to lowest games and vice-versa.
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TEAM PLAYERS DETAILS

The Team players details show the player details in relation to the team where they played the
session. Like in the Team details tab, the caption name could be used to change the order.
ALL EVENTS

The All Events tab shows all the player details, all games, including the game played on different
teams during the same games session. Like in the team and players details tab, the caption names
could be used to change the order.
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TOURNAMENT SUMMARY (ALL WEEKS, ALL EVENTS)

The Teams ranking show all of the team‟s totals for all weeks and all games. Like in the Team and
players details tab, the caption name could be used to change the order.

The Players Ranking shows all the player totals for all weeks and all games, including the games
played on different teams during the same games session. Like on the Team and players details tab,
the caption name could be used to change the order.
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Combine the score results of played tournaments

[1] Select the
played
tournaments from
the list

[2] Click on Combine the
score results of the
selected events

[3] Update
the ranking

Teams
Ranking

Players
Ranking

[3] Sort the Ranking by:
Total (Scratch + Hdcp)
Scratch
Average
Points
Hdcp

Like the other results table, the caption names (name, average, etc.) could be used to change the
order; the results could be exported in excel format or preview and printed.
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Forcing Update of the Score results
Its may possible that during a competition, some lanes are slow and the Score do not update jet the
results, causing a wrong Recap screen. To avoid this problem, is enough proceed as follows:
3) Open the League plug-in
4) Open the League in play
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Focus Leagues: recalculate the player‟s handicap
At the end of the first game session, the player handicap needs to be recalculate for the next week:

(1)
Choose the week
(session)

(2)
Click on Tournament Rules
Hdcp Rules

(3)
Click on recalculate players
hdcp for the session..

Now the handicap is recalculated based on the average of the played games, check the tournament
summary to verify the changes. Note: this operation is optional for the first week; the handicap
recalculation is mandatory on the next week before beginning to play.
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Focus Leagues: Play a new week
MANDATORY STEPS BEFORE TO PLAY THE WEEK

(1)
Choose the new
week (session)

(2)
Click on the
Tournament Rules,
Hdcp Rules

(3)
Click on recalculate players
Hdcp for the session

Now the handicap is recalculated based on the average of the played games, check the tournament
session to verify the changes.
Repeat the handicap recalculation (if necessary) before beginning to play another new week, until
the league season is finished.
REMARKS ABOUT LANE ASSIGNMENTS
As default, the program assigned the same lane at same teams each week during the League
wizard. The lane assignment could be vary any time, even few moments before begin to play.
If necessary, check or change the lane assignment clicking on Tournament Rules – Lane assignment of
the selected week.
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Focus Tournament: Play a new week of same
Tournament
A tournament could be created with more weeks (week=game session) for:
a) Let the same bowlers play more game sessions and at the end obtain a final ranking (this
defines the tournament as a league)
b) Split the game session in more turns because there are more teams/players than lanes
available
If the game session needs to be split into more turns (b), it is more simple to create xx tournaments
events and play each individually, than regroup and combine the results as described in the chapter
Combine the score results of played tournaments.

WARNING
Using more weeks to manage a tournament, it is very important to take care with the temporary
players names: if the tournament was NOT “created as a league” at the end of wizard, the player#1
of week 1 is not the same player#1 of week 2: each player of different weeks is a different player,
even if the temporary name looks the same.
To check if the tournament is set as a league, edit the temporary name player#1 of first week,
move on to week 2 and check if the player#1 name was changed.
As a default, the program assigns the same lane movement for all weeks during the tournament
wizard. The lane assignment could be changed at any time, even right before beginning to play;
check or change the lane assignment by clicking on the Tournament Rules tab and Lane assignment of
the selected week.

Move between
the weeks

To move between the weeks of the tournament, use the tab on the left side; to add more weeks to
the tournament click on the Tournament info tab and change the number of sessions.
Each week could be played separately; the score results could be combined together by checking the
Tournament summary tab.
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REMARKS
The next chapters describe the possible modification
before starting the game session and the possible actions during league play using Focus.
Team roster edits such as substitutions, blind, remove/add players could be performed directly
from the Lanes Manager plug-in or from the bowler‟s console, even during league play.
The Focus program is based on a database for data management.
The entered or modified information will be saved automatically when the cursor
changes the line or moves into another field.
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Tournament Info: Editable League Parameters

EDITABLE FIELDS
Session‟s number: change the number of the weeks that compose the league season.
Session‟s series: define “how many times” the teams/bowlers move to a different lane after xx
games; leave 1 for the USA leagues (without lane movement), for dutch league style enter the
number of the total games.
Series‟ games: indicate the number of the games to play. For Dutch league style leave 1.
Pair Mode: Crossed: (American league style) Team/Players swap left-to-right and right-to-left
after each frame - Open: Team and/or Players play all the games on the same lane.
Practice Unit (time/throws): By time: indicate how many minutes for practice period - Throws:
indicates how many throws each bowler will have during the practice period.
Initial pinsetter status: Select the pinsetter status when the scorer sends the names to the lanes:
OFF: the player‟s name will be visible on the lane monitor screen, but pinsetters remain off until the
Start bowling or Start practice is sent to the lanes.
ON (No Score) = unlimited practice, pinsetters remain on, but the scorer does not count the pins
ON (score) or Automatic = Pinsetters switch on and the scorer is ready to count.
Game mode pinsetter: Select the pinsetter status when “start bowling send”.
Automation enabled: The scoring system closes the lanes automatically after the time indicated in
the selection box.
INTRA OPERATION DELAY: Indicates the time (in milliseconds) between consecutive multiple lane
commands (as an example, start bowling when all pinsetters will be switched on). This is necessary
to prevent a massive surge of electricity by turning all pinsetters on at the same time.
FLOWING STRIP: The flowing strip is a scrolling text on the lane monitors that reports the results and
game progress during the competition playing. The flowing strip starts at the end of the games.
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Flowing strip text: enter a “welcome text message” at the beginning of the strip.
Show Teams: displays/hides the team name, totals, points.
Number of teams to show: indicates the first team‟s positions to show.
Show bowlers: displays/hides the player name and totals.
Number of bowlers to show: indicates the first bowler‟s position to show.
TEAMS AND PLAYERS

Click here to
update the active
bowler changes

Single style competition

Team style competition



Number of teams (not available)





Bowlers: enter the total number of all
players

Number of teams: enter the number of
teams that play the competition



Bowlers: enter the total number of players
for each team, substitutes included



Active bowlers: enter the number of
official player‟s for each team



Bowlers per lane: enter the maximum
number of bowlers to assign to each
“group”, each group plays on a single lane

Swedish style competition (First Division or Top League)
The default settings cannot be changed, change the session number to increment the week number.
Danish style competition:
The default settings cannot be changed; the editable fields are the number of games for each series,
the number of the bowlers for each team and the session number.
SESSION FREQUENCY
Informative fields to set the session frequency, the starting date of the competition and the
frequency of the competition (daily, weekly, monthly).
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Change the lane assignments
Sometimes it could be necessary to change the lane assignments because some lanes are not
available or by a mistake in the week assignment. There are different ways to change the lane
assignment:
MANUAL ASSIGNMENT

(1) Change the
destination
lanes by
editing the
lane number in
the cell

Selected lanes
Sessions

[2] Mandatory:
Click on
MODIFY to
confirm

Teams /
groups

LANES SELECTION USING THE PAIR BUTTONS
Partial pair selection
(yellow frame)

List of selected
lanes

Pair selected
(Green frame)

Not
selected

Lane
selected

Clear all selected
lanes

Select all lanes



Click on the Pair button to select or unselect the lane pair; a green frame highlights
the selected lane pair



Click on the lane number to select only one lane of the pair, a yellow frame highlights the
lane pair and the selected lane number is highlighted in bold



At the end of the selection, click on the Assign button to confirm the new lane
assignments
REMARKS

It is not necessary to select the lanes in sequence; the program uses the selected lanes as a range
“from-to” from left to right ignoring the unselected lanes in the middle. In crossed style competition
it is mandatory to always select the lane pairs.
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ONLY FOR LEAGUES WITH LANE MOVEMENT: CHOOSE SHIFT METHOD

Invert the Lane
movement from left
to right ,
as right to left
Click here to edit,
then lock the
assignment for the
first serie

Only for leagues with
multiple weeks: click
here to generate
(clone) the assignment
for all weeks

Indicates from which
lane position starts
the shift

Indicates how many lanes
to shift
(for USA Leagues leave at
1 = no lane movement)

When ready click
on ASSIGN



Shift Method: leave this selection for left/right standard lane movement or when there are
no lane movements needed (default for USA Leagues)



Petersen - Round robin: the program will assign automatically the lanes to the team/group
using the standard Petersen or Round Robin table



Lane Switch (Dutch league style): move odd lane to right and even lane to left after each
series



Pair Switch: move odd LANE PAIR to right and even LANE PAIR to left after each series.
Available advanced option: invert lane during switch. The pair switch requires an even
number of teams/groups and an even number of series



Free: choose this option to perform a manual lane assignment editing the lane movement for
each series from the table session below



Custom file: load a saved template assignment



Swedish Top League-First division/Danish: the template for these lanes assignments
becomes available if the competition was generated as a Swedish/Danish event; use previous
button to come back to the first wizard page if necessary to choose this option

Multi-week leagues it is mandatory to check the lane assignment for each week and vary if
necessary. Remember to save the modification clicking on Modify button.
ONLY FOR LEAGUES WITH LANE MOVEMENT: HOW TO MAKE A SORT ASSIGNMENT


Tag the checkbox Use pre-assigned matrix for the first series



Edit the first series column from the lane movement table



Click on Assign button

The lanes edited as the first series remain as before, the program will calculate and apply the lane
shifted for the next series automatically.
SAVE LANE ASSIGNMENT (EXPORT)
Clicking on the EXPORT button will save the lane assignments as a custom file for the next time; if
necessary, complete the operation choosing a path and file name.
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Change Team rosters before playing

Move
between
weeks

Official
bowlers

Official team
substitute

MODIFY THE BOWLER‟S LINE UP
[1] Select the Team

[2] Select the player

[3] Change the player
lineup

The “official team player” is the players in the sky blue area, the players in the gray area are the
official team substitutes; changing the player from the top blue area to the gray area means “make
this player a substitute”.
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SUBSTITUTE A BOWLER CHOOSING FROM THE EXISTING LIST
[1] Select the Team
(2) Select the player to
substitute

(3) Browse the list, highlight
the substitute and click OK.

ADD A BOWLER CHOOSING FROM THE SUBSTITUTE OR FREQUENT BOWLERS LIST

[1] Select the Team

Click here for
browse the
frequent player list

[2] Click on Add
player
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CREATE A NEW BOWLER (NEW SUBSTITUTE)

[1] Select the Team

Click here for
browse the
frequent player list

[3] Click on Create New
[2] Click on ADD player

The new player is created with a temporary name of “New Player”; after the creation, the new
player could be used as a substitute, added, removed or edited from the bowler‟s console or
from the Lanes Manager, even during play.
It is not possible to exceed the legal number of players on a team; an old player must be
removed or substituted to let the new player come in.
EDIT BOWLERS

[1] Select the Team

Change the player status
to blind or Vacant

Click here to delete
Select the player
[2] Select the player

The player status could be set as a regular player or substitute; vacant players will be
assigned as blind.
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Available Front Desk actions during Focus
league/Tournament play
Lanes in a
League /
Tournament
session

WARNINGS
Bowler substitutions could be performed from the front desk and the bowler‟s console; always before
one of the games begins; do not substitute bowlers in the middle of a game.
In addition, the bowler‟s name and handicap editing could be done from the bowler‟s console
ADD - REMOVE – EDIT BOWLERS must be performed before beginning to play the first game.
Each league player, vacant bowler, has a unique ID, (generated by BLS); the ID identifies the player
and his scores in the BLS program, without considering the player‟s name.
SUBSTITUTE A BOWLER

(1)
Select the bowler that
needs to be replaced
with a substitute

(2)
Click on
SUBSTITUTE
PLAYER to browse the
substitute list
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Only the substitute of the selected team, roaming team
substitute or deleted players will be shown as available
from the substitute player list.
Highlight the desired substitute and choose when they
will start playing:


ACTIVE = start to play NOW



Deferred = start to play when the NEXT game
begins.

Deferred player
In the example on the left side the bowlers finish the
game, but do not begin the new game yet.
A substitute needs to be entered as deferred; otherwise
he needs to bowl the already ended game.

REMOVE BOWLERS
WARNINGS
Use Remove bowlers only if strictly necessary. Players can be deleted only prior to the 1st game.

(1)
Select the bowler that
needs to be removed
from the lane

(2)
Click on
Remove selected
player
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Send to lane to
confirm
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ADD BOWLERS (FROM SUBSTITUTE LIST)
WARNINGS
Players can be added only if the number of bowlers does not exceed the team roster; a bowler must
be removed to add a new bowler.

(1)
Select the LANE to
add a bowler

(2)
Click on
Add player from
Team players list

(3)
Select a player

(4)
Choose when to
add the player

(5)
Confirm with Send
to lane

SWITCH THE LANE SIDES (AVAILABLE ONLY FOR CROSSED PLAY MODE)

Click on
Switch side
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CHANGE THE BOWLER TO BLIND FROM THE FRONT DESK


Click on the lane icon, select
the

menu



Change the Blind player
status from Normal to BLIND
or Zero BLIND



Modify the Blind Score if
needed, click on SEND TO
LANE when finished

CHANGE THE BOWLERS LINE UP


Click on the lane icon, select
the

menu



Change the play POSITION of
bowlers as needed



Click on SEND TO LANE when
finished

LANE TRANSFER
If a pinsetter has failed and you need to transfer lanes, it is possible to transfer the entire lane(s)
onto another pair of available lanes.



Click on the lane icon that needs to be
transferred, click on the TRANSFER button



Click on the destination lane

WARNING: the program will force the destination lanes to be in crossed mode if the destination
lane was setup as open play mode. The next series starts from the original lane, transfer the lane
again if necessary or change the lane assignment in the tournament plug in.
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Transfer the players from a broken lane computer
to another lane c. during a League/tournament
If a Lane computer crash during a competition it will not possible perform the usual lane transfer to
move the players onto a different pair of lanes, but it‟s possible use the dedicated procedure from
the T&Leagues plug-in:

(1)
Open the competition
in play

The program keeps
the lane status
monitored in real
time and show that
one pair of lanes is
not connected
(2)
Click on Transfer
Broken lane

(3)
Click on the broken lane pair

(4)
Select the new destination
lane pair from the list
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Bowlers on screen advice during League and
Tournament play
On the lane monitors, the bowlers see the instructions of “how to”.
If the Front Desk operator selected AUTO or ON(Score) as the lane open status, the lane monitors
show the bowler‟s name, the first player name will blink and means that the score is ready to count
and the pinsetter is ON.
If the Front Desk operator selected OFF as the lane open status, the lane monitors show the
bowler‟s name frozen and means that the score will not count and pinsetter is OFF.

Lane status selected: ON (No Score).
As soon as the desk operator sends the names to the lanes, the
bowler names appear, scores do not count, pinsetter stays OFF

The front Desk operator clicks on Start practice
Practice time/throws countdown starts on the lanes and bowler‟s
can bowl their practice.

At the end of the practice time/throws, bowlers will stop for a
while.
At the front Desk, the operator see the lane icon flash with
PRACTICE STOP; the next step will be for the desk operator to
click on the Start bowling button and the bowlers could start to
bowl for score.
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Bowler‟s Console Menu
The following operations are available from the Bower‟s Console for Open play, crossed node
bowling, and League tournament play. The bowler‟s Console menu could be used anytime, even
during play, without stopping the game in progress.
WHEN BOWLING BEGINS (WIZARD MODE):
 Edit the bowler‟s name, with or without Handicap
 Enable\Disable bumpers (This feature may be turned off from the front desk)
DURING THE GAME PLAY:
 Edit the bowler‟s name - Enable\Disable bumpers
 Edit the Team name
 Change the bowlers line up order
 Add bowlers
 Remove bowlers
 Skip or Un-skip bowlers
 Correct Score
 Rescan the Score
 Delete throws
 Switch the lane sides (only for crossed mode)
 Set/Reset pinsetter
 Call the Bartenders/Waitresses
 Call the mechanic
 Call help




EXTRA BOWLERS CONSOLE FUNCTIONS FOR LEAGUES\TOURNAMENTS
Substitute a bowler
Set the bowlers as blind – change the bowlers blind score – set bowlers as Zero blind
WARNINGS

Any changes to official bowler‟s names, handicaps, team name, team handicap will be reported in
the Import log in BLS; see the chapter “import Scores in played week” to see how to manage new
bowlers in BLS or consult the BLS/AS manual.

From the bowler‟s console it is not possible to set a bowler as pre-bowled or add a new player, these
features are available only from the Front Desk.
WARNINGS
The Front Desk controls all possible bowlers‟ table functions, some function are automatically
disabled by the program to avoid possible mistakes.
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The Steltronic Scoring system could be equipped with 2 types of Bowler‟s Console:

Joystick panel

Qwerty Keyboard

To browse the bowler‟s menu with the Joystick panel, proceed as follows:


Press the ENTER button to display the bowler‟s console menu



Move UP or DOWN to select a menu option



Press the Enter button to open the function



Move UP/DOWN/LEFT/RIGHT to browse the menu and use the Enter button when required

In the following pages, the description Press   keys to move means “move the
joystick to..”
To browse the bowlers menu with the QWERTY, use the dedicated shortcut button or Press Enter,
use the arrows to browse the menu and press enter on the highlight choice.
On the following pages, descriptions of how to perform the various editing operations; keeping the
bowler‟s list opened, it is possible to make multiple changes at the same time (example: set one or
more bowlers as blind bowlers and the blind value or substitute a bowler and rename the temporary
substitute).
BOWLER‟S CONSOLE FULL MAIN MENU
Team name

Team handicap
Player‟s
Skip/Unskip

Press
CANCEL
to
QUIT

Press
OK
To Exit
and
confirm
changes

BLIND YES/NO/
Zero Blind

Blind
Score

Last Name
First Name

Instructional
Help

Player
handicap

SUBSTITUTE
the player
MOVE
A Player
UP or DOWN

REMOVE OR
KEEP a
Player

Active
player
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Edit Conventional player‟s name when game
begin (wizard mode)
REMARKS
This option can be enable/disable only by Steltronic Service staff, please contact the local Steltronic
Support for changes.

Type the player name using
the keys or the joystick.
At the end press Enter to
confirm and go to bumpers
option or next player

Use the UP/DOWN keys to
enable/disable the bumpers At the
end press Enter to confirm and go
to Start play or go to next player

BUMPERS
ENABLED

BUMPERS
DISABLED

At the end of all
bowlers edit, the Score
ask to bowl or press
Enter if necessary
make any further edit

NOTE
The screens shown above may or may not show additional settings, such as bumpers and
handicaps.
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Modify the player‟s names/Bumpers
Joystick: press the Enter key, move on the Edit bowler tab and press the Enter key to confirm.
Keyboard: use the shortcut key Edit bowler on the keyboard or press Enter, use arrows to move
to the edit bowler tab and press Enter to confirm.
As a default, the selection is on the CANCEL button; use the RIGHT
fields



Use the
the Name field

 key to move onto the player

keys to select

Type the new PLAYER NAME using the letters
key
Press Enter to confirm or use the  key to go
on the Bumpers field

BUMPERS
ENABLED

BUMPERS
DISABLED

Use the UP/DOWN keys to enable/disable the bumpers. At the end, press Enter to confirm and go to
Start play or go to next player to make additional modifications.

Back to bowlers list, use the  keys to choose
another player to edit or use  to select OK to
close and confirm
Select OK, and press ENTER key to confirm
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Modify the player‟s Line Up order
Joystick: press the Enter key, move on the Edit bowler tab and press the Enter key to confirm.
Keyboard: use the shortcut key Edit bowler on the keyboard or press Enter, use arrows to move
to the edit bowler tab and press Enter to confirm.
As a default, the selection is on the CANCEL button; use the RIGHT
fields



Use the
the Name field



Use the
key to move on
UP/DOWN symbol

 key to move onto the player

keys to select

Press



to move
bowler in
the line UP

Press



to move
bowler in
the line up
DOWN

Back to bowlers list, use the  keys to choose
another player to edit or use  to select OK to
close and confirm
Select OK, and press ENTER key to confirm
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Skip/Unskip players
Joystick: press the Enter key, move onto the Edit bowler tab and press the Enter key to confirm.
Keyboard: use the shortcut key Edit bowler on the keyboard or press Enter, use arrows to move
to the edit bowler tab, and press Enter to confirm.
As a default, the selection is always on the CANCEL button; use the RIGHT
player fields

 key to move onto the



Use the
keys to select the
Name field



Use the
key to move on the SKIP ICON
of select players and press ENTER to skip or
UNSKIP the player
SKIPPED
PLAYER

Back to bowlers list, use the  keys to choose another player to edit or use
and confirm (Select the OK button, and press the ENTER key to confirm)



NON
SKIPPED
PLAYER

to select OK to close

SKIPPED
PLAYER
REGULAR
PLAYER
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Remove players*
Joystick: press the Enter key, move on the Edit bowler tab and press the Enter key to confirm.
Keyboard: use the shortcut key Edit bowler on the keyboard or press Enter, use arrows to move
to the edit bowler tab and press Enter to confirm.
As a default, the selection is on the CANCEL button; use the RIGHT
fields

 key to move onto the player



Use the
keys to select the
Name field



Use the
key to move on the REMOVE
ICON of select players and press ENTER to
TOGGLE REMOVE player

The PLAYER STATUS is a “toggle” button that changes the status each time by pushing Enter:


Press Enter one time to set the player to Deleted status



Press Enter one more time to reset the player to regular status

Back to the bowler‟s list, use the  keys to select another player
to edit or use  to select OK to close and confirm
Select the OK button, and press Enter key to confirm

*Operation possible only for Pre-paid lanes or lanes opened by time
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Add Players*
Joystick: press the Enter key, move onto the ADD bowler tab and press the Enter key to
confirm.
Keyboard: use the shortcut key ADD bowler on the keyboard or press Enter, use arrows to move
to the edit bowler tab and press Enter to confirm.

Type the player name using
the keys or the joystick.
At the end press Enter to
confirm and go to bumpers
option or next player

BUMPERS
ENABLED

BUMPERS
DISABLED

At the conclusion of NAME EDITING, the display returns to the Scoring grids

*Operation possible only for Post paid lanes or lanes opened by time
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Bar/Mechanic/Help Calls
Joystick: press the Enter key, move onto the BAR CALL – MECH CALL\HELP tab and press the
Enter key to confirm.
Keyboard: use the shortcut key on the keyboard or press Enter, move onto the BAR CALL –
MECH CALL\HELP tab and press the Enter key to confirm.
Bar call

Mechanic
call

Help call

Help Call

Mechanic Call

Bar Call

Pinsetter Cycle- Set
Joystick and Keyboard: press the Enter key, move onto the CYCLE or SET and press ENTER to
reset the pinsetter.
Note: the feature SET is dedicated for GS pinsetters ONLY. Using SET with all other types of
pinsetters is the same action as pressing the CYCLE button.
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Delete last throw
Joystick: press the Enter key, move onto the Delete last throw button and press the Enter key
to confirm.
Keyboard: use the shortcut key Delete last throw on the keyboard or press Enter, move onto the
Delete last throw button and press the Enter key to confirm.

The Score will always highlight the very last ball rolled, press ENTER to confirm the throw deletion
or press ESC on the keyboard (or move to Cancel and press enter) to abort the operation.

The Score DELETED the last throw, press ENTER to confirm and EXIT or press ESC on the keyboard
(or move to Cancel and press enter) to abort the operation.
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Swap teams (only for lanes in Crossed mode)
Joystick: press the Enter key, move onto the Swap Team button and press the Enter key to
confirm.
Keyboard: use the shortcut key Swap Team on the keyboard or press Enter, move onto the
Swap Team button and press the Enter key to confirm.

Rescan Pins (Score auto-correction)
REMARKS
This operation corrects the wrong score automatically for the first shot or for Strike.
Its possible to use this feature for rescanning the pins that fell over or knocked down by the
pinsetter between the first ball cycle.
Joystick: press the Enter key, move onto the Rescan pins buton and press the Enter key to
confirm.
Keyboard: use the shortcut key Rescan pins on the keyboard or press Enter, move onto the
Rescan pins button and press the Enter key to confirm.
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Manual Score corrections
Joystick: press the Enter key, move onto the Correction button and press the Enter key to
confirm.
Keyboard: use the shortcut key Correct Score on the keyboard or press Enter, move onto the
Correction tab and press the Enter key to confirm.
As a default, the Score
highlights the last throw, use
the
 Keys to BROWSE the
score Strip, the  keys to
BROWSE the PLAYERS

Display of the
pins detected for
the selected
throw

When ready, press ENTER
to start the correction of
the selected throw

Pins
Selected
Select
throw

To modify the pins configuration, proceed as follows:
Joystick: use the  To selected the pin and   to UP-DOWN the pin. At the end, press Enter to
confirm or ESC to cancel.
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The numeric keys
represent the Pins
configuration

Use the / key as
a shortcut to
make a spare

Keyboard: use the numeric
keys to STAND or REMOVE
the pins

Use the X key as
a Strike
shortcut

FOR TOURNAMENT AND
LEAGUE COMPETITION
ONLY: the “F” represents
the Foul; use the  
arrows to select it if
necessary.

At the end of Score
Correction move on OK and
press Enter to confirm
Underlined scores are
throws that have been
modified
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Bowlers Console League/Tournament menu
During a league/tournament, some features are not working the same way that Open play features
work:
Bowler‟s substitution: if a player is not present and needs to be substituted, the team could use
the Substitute feature or Remove the not-present player and ADD a substitute from the list.
Add bowler: a bowler could be added to the team roster if the players do not exceed the legal
number of players. The player could be added from the BLS substitution list; a “new player on the
fly” must be added first from the Front Desk before being available in the list on the lane displays.
Change a Vacant with a bowler: if the team roster is not totally defined, some players could be
displayed as “vacant” as a player name. A vacant player is set as a BLIND player; a vacant player
could be “un-blinded” and edited as a player or substituted with an available bowler.
Edit the player name: this feature does not mean: “change” or “substitute a not-present player”,
but “change the incorrect spelling name”. Note: the edit name is for the current week only; please
advise the league secretary to perform the proper changes in BLS.
Set a bowler as a blind: when a player cannot bowl and there is no available substitutes, it is
possible to set this player as blind (blind score required) or set as “zero-blind”.
Remove bowler: a player could be removed from the team roster. The deletion is not permanent:
the removed player could be returned from the list using the Add or Substitute feature.
Skip bowler: a player that needs to stop bowling (temporary) could be set as a skipped bowler, his
score grid will be “skipped” until he is ready to play again. Note: You should skip a player if he is not
on time to bowl, then after the “X” frame (Usually the 3 rd frame) of bowling, if he is no longer able
to bowl that game because of league/tournament rules, you should then make this player a blind
bowler.
The Front Desk operator could control the feature available from the Bowler‟s Console
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Substitute bowlers


Joystick: press the Enter key, move onto the Edit bowler button and press Enter to
confirm



Keyboard: use the shortcut key Edit bowler on the keyboard or press the Enter key, use
the arrows to move onto the edit bowler button and press Enter to confirm

The default selection is on the CANCEL button:

 key to move to the player fields



Use the RIGHT



use



press Enter to call the substitution list





Use the RIGHT
key to
move to the SUBS field

keys to move to the line of the player that needs to be substituted
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Use the RIGHT  key to move onto the
player fields to make a choice for a
substitute.



Use the  keys to Browse the substitute list



Highlight the desired substitute player and
press Enter to confirm the choice



Back to bowler‟s list, use the  keys to
choose another player to edit or
use  to select OK to close and confirm



Move onto the OK button and press the
Enter key to confirm
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Set/Reset Bowlers as Blind/Zero Blind
 BLS Vacancy bowlers will be entered as BLIND bowlers. To set the bowlers as a temporary
player use the substitution or edit the bowler and remove the blind status.


Joystick: press the Enter key, move onto the Edit bowler button and press the Enter key
to confirm



Keyboard: use the shortcut key, Edit bowler on the keyboard or press the Enter key, use
the arrow keys to move onto the edit bowler button and press the Enter key to confirm

The default selection is on the CANCEL button (to QUIT from the bowler‟s console just press Enter):


Use the RIGHT



Use



 key to move on to the player‟s fields

keys to move on the line of player that needs to set or reset as Blind



Use
to move
on BLIND Toggle
button

The BLIND is a “toggle” button that changes the blind
status each time by pushing Enter:



Press the Enter key one time to set the bowler as BLIND. Player receives his blind score



Press the Enter key one more time to set the bowler as ZERO BLIND. Player receives a zero
for each frame



Press the Enter key one more time to reset the bowler as NO BLIND (regular player)



Use the
to move
to the BLIND score



If the BLIND SCORE needs to be changed, move to the blind score field; when the field is
highlighted, change the blind score using the number keys on the keyboard or the numeric
key on the joystick menu



 keys to choose another player
to edit, or use the  key to select OK to
Use the

confirm and close the current window
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When on OK button press the Enter key to
confirm
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Add Bowlers from Substitute list
REMARKS FOR BLS LEAGUES
It is possible to ADD a removed bowler or Substitute bowlers only.
It is not possible to add a bowler if the Substitute list is empty; in this case call the Front Desk and
ask them to ADD a bowler


Joystick: press Enter, move onto the Add bowler button and press Enter to confirm



Keyboard: use the shortcut key Add bowler on the keyboard or press Enter, use arrows to
move onto the Add bowler button and press Enter to confirm

As a default, the selection is on the CANCEL button:
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Use the RIGHT  key to move onto the
player fields to make a choice for a
substitute



Use the  keys to Browse the substitute list



Highlight the desired bowler and press Enter
to confirm the selection



Back to bowler‟s list, use
close and confirm



On OK press Enter key to confirm



to select OK to
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Edit Bowlers name/Surname/handicap
REMARKS FOR BLS LEAGUES
The changes for official bowlers names and handicaps are temporary only and
Will not be imported into the BLS league; any manual changes of these fields, requires the league
secretary to be notified. It is suggested to edit only the vacant Player name.


Joystick: press Enter, move onto the Edit bowler button and press Enter to confirm



Keyboard: use the shortcut key Edit bowler on the keyboard or press Enter, use arrows to
move onto the edit bowler button and press Enter to confirm

As a default, the selection is on the CANCEL button:


Use the RIGHT



use



 key to move onto the player fields

keys to move onto the line of player that need to be Edit



Use the
keys to select the
Name field



Type the new Bowler Name using the
letters key



Press Enter to confirm



Type the new Bowler last name using
the letters key



Press Enter to confirm



Type the new Bowler Handicap using
the number keys



Press Enter to confirm



Use the
key
to select the
surname field



Use the
key
to select the
Handicap field
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Back to bowlers list, use the  keys to choose another
player to edit or use  to select OK to close and
confirm



On OK press Enter key to confirm
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Edit Team Name/Team handicap
REMARKS
The changes for official team names and handicap are temporary only and
will not be exported back to the BLS league; any manual changes of these fields, need to be
brought to the attention of the league secretary to be modified in BLS manually.


Joystick: press Enter, move onto the Edit bowler button and press Enter to confirm



Keyboard: use the shortcut key Edit bowler on the keyboard or press Enter, use arrows to
move onto the edit bowler button and press Enter to confirm

As a default, the selection is on the CANCEL button:


Use the RIGHT



Use



 key to move onto the player and Team fields

keys to move onto the line of the player that needs to be Edited



Use the
keys to select the
TEAM Name field



Type the new Team name using the
letters key



Press Enter to confirm



Type the new Team Handicap using the
number keys



Press Enter to confirm



Back to the bowler‟s list, use
OK to close and confirm



On OK press Enter key to confirm



Use the
key
to select the
TEAM Handicap
field
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Intentionally left blank
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Intentionally left blank
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Scoring SystemMaintenance
Checking the Sciba photocell
The Sciba is equipped with 4 photocells (2 per lane), which are used to detect the passage of the
ball for the ball speed calculation and for the pinsetter commands. The Photocells are usually
mounted on the Sciba and in certain conditions directly on the Capping, the reflectors are mounted
on the small capping on the opposite side of the lane.
The pinsetter ball cushion micro switch is disconnected so that the pinsetter cycles when the scoring
system gives the command.
If the pinsetter does not cycle and the score does not advance, it is probable that the photocell has
lost its alignment with the reflector.
BEFORE CHECKING THE PHOTOCELL ALIGNMENT, CHECK THAT THE PINSETTER IS NOT BLOCKED
FOR REASONS THAT ARE NOT CONNECTED TO THE SCORING SYSTEM (cams badly regulated,
blocked motors, etc.)
If your system does NOT use the Sciba CCD camera for reading pin fall, (GS10, Vollmer String, Vilati
String, KF3000, Spellman string pinsetters) the only photocell is the one used for detecting the ball
to calculate the ball speed (except the KF3000, Vilati and Spellman string). If the pinsetter does not
cycle check the pinsetter sensors.
ATTENTION! TURN THE PINSETTER POWER OFF BEFORE MAKING THIS CHECK.
Take the Sciba CCD protection cover off.
1 = Electronic and optical Sciba
CCD block.
2 = Photocells
3 = Signal board
4 = Support base

There is a RED LED behind each photocell: if the Red light id on
he photocell is lined up, if the Red Led is off the photocell is not
lined up.
In order to correctly align the photocell, loosen the 4 screws on
top of the photocell support and move the photocell, aiming at
the reflector on the other side of the lane until the red led comes
on.
When the Red LED turns on the photocell has been aligned.
For a perfect alignment we advise you to cover the reflector with a piece of paper leaving only a
small hole of about 2 cm in diameter in the center of the reflector visible, in this way you are sure
that the photocell is „looking‟ at the center of the reflector. Repeat the operation for all 4 photocells.
If the Red Led goes off after the ball passes even after the photocell has been re-aligned then the
photocell may be pointing towards the border of the reflector.
Once the photocells have been checked (from a safe distance) test their functionality.
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Checking the Sciba CCD
By "checking the Sciba CCD" we mean, verify the direction the Sciba is pointing in respect to the
position of the pins. This operation is carried out at the Main Desk computer, without any
mechanical adjustments to the Sciba CCD itself.

The Sciba CCD is a “Linear camera” which „reads‟ the pins on a “ideal line” as can be seen on the
above diagram. All 20 pins (2 lanes) can be seen on the „ideal line‟. The „ideal line‟ is at the neck of
the pins which, seen from 4 meters, is the point that the pins are furthest from one another.
IN ORDER TO OPTIMISE THE PIN COUNT BY THE SCIBA CCD WE ADVISE:
 Change pins that are damaged or broken at the neck.
 The neon lights on the lane pair must have the same brightness and intensity, any changes to
lighting should be made per pair of lanes.
 The Sciba is able to read (up to a certain point) even the „off spot‟ pins, we suggest that the
pinsetter positioning arms be checked on a regular basis.
 Do not use pins which have black or coloured necks.
Turn the pinsetters on that need to be checked.
WAIT: the pinsetter pin deck light needs to warm up before giving the correct light.
The pinsetters should be on first ball with ALL 10 pins standing on each lane. The Sciba CCD is able
to see the red pins, we advise however to make the calibration settings with standard white pins.
Switch the hall lights on just like when there are bowlers; sometimes neon‟s placed too close to the
pins change the light conditions and therefore the pin detection.
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Enter in the FOCUS program, than open the Pins Detection calibration or click on
Camera icon in the lane manager menu.

1

3

4

6

5

[1] Camera Icon: clicking directly on the icon, will send the configuration to the camera. This
button is used also for restart the communication with the camera, simply clicking on it.
[2]ON-LINE Status indication: when the link with lane computer and Camera is Ok, the status is
READY. If the Camera or the lane computer do not respond the status is FAILED.
[3]Camera parameters: clicking directly on this line will open the CAMERA PARAMETERS window.
In the Camera parameter window is possible change Brightness, Ratio, Frequency and Bank.
[4] [5] Lane selection: clicking on the tag will change the lane view selection
[6]GRAB IMAGE: clicking on GRAB IMAGE button will send a command to the camera for load in
memory a pins photo shot.
SUGGESTED OPERATIONS FOR FIRST CAMERA INSTALLATION (OR CAMERA
SUBSTITUTION):





Check the camera parameters
Select a lane side and Grab Image
Set Default position
Save PINS position

POST-INSTALLATION CAMERA CHECKING:
 Check the camera parameters
 Select a lane side and Grab Image
 Save PINS position
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CHECKING THE SCIBA (CAMERA) PARAMETERS
Clicking directly on the blue line will open the CAMERA PARAMETERS window.

Brightness: is the value given to the amount of light in the Sciba area. By lifting or lowering this
value you let more or less light into the Sciba, just as if it where a standard camera diaphragm. a
default settings is 4 (40 Ms).
Ratio: is the light variation when the pin has been knocked down. In practical terms if the ratio is
set to 50, the Sciba CCD will detect a pin as fallen when the light, in the area where the pin was
when the first photo was taken, varies by at least 50%. This parameter need to be change only in
EXTREME situation (pins dirty or light too dark), the default value is 50
Frequency: refers to the amount of „Hertz‟ electricity. Set the value in accord to your local AC
frequency: EUROPE = 50 HERTZ USA= 60 HERTZ CHINA=50 HERTZ
Bank: the BANK is a conventional “point” for pre-set a brightness value. Bank 1 is used for saving
the brightness value for white light.
During „glow in the dark‟ bowling the pinsetter neon is turned off, the only light is a „black‟
florescent light. The Brightness set for the white light is not enough for the camera to see the pins
correctly. It is necessary to increase the light that enters the camera by lifting the BRIGHTNESS
value. In order to make the operation quicker, a second „Bank‟ (2 or 4) is assigned to the Glow
settings (with higher integration time).
FIRST OPERATION: select the current „bank‟ which is needed for this calibration: 1 or 3 for with
light, 2 or 4 for glow bowling. Click on CHANGE BANK button to confirm. The screen will come back
to main menu.
SECOND OPERATION: once again click on blue line for opening the camera parameters window,
vary (if necessary) the Brightness or other parameter, then click on SAVE PARAMETERS to confirm
and exit.
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GRAB THE IMAGE AND SAVE THE PINS POSITION
First select one lane side, than clicking on GRAB IMAGE button will send a command to the camera
for load in memory a pins photo shot.

The Screen shot of the lane
is load as a graphic. All the pins cursor are
overlapped on right side of the screen.

Click on SET DEFAULT POSITION BUTTON
The pins cursor will be displayed on the
approximate position.

To Moving the pins cursor, click on the pin number button, keep the mouse button pressed,
move to left or right the cursor, for finish the operation realise the mouse button.
The pins are represented by the „peaks‟ of different heights. The height depends on the distance
from the neon light the pin is. Pins 1,3,2 and 5 are the highest „peaks‟ as these pins are closet to the
light, while pins 7,8,9 and 10 are further away and therefore receive less light resulting in lower
„peaks‟. As the example shows the 10 pin „peak‟ height is 100, less than half of the height of the pin
1 „peak‟ (250).This is okay but a „peak‟ lower than 50 would not be detected.
The yellow vertical window shows the searching area where Sciba looking for the pin. The windows
must be in the center of the base of the peak, it‟s mandatory that all the near window‟s do not
overlap each other, otherwise the Sciba cant‟ read the right pins.
At the end of the operation click on SAVE PINS POSITION button, than wait till the Save pins
position button became invisible, it‟s means that the pins position is saved.
REPEAT THE STEPS FOR THE OTHER LANE SIDE
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CONFRONT IMAGES
Note: this operation is required only for installation with One Sciba per one pair of lanes
(STANDARD), for a odd lane installation confront image is not necessary.

1) Select ODD (or EVEN) lane, grab the image clicking on
GRAB IMAGE button.
2) Select EVEN (or ODD) lane, grab the image clicking on
GRAB IMAGE button.
3) Click on CONFRONT IMAGE button.

The snapshot picture displays the graphic of both lane together. The height of the peaks must be
similar: for example, pin 10 of odd lane, is approximately the same height of pin 10 of even lane.
If the difference between the 2 lanes is too much, probably the camera is rotate clock-wise or anti
clock-wise.
SUGGESTIONS FOR A GOOD PINS READING
It is important that the pins „peaks‟ are a good distance from one another so that the pin detection
is good. In cases where it is difficult to get good peaks, move the window slightly to allow more
distance between them.
If the Sciba CCD position is not correct or the „focus‟ is out it can be regulated, the worst thing is the
overlap of pin peaks, causing the Sciba CCD to detect one pin in place of another on the „ideal line‟
and scoring it incorrectly.
Brightness value is same for both lanes. Depending by pins illumination‟s condition, even and odd
lanes could display different peaks height, for same pins. It‟s important to keep a Brightness media
value in order to calibrate both lane as well.
It is also possible, when the Brightness is too high, that the light saturates the lens and the peaks
overlap (they tend to become one line at the top).
If it is not possible to fix the problem by altering the Brighteners you need to MECHANICALLY
CALIBRATE THE SCIBA; If this does not work, replace the Sciba CCD.
The higher the peak is the more the peak tends to flatten. This phenomenon is known as IMAGE
SATURATION when a pin peak is too saturated the Sciba CCD tends to „see‟ the pin even when it has
been knocked down.
Set the light that enters into the Camera by changing the Brightness.
If the pin „peaks‟ are too high, being saturated with light, the Sciba CCD tends to „see‟ them all the
time, if the pin „peaks‟ are too low the Sciba CCD has a hard time „seeing‟ them.
Integration time is the value given to the amount of light in the Sciba area. By lifting or lowering this
value you let more or less light into the Sciba, just as if it where a standard camera diaphragm.
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EXAMPLE OF WRONG CALIBRATION

The peaks are too LOW; not enough light is entering the lens and the Sciba does not recognize the
pins. Lift the Brightness

The peaks are too high; too much light is entering the lens; the Sciba recognizes the pins ALL the
time, even when they have been knocked down. Decrease the Brightness.

The peaks are overlapped; the Sciba recognizes one pin in place of another, or worse it recognizes
the pin in place of the one next to it. The Sciba may be out of focus. Lover the Brightness.
IF THE OPERATION IS NOT SUCCESSFUL MAKE A MECHANICAL CALIBRATION.
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Substituting the Sciba CCD
The Sciba CCD is made up of two parts:
The HEAD [1] that contains the electronics and lens.
The BASE [2] which supports the photocells and the
interface board.
More often than not it is not necessary to change the
entire Sciba CCD assembly, nor the entire Sciba
head.
If done carefully it is possible to change the
electronic part only without doing a mechanical
calibration.

TO CHANGE THE SCIBA ELECTRONICS WITH LENS
ATTENTION! Turn the power off to the lane computer or turn the I-Retro off
(only if I-Retro with direct power model)
Take the plastic cover off ( use a screwdriver to disconnect the 9 pole plug). Remove the aluminium
lid by unscrewing the 4 lateral screws. Remove the 3 screws (A, B and C) that hold the lens ring.
SLIGHTLY loosen ONE of the 2 fixing bolts (D or E). DO NOT LOOSEN THEM BOTH SO THAT YOU
MAINTAIN THE CALIBRATION POSITION.
Carefully remove the electronic boards from the back of the block, if necessary loosen one the bolts
a little more.
INSERT THE NEW BLOCK (lens + electronic boards), turn it until it positions itself against the bolt (D
or E) which you did NOT loosen, then tighten the loose bolt firmly.
Replace the lens ring and tighten the 3 screws tightly, without exaggerating replace the lid.
Before calibrating the Sciba from the Main Desk computer click on the SET
PREDEFINED button on the Sciba settings screen to load the original
settings.
Proceed with the calibration from the Main Desk computer. If, during the replacement, the Sciba has
moved, return to the mechanical calibration.
It is advisable, once checked that the position of the Sciba is correct, to use ordinary nail varnish to
block the bolts and screws. Don‟t use substances which „permanently‟ fix the screws and bolts as
this will make it impossible to service when required.
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Sciba CCD Mechanical calibration
This type of calibration is necessary if the Main Desk Computer calibration has failed because it‟s not
possible to find an ideal position for the vertical pin lines (sign that the Sciba has moved or needs to
be replaced)
BEFORE DOING THIS TYPE OF OPERATION ASK FOR ADVISE FROM YOUR SUPPLIER OR
FROM YOUR AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER
Take the pins off the pin deck and position the calibration boards supplied during installation. Check
if the pinsetter neon is switched ON and that the light conditions are the same as when there are
bowlers. Obscure any lights that may effect the pins which are not usually present.
Warning!
Placing the template on the lane deck is dangerous with pinsetter motor on.
Before to proceed, disconnect all pinsetter motor
keep only the pinsetter pins light on
Unplug the pinsetter motor connectors, than switch on the 2 pinsetters. Before to begin, please wait
some minutes cause the pit light must be hot.
The template should be placed symmetrically near the border of the pins spot as shown in the next
diagrams. Position depends also by lane installed:



Standard installation: one Sciba per one pair of lane
ODD installation: one Sciba per each lane
Standard Installation: one Sciba per one pair of lane

Standard Template position

Installation with ODD lane: Sciba mount at the right side of the lane
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ODD Template position
Installation with ODD lane: Sciba mount at the left side of the lane

ODD Template position
BEGIN THE MECHANICAL CALIBRATION
With the Sciba in calibration mode, LED 10 starts flashing and the other LED‟s indicate how the
position should be adjusted, if adjustment is required. The machine is correctly adjusted when all
four GREEN LED‟s are lit.
Activation of calibration mode for standard Sciba installation
(one Sciba for one pair of lanes)
Move the switch on Sciba
board in CALIBRATE
MODE(on top)
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Activation of calibration mode for ODD Sciba installation
(one Sciba for each lane)
Set the
Move the switch on Sciba
number 1
board in CALIBRATE
switch of S1 to
MODE(on top)
“ON” (Dip
Switch) and
leave it on

BEGIN TO ADJUST MANUALLY THE SCIBA
The scan line can be mechanically adjusted in three ways:
1) Rotation on its vertical axis
2) Rotation on the optical axis
3) Raising / lowering the scan line.
First loosen (a little bit) all the mounting bolts.
Adjustments should be carried out in the following order - first the vertical axis, then the optical axis
and lastly the height. The Led‟s indicate in which direction the Sciba should be adjusted. After each
adjustment, tighten the relative adjustment bolt.
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MECHANICAL CALIBRATION: ROTATION ON IT‟S VERTICAL AXIS
WARNING! MOVE THE SCIBA LITTLE BY LITTLE [ PUSH VERY GENTLY THE SCIBA BY ONE SIDE,
WAIT THE RESPONSE FROM THE LED, THEN PROCEED AS NECESSARY].

OK! THE VERTICAL AXIS IS ADJUSTED CORRECTLY. LOCK THE NUT.

If both LED 1 and LED 3 are lit, it means that the Sciba
cannot identify the marker sheets:
1] Check the Sciba position (maybe the Sciba is placed at the wrong distance)
2] TRY TO CHANGE THE INTEGRATION TIME: the neon light (from pinsetter) is not enough or is too
much for the Sciba; try to implement more integration time 1 by 1 or 2 by 2 and try to make the
calibration. If the problem persist decrease the integration time.
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Mechanical calibration: Rotation on the optical
axis
Allen key type bolts, on the front of the Sciba (the three projecting bolts, not to be confused with
the two, more flush bolts used to set the lens when it has been focused) must be loosened. After the
adjustment close STRONGLY.

OK! ROTATION ON OPTICAL AXIS CALIBRATE SUCCESSFULLY!
CLOSE VERY TIGHT THE 3 BOLT.

IF IS HARD ADJUST THE OPTICAL AXIS:
Try to lose or thigh the BOLT as indicated in the diagram in left side, then
adjust the Sciba.
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Mechanical calibration : Raising/ Lowering

ALL DONE! THE SCIBA IS NOW FULLY MECHANICALLY ADJUSTED.
When the Sciba has been correctly adjusted, the above three green LED‟s (central in each of the
settings) remain on, the 10th LED stops flashing also remaining on.

WARNING!

Replace the calibration switch in OFF
position, or the Detection Device does not
works and gives message TIME OUT! On
the console (in the scanning mode).
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SUGGESTIONS ABOUT PINS POSITIONS
Each of the pins must be fully visible by the Sciba (not partly hidden by other pins).
The distance between the following pairs of pins is of vital importance:
  pins 1 and 8 on the left lane
  pins 4 and 7 on the left lane
  pins 1 and 9 on the right lane
 pins 6 and 10 on the right lane
The distance between each pair may not be enough, and although moving the Sciba may improve
the view, it may, in the same instant make the view of another two pins worse, so it is usually
better to move the pins (slightly).
E.g. Improving  may alter and vice versa. As improving  may alter the view of  and vice
versa.
Some problems that may arise, with hard to see pins and how to solve them.
and  (vital)



Move the Sciba closer to the two pins keeping to the center of the
lane, until a point is reached where the situation improves.

and  (vital)



Move the Sciba farther from the pins keeping to the center of the
lanes.

and  (vital)



If the lanes are not symmetrical, forcing the Sciba to be
positioned
„Off ‟center, then in this case, move the Sciba to the right and if
necessary, a little forward (towards the Pinsetter).

and  (vital)



Move the Sciba to the left of the center line and if necessary, a
little back(towards players table ).

Irrespective of how the Pinsetter places the pins, the best position for the Sciba is on the line
between the following two points:
Point 1: Where a line passing through the centers of pins 7 and 4, on the left lane meets a line
passing
through the center of pins 6 and 10, on the right lane.
Point 2: Where a line passing through the center of pins 1 and 8, on the left lane meets a line
passing
through the center of pins 1 and 9, on the right lane.
If the segment between points 1 and 2 is traced, the ideal position for the Sciba is within the
segment and is much closer to point 2 than point 1. The points can be calculated on paper using the
pin grid, as actually drawing out the relative lines takes rather a long time!
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Front Desk Touch Screen Calibration
Calibrating the computer monitor touch screen in necessary when the cursor does not follow the
commando given with the finger correctly. Calibrate the monitor after it has been moved as well.
Attention! If the Touchscreen monitor was switched on AFTER the computer had
already loaded Windows the TOUCH function is DISABLED. Restart Windows to reactivate the Touchscreen.
The touchscreen models in use are ELOTOUCH or MICROTOUCH. Both of these models could be
serial (connected to the computers COM 1) or USB.
Before proceeding with the calibration, clean the screen with a slightly damp clean cloth, then set
the screen to the adequate size.
CALIBRATING A MONITOR WITH ELOTOUCH INSTALLED

Click on the ELO TOUCHSCREEN icon found in the control panel of Windows (route:
STARTSETTINGS  CONTROL PANEL).
Click on the CALIBRATE button to activate the menu.
Touch the target, while standing directly in front of the monitor.
Repeat the operation with all the targets the system presents.
The next message asks you to touch the screen in various
places to see if the cursor responds accurately.
Click on YES to confirm or on NO to calibrate again.

CALIBRATING MONITORS WITH MICROTOUCH INSTALLED
Click on the MICROTOUCH TOUCHSCREEN icon found in the control panel of
Windows
(route: STARTSETTINGS  CONTROL PANEL).
Click on the CALIBRATE button to activate the menu.
Touch the target, while standing directly in front of the monitor.
Repeat the operation with all the targets the system presents.

The next message asks you to touch the screen in various
places to see if the cursor responds accurately.
Click on DONE to confirm or on CALIBRATE AGAIN to
repeat the operation.
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Substitute a V.L.C. (Vision Lane Computer)
WARNING
This operation interacts with focus database and therefore may cause problems if not carried out
correctly. Read carefully the following instructions before you start, in case of doubt contacts the
Steltronic Service before action.
Before you begin, check that the old lane computer is off.
Close the Focus program the other workstations and not to resume the program until the end of the
procedure.
Each lane computer (V.L.C.) has an unique IP address written on a label close to the Network input;
it‟s mandatory enter the IP of the new lane computer before switch it on.
When the new lane computer will enter in function, make the file sync operation to update with the
same parameters of the previous.
OPERATION TO EXECTUE FROM MAIN DESK (SERVER) ONLY

(4)
Select the OUTGOING lane
computer

(5)
Type the NEW IP

Pair lane number

(2)
Click on SHOW SERVICE
MANAGER
(6)
confirm

Use only in
case of
error:
Cancel the
changes and
quit without
saving

(3)
Click here to insert
the new VLC IP

(1)
Click here with the RIGHT mouse
button.
If the Lane Server icon is not visible,
click on START All programs 
Steltronic  Focus  Service Manager

Run the change of the IP, save the changes (Point 6), and confirm with OK. The Service Manager
application exchange the IP address in the database and will be restarted automatically.
At the end of this operation will be possible to connect and turn on the new lane computer and all
the other focus workstations\lane computer.
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FILE SYNC
Sync files is an operation required to update the settings like advertisements, program version etc.
on the new lane computer. The lane computer will not be available during the sync and will return in
line automatically at the end of the operation that may require from 5-10 minutes, according to the
speed of the network.
Click here

Click on SYNC files and
confirm when the next
question appear.

WARNING!
Do not turn off inadvertently the main desk (server), the network switch or avoid blocking
inadvertently service Lane server. In case the not available Lane server, the lane computer will not
update the files.
In case of black out of the Center during the operation, try again to run the sync, if the operation
does not give a positive result, contact the Steltronic service .
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VLC mod. A-B

2
VLC mod. C

The VLC mod A and B are hardware compatible,
[1] AC selector (110/230VAC)
[2] Main AC switch
[3] AC Input
[4] power ON led
[5] ON/OFF/Stand by
[6] AUX 12/5 VDC out
[7] +12VDC out
[8] COM1 (for A.P.I connection)
[9] Lan input (network)
[10] ODD monitor output
[11] EVEN monitor output (DVI adapter mandatory)
The IP label is near the LAN input
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